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Abstract
This dissertation examines Gulf Coast-centered environmental nonfiction
narratives in texts across multiple genres, including nonfiction books, documentary films,
and web-based interactives. These texts construct the region at the nexus of the negative
geological, ecological, and human health impacts of oil extraction and petrochemical
production. In the first body chapter, I analyze three nonfiction texts by journalists and
academics who travel to south Louisiana and offer an outsiders’ perspective on the place,
all of which I argue represent an emerging genre of elegiac travelogue. I then rhetorically
analyze three documentaries on the BP spill, reading them rhetorically for oil’s visibility
and invisibility, and arguing that all three films audiovisually construct, sometimes
through the invocation of other senses, petroleum’s social-material impacts on the Gulf
Coast through representations of sickness and toxicity, in alignment with environmental
justice concerns. The final chapter begins with an analysis of two interactive maps
focused on petrochemical industry-related environmental impacts along the Gulf Coast. I
then place these maps within the context of scholarship and pedagogy in Writing Studies
and Environmental and Energy Humanities, and conclude with teaching materials that
aim to address these issues presented throughout this dissertation in an advanced
undergraduate classroom, placing the issues faced by the Gulf Coast in broader national
and international contexts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Reading the Anthropocene on the Gulf Coast

Introduction
The Mississippi River has shaped South Louisiana and has been shaped by its
inhabitants; Native Americans manipulated the landscape of Louisiana through shell
middens that impacted marsh ecology prior to the arrival of Europeans (Kidder). These
populations also occupied natural levees near present-day New Orleans before the French
claimed the land; these levees were subsequently expanded using slave labor to protect
land from periodic flooding. Levee building eventually became so crucial to colonial
agricultural practice that it served as a driver for the increased importation of enslaved
Africans (Morris, 2000). Thus while humans have long interacted with the Mississippi
River system, it was European colonization and plantation agriculture that fueled the rise
of the modern levee system still maintained today.
The history of domination and exploitation of Louisiana’s landscape by colonial,
governmental, and corporate interests is inseparable from systemic racism. French
colonial settlements in Louisiana began at the turn of the eighteenth century, and within
two decades, African slaves were being forced to labor on sugar plantations. In 1724, in
response to the slave population overtaking the colonial population, the Code Noir was
introduced, aiming to exert more control over the slaves (Ducre, 2008). This legal
designation of racial inferiority was also eventually formally applied to Native American
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populations (Milne, 2015). In the twentieth century, as the center of Louisiana’s economy
shifted from agriculture to petrochemicals, the levee system that had been maintained for
the plantation system was repurposed. Robert Bullard explains, “The Mississippi River
served as a magnet for petrochemical companies because of its capacity for carrying
barges and its access to disposal of chemical waste” (2000, p. 103). Though the economy
has shifted from export-focused plantation agriculture dependent on slave labor to oil and
petrochemicals, a similar exploitative attitude toward resources interacts with systemic
racism to perpetuate environmental racism (Wright, 2003, pp. 126–127). Over the course
of the 20th century many petrochemical plants were established along the Mississippi
River in south Louisiana, attracted by the transportation opportunities of the river along
with incentives offered by the state; eventually this area came to be known as the
petrochemical corridor (Wright, 2003, p. 128).
A continuity of extractive systems exists between Louisiana’s plantation
economy1 and culture and the petrochemical industry along the banks of the Mississippi
River and the Louisiana Gulf Coast. Subsidence fueled by the river’s levee system, along
with the dredging of offshore oil industry canals, have led to rapid coastal land loss
(Freudenburg & Gramling, 1994), and these factors, in conjunction with climate-change
induced sea level rise and high concentrations of pollution, endanger Gulf Coast
communities and the ecosystems in which they are enmeshed. For instance, 2010 BP
Deepwater Horizon disaster can be understood in the context of a long history of

1

See Mintz, 1986 on sugar and the concept of plantation economy.
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extractive economy,2 colonial ways of thinking that have disproportionately impacted
poor communities of color along the Gulf Coast, and imbalanced systems of power in
which industry shapes policy and narrative.
In this dissertation, I examine Gulf Coast-centered environmental nonfiction
narratives, which construct the region at the nexus of the negative geological, ecological,
and human health impacts of oil extraction and petrochemical production. In particular, I
focus on the Louisiana Gulf Coast, the largest oil producing region in the US (Watts,
2014, p. 201) as portrayed in texts across multiple genres, including nonfiction books,
documentary films, and web-based interactives. Across the chapters I trace oil culture in
the region and pan out to address the implications of global energy dependence and
global cultures of carbon extraction on composing and teaching writing. The following
questions guide the chapters:
•

How do popular nonfiction texts narrate the Gulf Coast’s environmental history,
including both its long history of slow violence and more visible environmental
disasters like Hurricane Katrina and the BP Deepwater Horizon oil spill?

•

How do popular nonfiction texts about the Gulf Coast take up the rhetoric of the
environmental justice movement?

2

For example, consider John Law Wasn’t So Wrong: The Story of Louisiana’s Horn of Plenty, a history of
Louisiana told through the distinct lens of the mid-20th century oil industry. Hodding Carter, a journalist
and Louisiana native, was hired by Esso Standard Oil in 1952 to write the book, which captures many
commonplace attitudes and beliefs related to colonialism, native peoples, slavery, nostalgia for the Old
South, and the perceived limitlessness of oil energy that continues to shape the Louisiana Gulf Coast as an
oil culture to this day.
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•

What does a just rhetoric and writing pedagogy entail given the injustice inherent
to cultures of carbon extraction and accelerating energy intensiveness of writing
technologies?

To answer the questions above I look to research in the energy humanities, environmental
humanities, and rhetorical studies of environmental justice. Reading the Gulf Coast’s
environmental history as narrated in popular texts across multiple modalities as a regional
case, I work toward an understanding of the toxic rhetorics of carbon extraction,
refinement, and consumption along the Gulf Coast and on a global scale.

Literature Review
A growing number of scholars in the humanities and social sciences have begun
to critically discuss cultures of carbon extraction, focusing their attention on sites of oil,
coal, and gas production and consumption around the world, including Canada, the
United States, Iran, and Nigeria. These scholars consider how the dominance of
petroleum as an energy source over the past century corresponds with deepened racial
and class inequality, and they have begun to ask about the ways in which contemporary
culture is shaped by dependence on carbon energy (and specifically oil) for mobility,
food, computing technology, and other aspects of daily life. In “Crude Aesthetics: The
Politics of Oil Documentaries,” Imre Szeman reads three documentaries for what he calls
“the problem of oil” (2012, p. 423), looking particularly at how the films narrativize oil
and frame it as a social problem by critiquing social systems, highlighting paradoxes
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emerging from oil use, and using scale as an aesthetic strategy. In his 2013 article “How
to Know About Oil: Energy Epistemologies and Political Futures” he examines three
objects: Timothy Mitchell’s book Carbon Democracy, a collection of Edward
Burtynsky’s photos called Oil, and representations of the Alberta tar sands. Considering
his three objects of analysis as “attempts to probe the consequences of how we know oil
and how we might make oil a more conceptually powerful part of our knowing” (2013, p.
147), he writes that he wants “to see what these attempts to know oil […] as an essential
component of social, cultural, and political form […] might tell us about a politics
appropriate to our petrocultures” (2013, p. 148), with the ultimate goal of considering the
environmental and social justice impacts of oil. In this essay Szeman is positioning
himself within an existing conversation about oil culture by identifying his project with
the work of other oil culture scholars like Stephanie LeMenager and Matthew Huber
(2013, p. 147).
Political theorist Timothy Mitchell’s 2011 book Carbon Democracy, which was
analyzed in the Szeman essay above, offers a historical account of carbon energy forms,
specifically coal and oil, and linking them to movements in labor and the disruption of
energy networks, government, the emergence of neoliberalism and the concept of the
“economy,” and the expansion and contraction of democratic politics, particularly in the
Middle East. Drawing on and responding to Mitchell, Matthew Huber’s 2013 book
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Lifeblood highlights the centrality of oil to contemporary American life, particularly
arguing that it enabled the rapid growth of the suburbs and mass consumption. 3
An explicit attempt at defining oil studies, or what has come to be more widely
known as the energy humanities, can be found in Ross Barrett and Daniel Worden’s 2014
collection Oil Culture, which contains contributions from a range of scholars from
various disciplines. The editors aim to “remedy the relative silence that scholars in the
humanities have maintained about oil” (2014, p. xix), and write, “This volume is an
attempt to consolidate the field of ‘oil studies’ as a major component of not just
environmental and energy studies but also cultural studies more generally” (2014, p.
xxx). They highlight the issues of oil’s visibility and invisibility, one of the central
problems in humanities studies of oil: “Oil is not entirely visible to us as a commodity, a
fuel, a resource, or a political and economic agent, yet also it is not invisible. Events like
the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill […] are shocking […] because they reinforce the
already visible presence of oil in our daily lives (2014, p. xvii). Stephanie LeMenager’s
2014 book Living Oil, another foundational energy humanities text, examines petroleum
in American life through artifacts in various mediums such as magazines, fiction, poetry,
documentary, and blogs. One of LeMenager’s key contributions in this book is what she
calls “petromelancholia,” defined as “the feeling of losing cheap energy that came
relatively easily, without tar sands extraction, ultradeep ocean drilling, and fracking”
(2014, p. 103).

3

Huber responds to and critiques Mitchell, positing that his arguments are somewhat reductionist (149) and
that he ignores “everyday patterns of consumption” (177).
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The interdisciplinary field of environmental humanities that has emerged over the
past few years is organized around a few core concerns, including spatial and temporal
scale, engagement with the concept (and consequences) of the Anthropocene, and
environmental justice. A key early work in the field is Ursula Heise’s 2008 book Sense of
Place and Sense of Planet, which was published prior to widespread use of
environmental humanities as a unifying label, but is still worth mentioning here because
it introduced concepts that continue to be influential in the field. Focusing primarily on
analyzing fiction, Heise critiques white male middle class environmental ethics and
emphasis on local places at the expense of a more global perspective (2008, p. 31). She
calls for a globally aware “eco-cosmopolitanism,” which she defines as “an attempt to
envision individuals and groups as part of planetary “imagined communities” of both
human and nonhuman kinds” (Heise, 2008, p. 61). One of Heise’s major contributions is
the turn to spatial scale in discussing tension between local and global in literary
ecocriticism. In his 2011 book Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor, Rob
Nixon takes up Heise’s discussion of spatial scale and adds questions about temporal
scale, and he also expands on Heise’s cursory engagement with environmental justice. He
defines “slow violence” as “a violence that occurs gradually and out of sight, a violence
of delayed destruction that is dispersed across time and space, an attritional violence that
is typically not viewed as violence at all” (2011, p. 2). He argues that the decreased
attention spans characteristic of today’s technologically driven society may have trouble
witnessing “the slow erosions of environmental justice” (2011, p. 8).
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In a 2014 issue of Environmental Humanities, a group of ten scholars from
ecocriticism and environmental history attempted to define the field of environmental
humanities in the essay “Mapping Common Ground.” They point to the concept of the
Anthropocene as central to recent environmental debates (Bergthaller et al., 2014, p. 264)
and point to environmental justice and the emergent material ecocriticism as potential
fertile ground for future interdisciplinary scholarship. In fact, they call environmental
justice a “unifying principle” for ecocritics and environmental historians (Bergthaller et
al., 2014, p. 271). Timothy Clark’s 2015 book Ecocriticism on the Edge, which echoes
many others in noting the centrality of questions of and problems with scale in the
Anthropocene for ecocritics (2015, p. 13).
Over the past fifteen years a number of rhetorical scholars (mostly in
communication studies) have begun to establish a body of literature focused on the
concerns of the environmental justice movement from a rhetorical perspective; most
notably for this dissertation, some of these scholars have focused on the visualization of
toxic impacts. In 2011, Jennifer Peeples published “Toxic Sublime: Imagining
Contaminated Landscapes,” in which she examines Edward Burtynsky’s photography
collection Manufactured Landscapes and forwards the concept of “toxic sublime” to
describe five tensions evoked by images of toxicity that evoke positive and negative
reactions simultaneously. Peeples builds on this visual theory of toxicity two years later
with “Imaging Toxins,” which compares media imagery of Vietnamese and American
victims of the toxic defoliant Agent Orange, which was used by US soldiers during the
Vietnam War, and identifies two discrete narratives: American soldiers and Vietnamese
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civilians. She ultimately draws five overall conclusions for reading toxic images, which
she forwards with the hope of illuminating “how images visually construct contamination
for both critical analysis and political activism” (2013, p. 205).
There are some areas where these fields can be put into conversation in my
project. Environmental humanists are presently engaged in discussions of spatial and
temporal scale, especially as they relate to what Nixon calls the slow violence of
environmental injustice, such as the gradual accumulation of toxins in a polluted area.
Spatial and temporal scale have also entered the conversation in oil studies; for instance,
Szeman discusses scale in both essays discussed above, and in a comparison of the Niger
Delta and Louisiana’s Gulf Coast as oil frontiers in Oil Culture, Michael Watts defines
the frontier as the “spatial, temporal, and of course, vertical dynamics in which fields
within a province are discovered, developed, and recovered” (2014, p. 194). Though
scale is loaded with different assumptions across fields, it may be productive to ask how
these fields might be put into conversation with respect to scale. In this dissertation, I
attempt to do so by analyzing the use of spatial and temporal scale to narrate the
environmental history of Louisiana, both geologically and cultural.
I also aim to highlight the relationship of the environmental and energy
humanities to the broader project of environmental justice (here I am lumping together
scholarship and activism). While an interest in environmental justice is explicitly claimed
by many environmental humanities scholars, including Heise and Nixon above, these
concerns are less explicit in the energy humanities. For instance, Huber and Mitchell only
gloss the topic, and Szeman’s essays referenced above do not seem to move past a
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fleeting genuflection; In “Crude Aesthetics” (2012) he speaks briefly of the impacts of oil
on human and ecological health as portrayed in documentaries, and in “How to Know
About Oil” he writes that his ultimate goal is to foster “a left politics committed to an
energy transition that would both ameliorate environmental concerns and enable greater
social justice” (2012, p. 148), though he offers few specifics to that end. This dissertation
aims to explicitly discuss environmental justice issues like race and toxicity in
conversation with the insights of energy humanities scholars.
As well, this dissertation engages ongoing discussions of visibility and invisibility
in the environmental and energy humanities. In the introduction to the field defining
collection Oil Culture (Barrett & Worden, 2014), oil studies scholars view the
“spectrality” of oil—that is, its seeming invisibility and bursts of visibility in catastrophes
like oil spills—as a foundational problem. LeMenager comments on the way the glut of
visual data following the BP spill undermined the oil’s usual invisibility and abstraction
(2014, p. 104). Thinking through visibility and invisibility is also key in material
ecocriticism, a growing subfield of the environmental humanities. In a discussion of
photojournalism in environmental justice campaigns, for instance, Stacy Alaimo points
out that even a visual medium like photography cannot capture lead poisoning or
pollution: “these issues, which do not lend themselves to photography, remain
undocumented” (2010, p. 71). Rob Nixon offers another way of thinking about this point
of intersection when he discusses “the politics of the visible and the invisible” with
actions that counter “the forces of temporal inattention that compound injustices of class,
gender, race, and religion” (2011, p. 30).
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Finally, I aim to consider how environmental arguments are made relative to the
material affordances of different media (in the case of the narratives examined in this
dissertation: text, film, and web-based interactive maps). For instance, interactive
mapping allows the composer and the user to consider both emplaced and distributed
environmental impacts. As a whole, examining the texts in this chapter together reveals
how regional places impacted by carbon extraction and its consequences might generally
come to be defined through the emerging Anthropocene genre of elegiac travelogue. In
Chapter 2, I examine popular Gulf Coast environmental nonfiction books; these widely
read narratives, all of which are written by outsider travelers, define the region in popular
imagination. In Chapters 3 and 4, I turn to films and web-based interactive maps about
the Gulf Coast, all of which were created by locals to the region who offer first-person
counternarratives, and all of which, to varying degrees, demonstrate the potential for
multimodal interventions on behalf of environmental justice causes across the toxic Gulf
Coast. One such possible intervention is explored in a pedagogical section at the end of
Chapter 4 that includes teaching materials that culminate in interactive maps created by
students.
Chapter Overviews
Chapter Two: Elegiac Travelogues: Anthropocene Environmental Narrative and Slow
Violence on the Gulf Coast
In this chapter I analyze three nonfiction texts by journalists and academics who
travel to south Louisiana and offer an outsiders’ perspective on the place. I begin with
Mark Twain’s Life on the Mississippi (1883), which is the most widely known travelogue
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and popular narrative of the Mississippi River and pre- and post- Civil War-era American
South. It exemplifies late 19th century constructions of the Mississippi River, Southern
culture in general, and South Louisiana in particular, in US public imagination. The
remaining five texts span three decades beginning at the end of the 20th century and into
the 21st century, in the wake of the region’s oil boom. John McPhee’s travel essay
“Atchafalaya,” first published in The New Yorker in 1987 and later included in a 1989
collection of three essays titled The Control of Nature, focused on efforts to contain the
Atchafalaya River, a major distributary to the west of the Mississippi River. Mike
Tidwell’s Bayou Farewell: The Rich Life and Tragic Death of Louisiana’s Cajun Coast,
first published in 2003 and reprinted in 2010, is a journalist’s environmental travelogue
chronicling the history and contemporary issues plaguing a place and culture she portrays
as dying. David Gessner’s 2012 book Tarball Chronicles: A Journey Beyond the Oiled
Pelican and Into the Heart of the Gulf Oil Spill is an essayist and academic’s narrative of
the BP oil spill’s context and aftermath. Photographer Richard Misrach and Landscape
Architect Kate Orff’s 2014 collaborative publication Petrochemical America participates
in this narrative tradition, adding visual dimension to the elegiac travelogue. The most
recent book examined in this chapter is Arlie Russel Hochschild’s 2016 book Strangers
in Their Own Land: Anger and Mourning on the American Right, in which the author, a
liberal Sociology professor who resides in Berkeley, California, attempts to understand
the culture and beliefs of conservative coastal Louisianians. In narrating the Louisiana
Gulf Coast’s environmental and cultural history, I argue that these texts exemplify what I
call the elegiac travelogue, an emerging nonfiction genre of the Anthropocene in which a
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place and its peoples and cultures are portrayed as tragic and barreling toward extinction.
Though the position of the author as an outsider or insider to the place can change and the
medium can vary, as the next two chapters show, the elegiac travelogue can primarily be
defined as a place-based environmental narrative that foregrounds a toxic world linked
explicitly or implicitly to carbon extraction, refinement, and consumption.
The six environmental narratives discussed in this chapter are all, to varying
extents, environmental histories of the Gulf Coast that include discussions of the
Mississippi River and coastal systems, and later, in narratives published after the 20th
century oil boom, human interventions in these systems through canals and levees. They
also focus on the some of the environmental problems that can be linked to the oil
industry, including coastal land loss and conflicts with the fisheries, and more recent texts
gesture toward a hybrid view of ecology that troubles commonplace binaries between
human and nonhuman as well as nature and culture. Some later texts also highlight the
parallels between the oil industry and the antebellum plantation system in Louisiana.
Recognizing this narrative tradition, which both shapes and reinforces public perception
of the Louisiana Gulf Coast as a slowly dying place to be mourned, helps connect
Louisiana’s toxic present to the toxic legacy of slavery and white supremacy in the
region. All texts also highlight the key elegiac travelogue concerns of pollution, toxicity,
and death and rely on themes of sacrifice, spirituality, and faith in discussing how both
the narrators and Gulf Coast natives make sense of their situation. Ultimately, this
analysis gestures toward larger issues for public environmental communication and
rhetoric, including questions about objectivity, narrative, the efficacy of scientific
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evidence related to environmental problems, the politicization of science, and the
advantages and affordances of visual environmental arguments made through static and
moving images. Though the Gulf Coast is the primary site explored in this chapter and
across this dissertation, the elegiac travelogue defined in this chapter is an emerging
genre of the Anthropocene that can be recognized in nonfiction accounts about other
places, peoples, and cultures impacted by extractive industries in general, and carbon
extractive industries in particular that are portrayed in tragic decline and barreling toward
extinction.
Chapter 3: Rhetorics of Toxicity, Racism, and Religion on the Gulf Coast: Oil and
Environmental Justice in BP Spill Documentary Films
In the third chapter I rhetorically analyze three documentaries on the BP spill: The
Big Fix (Tickell & Tickell, 2011), Vanishing Pearls (Jefferson, 2014), and The Great
Invisible (Brown, 2014). These films were chosen because they were widely viewed at
film festivals and received press coverage for their treatment of the spill. The films vary
in scope, perspective, and focus, but they all were released within four years after the
spill. In contrast to the books analyzed in the foregoing chapter, all three films were
directed by Gulf Coast natives, and therefore are examples of how people deeply rooted
in the place narrativize the spill. From the immediate impact on the Deepwater Horizon
rig workers who died or continue to have physical and mental health impacts resulting
from their traumatic experience, to fisherman and seafood industry workers, to coastal
residents sickened by the use of the dispersant Corexit, to the larger population of coastal
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residents affected by the economic impact of the offshore drilling moratorium following
the spill, these films show how the impacts of the spill were complex and interlinked. I
look to the driving concerns and tensions of environmental justice, a movement that has
been defined from the beginning by its tension with the modern environmental
movement, industrial impacts on health, and spatial environmental injustice, as a starting
point for examining the spill and its effects, seeing it as a useful frame for examining how
oil moves physically, figuratively through bodies and discourse.
Taken together, and understood in light of environmental justice concerns, a few
thematic patterns emerge that recur across the films when they are placed in conversation.
Reading these films rhetorically for oil’s visibility and invisibility, I argue that they show
some hints of the influence of modern environmentalist wilderness concerns in their
depictions of oiled wildlife. However, human health and toxicity are foregrounded, as all
three films audiovisually construct, sometimes through the invocation of other senses,
petroleum’s social-material impacts on the Gulf Coast through representations of sickness
and toxicity, in alignment with environmental justice concerns. I also argue that the films
have varying degrees of engagement with racial justice, another central concern of
environmental justice, though more could be done to highlight the impact of the spill, and
the oil industry in general, on minority communities. Finally, I show that religious belief
is a subterranean theme across the films, one that merits deeper consideration in light of
the environmental justice movement’s deeply rooted spiritual impetus.
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Chapter 4: Digital Narrative, Multimodality, and Pedagogy at the Intersection of Writing
Studies and Environmental Humanities
I begin this final chapter by drawing on these approaches to analyze two
interactive maps focused on petrochemical industry-related environmental impacts along
the Gulf Coast. These maps, the Louisiana Environmental Action Network (LEAN)
Environmental Atlas and Sean Morey’s Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth, created
by environmental activists and a Writing Studies academic, respectively, function at
times as both elegiac travelogue and environmental justice movement rhetoric,
participating simultaneously in the strategies and themes characteristic of the extant
genres shaping public environmental discourse about and along the Gulf Coast that have
been explored in preceding chapters. I then place these maps within the context of
scholarship and pedagogy in Writing Studies and Environmental and Energy Humanities,
arguing that these fields can be drawn together productively to consider how ideas about
the relationship between humans and nature relate to understandings of writing, to
address questions about the energy and otherwise extractive impacts of everyday
practices, including composing; and to visualize and contextualize these simultaneously
emplaced and dispersed impacts on local places around the globe. Finally, I conclude
with teaching materials that aim to address these issues in an advanced undergraduate
classroom, placing the issues faced by the Gulf Coast in broader national and
international contexts.
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Chapter 2
Elegiac Travelogues:
Anthropocene Environmental Narrative and Slow Violence on the Gulf Coast

Introduction
In the weeks following the 2016 election, two books quickly climbed nonfiction
bestseller lists as Americans sought an explanation for Trump’s victory and its meaning
for the country. Reviewers lauded two recently published examinations of working-class
southern whiteness that narrated the misfortunate plight of people Trump would call “the
forgotten men and women” in a bleak inaugural address that painted a picture of
“American carnage.” One of these books was J. D. Vance’s Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of
a Family and Culture in Crisis, written by a conservative white man from Appalachia
who calls himself a “Scots-Irish hillbilly” (2016, p. 3). The other was Arlie Russell
Hochschild’s Strangers in their Own Land: Anger and Mourning on the American Right,
a liberal professor from California’s story of her time spent in rural south Louisiana
attempting to understand what she calls “the geographic heart of the right—the South”
(2016, p. 11). Unlike Vance, who, though a Yale-educated lawyer, was telling the story
of people with whom he identified, Hochschild was an outsider to the place and people
about whom she wrote. Hochschild acknowledges that her book was inspired by
examinations of the American right, most notably Thomas Frank’s What’s the Matter
with Kansas, but left unexamined is her participation in an existing narrative about South
Louisiana’s landscape and culture that her analysis reinforces. As this chapter will
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demonstrate, Hochschild’s somber account can be understood in the context of a wider
tradition of popular environmental history narratives of the Louisiana Gulf Coast written
by travelers foreign to the place who construct it as toxic and dying. Texts of this genre
adopt a melancholic tone as they weave a history of landscapes and cultures on the front
lines of the Anthropocene; the intersection of coast and delta in South Louisiana has long
been a site of negotiation between humans and nature as populations both native and
colonial struggled to control the Mississippi. Taken together, the elegiac travelogues
examined in this chapter have reinforced an idea of the place as tragic in the popular
imagination as they narrativized the consequences of extractive economy in south
Louisiana over centuries, from sugar plantations to oil drilling and refinement.
Popular non-fiction depictions of South Louisiana like Hochschild’s Strangers in
their Own Land present sorrowful first-hand accounts that should be understood within
the context of a wider genre of elegiac travelogue, which I define in this chapter through
an examination of six nonfiction texts by journalists and academics who travel to south
Louisiana and offer outsiders’ perspectives on the place. All six texts in this chapter are
stories told by white outsiders who set themselves apart from Louisiana’s peoples and
cultures, and all are, at least in part, environmental histories for popular audiences written
by authors who identify as journalists, academics, or a combination of the two. Though
the position of the author as an outsider or insider to the place can change and the
medium can vary, as the next two chapters will show, the elegiac travelogue can
primarily be defined as place-based environmental narratives that foreground a toxic
world linked explicitly or implicitly to carbon extraction, refinement, and consumption.
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Though the Gulf Coast is the primary site explored in this chapter and across this
dissertation, the elegiac travelogue is an emerging genre of the Anthropocene that can be
recognized in nonfiction accounts about other places, peoples, and cultures impacted by
extractive industries in general, and carbon extractive industries in particular that are
portrayed in tragic decline and barreling toward extinction. In these texts, the
disproportionate toxic impacts of the Anthropocene over time and space are captured in
narratives of what Rob Nixon calls “slow violence” woven together with the violent
spectacles more associated with Louisiana in public imagination: the Civil War, floods
and other natural disasters like Hurricane Katrina, and the 2010 BP oil spill. The six
environmental narratives discussed in this chapter are all, to varying extents,
environmental histories of the Gulf Coast that include discussions of the Mississippi
River and coastal systems, and later, in narratives published after the 20th century oil
boom, human interventions in these systems through canals and levees. They also focus
on the some of the environmental problems that can be linked the oil industry, including
coastal land loss and conflicts with the fisheries, and more recent texts gesture toward a
hybrid view of ecology that troubles commonplace binaries between human and
nonhuman as well as nature and culture. Some later texts also highlight the parallels
between the oil industry and the antebellum plantation system in Louisiana. Recognizing
this narrative tradition, which both shapes and reinforces public perception of the
Louisiana Gulf Coast as a slowly dying place to be mourned, helps connect Louisiana’s
toxic present to the toxic legacy of slavery.
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Taken together, all six texts are narratives of carbon extraction, refinement, and
consumption, a key theme across elegaic travelogues. However, the texts all differ in the
extent to which they foreground Southern white men’s experiences, thus continuing to
disregard already marginalized narratives in public consciousness. Taken together, the
texts tell a story of humans shaping and interacting with nature in which white supremacy
shifts from overt to covert, then back to overt again in our current political climate, as
wealth production shifts from slave plantation to petroleum extraction and refinement.
These elegiac travelogues illustrate the entanglement of white southern identity and
histories of carbon energy in the Gulf South, particularly through the foregrounding of
Cajun culture and often personified in an archetypal figure of a white male eco-hero.
However, in exploring white southern identity and experience at length, these texts also
function as a form of erasure, glossing over the long history of racial discord in south
Louisiana, or otherwise relegating the existence and experience of native and Black
populations to minor subplots or a few scattered references. All texts also highlight they
key elegiac travelogue concerns of pollution, toxicity, and death and rely on themes of
sacrifice, spirituality, and faith in discussing how both the narrators and Gulf Coast
natives make sense of their situation. Ultimately, this analysis gestures toward larger
issues for public environmental communication and rhetoric, including questions about
objectivity, narrative, the efficacy of scientific evidence related to environmental
problems, the politicization of science, and the advantages and affordances of visual
environmental arguments made through static and moving image.
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Overview of the Six Texts
Though written much earlier than the other texts examined in this chapter, Mark
Twain’s Life on the Mississippi (1883) is the most widely known travelogue and popular
narrative of the Mississippi River and pre- and post- Civil War-era American South. It
exemplifies late 19th century constructions of the Mississippi River, Southern culture in
general, and South Louisiana in particular, in US public imagination. Composed of firstperson histories, third-person narratives, and clips from other publications (often
newspapers), Life on the Mississippi is an important prototype of the elegiac travelogue
genre that developed more fully in the late 20th century after Louisiana’s oil boom; in
fact, all five of the contemporary texts examined in this chapter reference Twain’s travels
at least once. The genre also consistently engages with Twain’s central concerns: the
relationship between humans and nature, especially in discussions of the levee itself, a
physical manifestation of this history; white southern culture and its roots in plantation
economy and culture; racial diversity and strife; and the cultural importance of religious
belief. The long history of slow violence on the Louisiana Gulf Coast is captured in
Twain’s chronicles of his time as a pilot and traveler on the Mississippi River before and
after the Civil War. The first three chapters offer a physical and cultural history of the
river, explaining its shape, dynamics, and land-building capacities, then shifting to a
discussion of European exploration. Across the remaining fifty-seven chapters, Twain
skewers southern culture, specifically the Romantic, chivalric plantation culture
permeating the South, and tells the story of a river that is wild and at odds with humans
through flooding and the levee system.
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The remaining five texts span three decades beginning at the end of the 20 th
century and into the 21 st century. Nearly a century after Twain’s Life on the Mississippi,
John McPhee’s travel essay “Atchafalaya,” first published in The New Yorker in 1987
and later included in a 1989 collection of three essays titled The Control of Nature,
focused on efforts to contain the Atchafalaya River, a major distributary to the west of the
Mississippi River. The essay centers on the development of the Mississippi River levee
system by the United States Army Corps of Engineers in South Louisiana, as well as its
environmental and social impacts. Like Twain, he provides an environmental history of
the river system, including its physical dynamics and human struggles to control it
through levees. In the century since Twain, however, these efforts have become more
formal: increasingly devastating flooding led to legislation like the Flood Control Act of
1928 and highly engineered, federally sponsored structures managed by the Army Corps
of Engineers. Communities near the Atchafalaya are profiled, including New Orleans, the
Bayou Teche region, and Morgan City, and Cajun culture is foregrounded as
characteristic of the region. The levee and its impacts are of primary concern for McPhee,
who provided one of the earliest popular articulations of the problem of subsidence
resulting from levees and oil industry canals, the culmination of a struggle between
humans and nature laid out by Twain, which becomes central in the four elegiac
travelogues published in the 21 st century discussed below.
In Mike Tidwell’s 2003 book Bayou Farewell: The Rich Life and Tragic Death of
Louisiana’s Cajun Coast, an overarching theme of death emerges, as evidenced by the
book’s subtitle, and with this the elegiac tone of the genre is fully realized. Reprinted
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most recently in 2010, it is a journalist’s environmental travelogue chronicling the
Louisiana Gulf Coast’s history and present based on his time spent hitchhiking there in
1999. The problem of subsidence and its impact on Cajun culture introduced in McPhee’s
essay is more fully explored in Tidwell’s book-length travelogue chronicling the history
and contemporary issues plaguing a place and culture he portrays as dying. Tidwell, like
McPhee, discusses the rise of the oil industry, but does not connect oil itself to problems
of pollution, toxicity, and death. In other words, for Tidwell, it is the Louisiana Gulf
Coast and its cultures that are dying; the widespread toxic effects of the oil industry and
broader problems of environmental justice in the Gulf South remain unexplored. The
history of slow violence in the region traced by Twain, McPhee, and Tidwell provide the
context for two highly visible, spectacular, and violent tragedies that occurred in the early
21st century that have come to define the Louisiana Gulf Coast in public imagination:
Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath in 2005, and the BP oil spill in 2010. For instance,
Tidwell’s epilogue to the 2005 edition of Bayou Farewell addresses Hurricane Katrina, 4
and the prologue to the 2010 edition discusses the BP spill.
David Gessner’s 2011 book The Tarball Chronicles: A Journey Beyond the Oiled
Pelican and Into the Heart of the Gulf Oil Spill focuses on the author’s experiences in
Gulf Coast communities impacted by the 2010 BP oil spill. Gessner, an essayist and
academic, mirrors Tidwell in his framing of the tragedy, placing the spill in a wider
environmental historical context that includes Hurricane Katrina. His narrative
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foregrounds oil, its toxic effects, and the problems presented by carbon energy more than
preceding texts, perhaps for obvious reasons. Alongside the history of the river and
discussion of levees that characterizes the preceding texts in the genre, Gessner addresses
the impacts of spilled oil and the toxic petrochemical dispersant Corexit. Like Tidwell,
McPhee, and, to a large extent, Twain before him, Gessner offers a first-person narrative
of a white male outsider that tells the stories of mostly white male locals.
Photographer Richard Misrach and Landscape Architect Kate Orff’s 2014
collaborative publication Petrochemical America participates in this narrative tradition,
adding visual dimension to the elegiac travelogue. The first section of the book includes
photographs from Misrach’s travels through south Louisiana along the Mississippi River,
taken mostly in 1998, though some in 2010. The captions accompanying these
photographs tell the story of Cancer Alley through lush natural scenes juxtaposed with
often decrepit signs of industry, explanations of subsidence, and descriptions of toxicity,
together painting a bleak, tragic visual portrait of the place. The postscript to this first
section includes a few photos taken in 2010 that anchor the violent spectacle of the spill
to the mundane, everyday things enabled by carbon energy: a sign resisting new
industrial development in a rural agricultural town; new housing developments near
swamps and on flat, otherwise empty land; a hazy, empty parking lot at an outlet mall;
and cows in a field with a helicopter overhead that is returning from the BP spill offshore
(p. 101-111).
The second part of the book, the Ecological Atlas, is composed of graphics and
text integrating Misrach’s photos that aim to “generate change.” This section, which
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introduces an academic methodological approach to the elegiac travelogue genre, was
developed in 2012 based on the travels and interviews of Misrach, Orff, and associates
from Orff’s landscape architecture firm SCAPE in Cancer Alley in 2010. As Misrach and
Orff explain, this section “unravels moments in the photographs, revealing the dense
interrelated systems and everyday scenarios that comprise them, and provides a broader
template for understanding, imagining, and acting” (p. 17). Acknowledging and
responding to the unclear “paths of action” that could arise in response to Misrach’s
photographs, the book ends with an engagement-oriented summative section titled
Glossary of Terms and Solutions for a Post-Petrochemical Culture, which “puts forth
new frameworks of engagement with the landscape based on renewed civic life, social
templates, and behavioral change. It documents the work of groups already engaged in
manifesting a post-petrochemical landscape, and the cultural, political, and technical
tools that are at our disposal” (p. 117). This section lists and describes ways to create
change in the region, both potential and already underway, such as an African American
heritage trail, a Christmas tree recycling program that is helping to rebuild the Gulf
Coast, and potentials of carpooling and industrial compost. Misrach and Orff argue that
the region will have to adapt culturally and economically due to contamination and
climate change (p. 131), ultimately concluding with a call to action for designers that
forwards a solution to the region’s problems: planning for large and medium-sized cities
that incorporates transit, agriculture, and ecological remediation (p. 191). This
cosmopolitan solution envisioned by outsiders to the region highlights broader cultural
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tensions, including the ideological divide between rural and urban Americans, playing
out in south Louisiana and across the country.
Hochschild’s 2016 book Strangers in Their Own Land: Anger and Mourning on
the American Right rigorously explores this growing rift; a liberal Sociology professor
who resides in Berkeley, California, the author aims to understand the culture and beliefs
of conservative coastal Louisianians. Like Tidwell, she makes the elegiac tone of her
book overt in its subtitle; as well, the use of one of Misrach’s 1998 photos from Cancer
Alley reinforces this overarching sense of sorrow. Like Misrach and Orff, Hochschild
takes an academic approach to the subject, explicitly articulating her interview-based
social-scientific methodology early in the book (p. 16). Weaving together first-person
individual profiles with environmental history and citations of academic studies from a
number of fields, and Hochschild’s overall argument about white Conservatism in
general, and Conservatism in the deep south in particular, hinges on three interrelated
operative terms: the keyhole issue, the Great Paradox, and the deep story. Early in the
book, she identifies pollution as the “keyhole issue.” She writes, “Through a close-up
view of this issue […] I could uncover the wider perspective that drove people’s
responses to it and to much else” (p. 11). As she explores this keyhole issue, Hochschild
recognizes what she calls the Great Paradox: “great pollution and great resistance to
regulating polluters” (21). Ultimately, Hochschild articulates her concept of the deep
story, defined as “a story that feels as if it were true” (p. 16), which she identifies by
immersing herself in what she calls “the social terrain” of her interviewees, comprised of
“industry, state government, the church, and the press” (p. 82). In short, Hochschild’s
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deep story centers on the American Dream as it has been defined around the lives of
white men, which is a “dream of progress”; that is, according to the view of white
conservatives, hamstrung by the federal government’s prioritization of issues like
minority rights, immigration, and environmental issues (p. 136-137).

Elegiac Travelogues as Anthropocene Environmental History
The elegiac travelogues examined in this chapter narrate an environmental history
of the Mississippi River and Gulf Coast, collectively exploring the ways in which the
river builds land, the impacts of human interventions in this ecological system through
examinations of technologies like levees and canals, and the tensions between the oil
industry and local fisheries.
Mark Twain begins Life on the Mississippi with an environmental history of the
Mississippi River that highlights an anthropocentric struggle between humans and the
river, particularly the impact of destructive flooding and levees. The book’s first chapter
explains the way in which the Mississippi River builds land, then pivots to the earliest
European encounters with the river, setting up a conflict between human and natural
forces that permeates all texts in the elegiac travelogue tradition analyzed in this chapter.
He also frequently highlights the river’s capacity for destruction. The struggle between
humans and an uncontrollable nature is foregrounded in chapter 26, which chronicles the
devastating flood of 1882. Speaking more generally of the lower Mississippi’s propensity
to flood, he grimly describes this portion of the river in Chapter 30 as follows:
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It was a big river, below Memphis; banks brimming full, everywhere, and very
frequently more than full, the waters pouring out over the land, flooding the
woods and fields for miles into the interior; and in places, to a depth of fifteen
feet; signs, all about, of men's hard work gone to ruin, and all to be done over
again, with straitened means and a weakened courage. A melancholy picture, and
a continuous one;—hundreds of miles of it.
Twain discusses the streamlining of the river through levees on multiple occasions, both
before and after the Civil War.5 For instance, in chapter 28, Twain refers to the river as a
“lawless stream” and shares an anecdote from Uncle Mumford, the second officer on his
boat. Mumford expresses some tongue-in-cheek skepticism of government intervention
as he describes the evolution of the river’s navigability through the addition of lighting
and levees:
Government is doing a deal for the Mississippi, now—spending loads of money
on her. When there used to be four thousand steamboats and ten thousand acres of
coal-barges, and rafts and trading scows, there wasn't a lantern from St. Paul to
New Orleans, and the snags were thicker than bristles on a hog's back; and now
when there's three dozen steamboats and nary barge or raft, Government has
snatched out all the snags, and lit up the shores like Broadway, and a boat's as
safe on the river as she'd be in heaven. And I reckon that by the time there ain't
any boats left at all, the Commission will have the old thing all reorganized, and
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dredged out, and fenced in, and tidied up, to a degree that will make navigation
just simply perfect, and absolutely safe and profitable.
The inclusion of coal-barge passage as key traffic on the Mississippi is noteworthy, as is
the fact that the stretch of the river between Baton Rouge and New Orleans described
here would later come to be known as Cancer Alley because of its high concentration of
petrochemical pollutants. Later, in chapter 41 on New Orleans, “The Metropolis of the
South,” Twain writes of the levee: “There is nothing but that frail breastwork of earth
between the people and destruction.” It’s clear here that the place is exploited and its
residents live precariously. In the contemporary elegiac travelogues after Twain, the story
of humans and nature evolves; with the coming of the oil industry came the problems
presented by its infrastructure, most notably subsidence, as well as a tension between the
oil industry and local fisheries that permeates narratives of the place.

Oil, Fisheries, and Coastal Land Loss in Gulf Coast Elegiac Travelogues
McPhee’s “Atchafalaya” suggests a similar tension between humans and nature,
made clear in the title of the book in which it appears, The Control of Nature. Throughout
the essay, McPhee uses the language of violence and references to war to describe this
struggle. For example, he refers to “Atchafalaya’s conquest of the Mississippi” (p. 6);
likens the building of New Orleans to a “war on nature” (p. 32); and writes that in its
application of an engineered structure to control the flows of the Mississippi and
Atchafalaya rivers, the “Army [Corps] replaced nature” (p. 11). Like Twain,6 McPhee
6

See Chapter 26 and Appendix A
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refers to the destructive flood of 1882, establishing the long history of struggle with the
river.
As the earliest post-oil boom elegiac travelogue, McPhee’s essay is arguably one
of the first to highlight two themes that come to define the genre hereafter and define
Louisiana in popular imagination. First, he explains the problem of subsidence in
Louisiana’s coastal land loss and its link to the building of levees and dredging of oil
industry canals (p. 57-58, 62). Suggesting a permanence to this destruction that evolves in
later texts into a mourning for ecological and cultural death, McPhee refers to a
conversation with a Baton Rouge-based geologist who says it is impossible for the river
to go back the way it was prior to human interventions (p. 63). Second, he introduces
another binary struggle that parallels the one between humans and nature throughout the
genre: the complex tension between the generations-old fisheries and the modern oil
industry. McPhee explains that oil interests and fishermen struggle for control or
ownership of the same resource-rich swamp (p. 70), and points to cases where
“Fishermen have […] been arrested for trespass” in parts of the swamp owned by oil
companies (p. 73). Despite these tensions, the fisheries and oil industry both remain
central to identity in coastal Louisiana; he explains that the sea-wall in Morgan City built
by the Army Corps of Engineers features “bas-reliefs of shrimp boats and oil rigs—
consecutive emblems of Morgan City booms” (p. 80).
Tidwell also writes of the river’s land-building abilities and the destructive nature
of levees (p. 6, 30), specifically pointing to “European settlers — Spaniards, Cajuns,
French Creoles, Germans, Englishmen” as responsible for the levees (p. 30-31). In his
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telling, the levees are the basis for “nearly three centuries of human struggle against the
formidable river” (p. 125). Again gesturing toward the force of European colonization,
Tidwell, like McPhee, draws attention to the role of the oil industry in accelerating
Louisiana’s coastal land loss (p. 35, 129). He contrasts the eroding, subsiding coast,
which he calls “the embarrassing million - acre monument to man’s engineering
mistakes” with the modern, high-tech offshore oil industry, which he describes as “a
brave new realm of fresh ingenuity and stubbornly unrepentant human pride” (p. 305).
Tidwell also makes explicit the tension between the oil industry and the fisheries, initially
discussing coastal land loss through the eyes of a fisherman (p. 6) and ultimately argues
in his final chapter that coastal land loss will eventually lead to the offshore oil industry
jobs supplanting fishing as means of survival (p. 325). Situating Louisiana fishermen’s
plight in the longer history of struggle between humans and nature represented by the
levee system, he points to the efforts of “The oystermen who in the 1890s had first
complained about levees creating saltwater intrusion and who had kept up the chorus
against the ill effects of levees throughout the twentieth century” (p. 133). At the same
time, Tidwell also shows that the relationship between the oil industry and the fisheries is
not a simple binary opposition, as shifting economic realities have led many Louisianians
to depend on both to survive. He explains, “It’s rare, in fact, to find a fisherman who
hasn’t worked at least part of his life in the oil business, and rarer still to find a coastal
family without at least one member whose entire career involves drilling or pipe fitting or
welding or working as an offshore technician. Such jobs lack the romance of traditional
family fishing, but they offer [economic stability] that fishing can’t” (p. 303).
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Gessner’s Tarball Chronicles also points to the complex tension between oil and
fisheries; for instance, he observes that a local man who is “furious with the embargo on
drilling” was simultaneously “supporting the very thing that might destroy the traditional
life he loved”—specifically hunting and fishing (p. 149). Unlike in the previous texts,
however, this recurring theme is placed against the backdrop of a narrative that explicitly
links the slow violence of the levees and oil canals with more violent spectacles of
environmental disaster. In particular, he focuses on the BP oil spill, explaining that the
spilled oil is exacerbating the existing problem of coastal land loss (p. 25).

From Linear Thinking to Hybrid Ecology
Crucially, Gessner troubles the human-nature dichotomy that dominated the
environmental histories conveyed in earlier texts. He discusses a popular desire to think
biocentrically rather than anthropocentrically, an ideal to which he claims to adhere
through his interest in birds (p. 38). Suggesting that the non-human world can be seen as
acting, he describes the Mississippi River and Gulf Coast ecosystem as “geology at
work” (p. 46-47) and advocates for “working with the world” (p. 69). The dynamic river
system is then described using a human body metaphor: “The feeder streams and rivers
were capillaries and veins and arteries, a great cardiovascular system of almost the entire
country from east to west and north to south” (47). His biocentric rethinking of the
relationship between humans and nature unfolds throughout the text, arguing that humans
need nature in order to be well (p. 108-109), though our relationship with “so-called
nature” can be imperfect (p. 113). Further breaking down the boundary between humans
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and non-humans, he compares human use of sand piles to try to keep Dauphin Island in
place to mounds created by termites (p. 131). Echoing the sense of permanent
environmental change conveyed by the geologist interviewed in “Atchafalaya,” who
believes the river can never go back to the way it was before human intervention, Gessner
argues, “at this time in our evolution no place on earth is untouched by human hands, no
place pure” (p. 135).
Ultimately, it becomes clear that Gessner is advocating for a different way of
thinking about and relating to the non-human world. He critiques the control-based
mindset described (but, importantly, not advocated for) by Twain and McPhee, instead
suggesting throughout the text that humans can and should intentionally exert less
control. He compares the use of dispersants in the aftermath of the BP spill to the use of
DDT to kill mosquitos in the mid-twentieth century (p. 39). In both instances, the desire
to control has unintended toxic consequences. He cites an MIT professor who explains
that humans have historically lived along coasts with the expectation of occasional
destructive flooding (p. 103). One of Gessner’s primary interviewees, Ryan Lambert,
advocates for less control of the river; he essentially wants to free the lower Mississippi
from the confines of the levee system, which Gessner refers to as “engineering toward a
different end” (p. 62). Similarly, he cites another interviewee, Klaus Jacob, who argued
that New Orleans should not be rebuilt after Hurricane Katrina (p. 175).
Where Gessner argues more subtly for a different approach by using the voices of
locals and experts, Misrach and Orff explicitly call other designers to enact changes.
They align with Ryan Lambert, calling for a little less control of the Mississippi River:
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“Welcoming floodwaters back to the landscape as a positive, life-giving, and nourishing
force might be in the offing” (p. 169). For Gessner as well as Misrach and Orff, linear
thinking reinforces the boundary between man and nature. Gessner repeatedly critiques
what he calls “straight line” approaches to problem solving like canals and pipelines that
lead to harmful environmental consequences. He argues, “Among the things killing the
wetlands are straight lines. Nature, of course, isn’t very fond of straight lines” (p. 60).7
Echoing Twain and McPhee’s narratives, Gessner specifically targets the work of the
Army Corps of Engineers in coastal Louisiana, who he calls “the kings of straight-line
thinkers”; he says they err by “applying the geometric mindset of engineers to the messy,
fluid, and often very unstraight natural world. They have done more to alter the shoreline
of this country than any other entity, excluding Mother Nature herself” (p. 122).
Misrach and Orff push this critique further, highlighting the ways in which
straight lines work to further trouble the relationship of humans and nature. They
contextualize this argument in centuries of linear thinking, as far back as the French
colonial arpent system of the 18th century, which divided land into “geometrical strands.”
They explain: “Perpendicular to a winding river, arpents were designed to maximize
distribution of agricultural land while providing access to the natural highway” (p. 115).
They trace the ways the coastal landscape has been modified by humans over time,
explaining that the interventions associated with plantations, logging, the Army Corps’
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levees, and oil infrastructure have cut off sediment and damaged the coast (p. 169).
Panning out to the entire country, they note that petrochemical-based industrial
agriculture “has made rural America uninhabited and uniform.” (p. 185); later, they
similarly observe, “From the precise delineations of national parks to the construction
miles of levees, the American landscape is engineered, constructed, and managed” (p.
193). Like Gessner, Misrach and Orff argue for moving away from linear thinking and
toward an entirely different kind of thinking: “Ultimately, the scenarios depicted here
reject the premise of a linear, mechanistic narrative of endless growth based on extracted
hydrocarbons and distributed waste in favor of looped and living paradigms centered on
human energy and renewable sources” (p. 215).
Underpinning Misrach and Orff’s action-oriented approach is an enmeshed,
hybrid conception of ecology that accounts for the interrelations among humans and the
non-human world (both living and non-living), aligns with and expands on Gessner’s
rejection of linear thinking, and contrasts with earlier narratives of struggle between
humans and nature. Misrach and Orff refer to the “artificial/natural system of the Gulf”
comprised of natural geographic formations and oil industry infrastructure, explaining the
ways in which “this hybrid infrastructural network connects visible and invisible
systems” (p. 131). This ecological hybridity is reinforced throughout the text, with
statements like “Louisiana’s economies and ecologies are interdependent systems” (p.
169) and “Wetland loss is caused by a confluence of natural and man-made factors” (p.
177). They also convey the sense of permanence suggested by McPhee and Gessner, and
they argue that through pollution and managed landscapes “we have designed a new
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nature” (p. 191). The interrelatedness they forward yields a call for mutually beneficial
ecosystem rehabilitation (p. 179): For Misrach and Orff, there exists a binary choice
between an actively planned and designed future or “Cancer Alley and Petrochemical
America as-is: a well-oiled landscape-as-machine for the consumption of petrochemicals,
threatening to seize up” (p. 191).8 This hybrid ecological approach also underscores the
tension between the fisheries and the oil industry. In a graphic titled “The Ecology of
Waste,” animal bodies and contaminant flows are shown across a landscape with the
outline of a human fishing at the edge; the caption reads, in part, “Complex ecological
and metabolic pathways integrate waste into all living and nonliving things, including
plants and wildlife, humans and domesticated animals, air, water, and soil.” (p. 153).
Like Misrach and Orff, Hochschild discusses the toxic impact of oil on the
fisheries, but she also gives attention to the economic concerns underpinning the conflict
between the oil industry and the fisheries. She explains how a seafood advisory in the
Gulf of Mexico in 1987 put the numerous industries that depend on the fisheries at stake,
from fishermen themselves to the restaurant industry (p. 31-32). She notes a similar
negative impact on these industries after the BP spill in 2010, and observes, “Despite the
implication of the annual Morgan City Louisiana Shrimp and Petroleum Festival, oil and
seafood do not go well together” (p. 76). Ultimately, the Louisiana Gulf Coast’s
environmental history is relevant to Hochschild insofar as it factors into the “deep story”
of the residents foregrounded. That is, the story of levees, canals, and subsidence narrated
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in the foregoing elegiac travelogues is repeated, but coastal land loss is not discussed at
length throughout the text. 9 Alongside discussions of Louisiana’s toxic environmental
problems, she offers a rich sociocultural history that, like earlier travelogues, links the
colonial-era plantation system with the contemporary petroleum industry.

From Plantations to Petroleum
As the elegiac travelogue genre has evolved after the oil boom, a discursive
connection between the colonial-era plantation system and the contemporary dominance
of the petrochemical industry emerged. This link is unquestionably warranted. Like oil
company executives that live far from the Louisiana Gulf Coast, and thus the negative
impacts of the industry from which they profit, plantation owners often did not live on
their plantations, which Sidney W. Mintz understands as “an early form of industrial
organization” that pre-dated modern capitalism (p. 55).10 Like sugar and cotton
plantations, the oil and natural gas industry is extractive, exploitative, and undeniably
capitalistic; carbon energy can be understood as a direct replacement for slave labor in
modern petrochemical-based industrialized agriculture.11 McPhee’s narrative is the first
elegiac travelogue to discuss the oil industry’s destructive practices, but no explicit
cultural or economic link is made between the industry and plantations. In fact, he only
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See Hochschild p. 199-200.
That the plantation does not qualify as capitalistic is rooted for Mintz in a Marxist perspective that
understands slavery and capitalism as mutually exclusive: “slave labor is so contrary a form of labor power
to be associated with ‘the capitalist mode of production,’ which is described as based on free labor, that
even Marx himself seems uncertain how to treat it” (59).
11
See Jason W. Moore’s Capitalism and the Web of Life for more on forms of appropriation, particularly
slavery and carbon energy; see also Mouhot, “Past connections and present similarities in slave ownership
and fossil fuel usage” (2011)
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mentions plantations in the context of past flooding, noting that plantations were “were
built on Indian burial mounds” to avoid rising water (p. 33). A subtle association between
the two also emerges in Tidwell but is not unpacked; though he does not explicitly
mention plantations, he argues that modern oil industry technologies are as vital “as
levees once were to the survival of colonial Louisiana” (p. 325). Unlike McPhee and
Tidwell, Gessner does not discuss plantations at all, which seems like a missed
opportunity given the ways in which the straight line thinking he ascribes to the
petroleum industry maps onto the linear logic of plantation-style agriculture.
In contrast to these earlier texts, Petrochemical America and Strangers in Their
Own Land both invoke an explicit narrative connecting the plantation system to the oil
industry, which serves to implicitly link slavery and carbon energy. Visual
representations of this link appear across the text: opposite Plate 5, which is a photo of a
tour guide wearing an antebellum period dress, they write, “The River Road is
characterized by a surreal juxtaposition of massive industrial complexes and restored
antebellum plantations” (p. 20). Opposite Plate 35, which is a photo of a hazy, flooded
hazardous waste site, they explain that Dow has operations on “1400 acres of former
sugarcane fields” (p. 80). Plate 42 is a photo of Ashland-Belle Helene Plantation behind a
chain link fence with signs that show it is owned by Shell chemical and closed to the
public, with the caption on the opposite page explaining the home is closed due to nearby
toxic contamination (p. 94). The most explicit articulation of plantation to petroleum
narrative is in the Introduction to the Ecological Atlas section (p. 115), and is reiterated
throughout the section. They write,
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While conditions today are very different, in some aspects the history of
displacement repeats itself atop former plantations where centuries of injustice
were perpetrated. Those displaced are no longer defined by their race and
continental origins, but by their poverty and lack of political power. Bodies are
not forced into chains, but extended families are still broken, livelihoods are
fragile, neighborhoods are undermined, and public health is threatened by
pollution. Despite progressive and “good neighbor” policies and earnest
beautification efforts, these corporations primarily enrich distant shareholders. In
providing raw materials to people far away, they mirror the export economy of
cotton and cane in a rather obvious historical parallel. (p. 157)
Similarly, they explain that oil companies are funding plantation preservation but also
wiping towns away to build their infrastructure: “Literally and figuratively, they elevate
one history and sublimate another” (p. 165). They compare large modern homes made
with many petroleum-based materials to plantation homes (p. 105).
Hochschild also returns to parallels between plantations and the petroleum
industry throughout her book. She first introduces the link when discussing one of her
interviewee’s birthplace, Armelise Plantation, noting its proximity to Cancer Alley (p.
13-14). She later makes a more generalized comment on the link between plantations and
petrochemical plants: “Along the great Mississippi, between [Baton Rouge] and New
Orleans, stand majestic plantation manor houses surrounded by gracious skirts of green
lawn where once lived the richest families in America. Now tourist sites, they are
overshadowed by giant neighboring petrochemical plants, such as Shintech, ExxonMobil,
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and Monsanto” (p. 26).12 Hochschild brings up this parallel again in the final section of
her book as she conceptualizes the “deep story” in “two pivotal moments in history”: the
Civil War and social movements beginning in the 1960s (p. 207). She writes, “The new
cotton is oil, but the plantation culture continues” (p. 210). Soon after, a white man
dressed as a Confederate soldier at Oak Alley Plantation reiterates this association,
stating, “Oil is the new cotton” (p. 211).

Elegiac Travelogues as Histories of Carbon Energy
This plantation to petroleum narrative can be contextualized in histories of carbon
energy production, refinement, and consumption that can be traced through elegiac
travelogues beginning with Life on the Mississippi. To varying degrees, these texts
discuss carbon energy in general and oil in particular in ways that align with what
Matthew Huber calls “Fossilized time-space compression” (p. 11). LeMenager has
argued that “Energy as an idea and a force” underpins Twain’s writing (p. 6); this is
evident in Life on the Mississippi, which includes details about the consumption of
carbon energy and shifts in energy consumption patterns. He names fuel sources such as
wood timber, bagasse, coal, and coal-gas. He writes of coal barges and boats, 13 the shift
from wood to coal,14 the use of wood, in the absence of coal, 15 coal transportation and
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Similarly, she notes, “A hundred and fifty facilities line the two sides of the Mississippi, an eighty-fivemile strip, each plant surrounded by chain-link fences, some with entrances whose signs proudly announce
the small number of work days missed due to accidents. Many plants were built on former cotton and
sugarcane plantations.” (63)
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Chapter 3, Chapter 16
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Chapter 22
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use,16 and the use of electric lights. 17 In chapter 11, Twain points to a missed fueling
opportunity in sugar mills: “ When the first frost threatens to come, the planters snatch
off their crops in a hurry. When they have finished grinding the cane, they form the
refuse of the stalks (which they call bagasse) into great piles and set fire to them, though
in other sugar countries the bagasse is used for fuel in the furnaces of the sugar mills.”
Over a century later, after Louisiana’s oil boom, McPhee documents the presence of the
industry, for instance naming 21 petroleum industry facilities along the Mississippi River
(p. 6) and explaining the industry’s impact on the coast. He focuses on spatial
descriptions of the landscape, with less focus than other texts on the temporal or toxic
implications of energy or oil production and consumption. He explains that oil became a
dominant industry after the decline in lumber production, another extractive industry, and
eventually the Louisiana Gulf Coast led the country in total number of offshore oil
platforms. In doing so, McPhee gives readers a sense that industrial-scale resource
extraction has caused harm in the region, but this is not his primary focus (p. 86).
Tidwell discusses the subsidence problems presented by McPhee at greater length
and with more critical discussion of the oil industry, particularly its impacts on traditional
livelihoods and broader lifestyle changes spurred by intensifying energy consumption. In
Lifeblood, Huber calls attention to an often-conflated distinction between energy in
general and oil in particular, which he emphasizes is used primarily in transportation, but
also in numerous industrial and consumer products (2013, p. ix-x). Transportation,
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Chapter 28
Chapter 23, Chapter 41
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particularly the way oil-based transportation has transformed the Gulf Coast by
encouraging accelerated movement across space and thereby compressing the time
needed to complete activities. Tidwell emphasizes the way oil-based transportation has
impacted Cajun and Houma fishermen, who used to live more primitively in the
Louisiana swamps: “the arrival of boat motors in the 1920s and 1930s changed
everything, allowing droves of coastal people to move to towns — with their greater
amenities — while traveling back and forth to the fishing and trapping grounds with the
relative ease of today” (p. 253).
Gessner similarly calls attention to the use of oil for transportation, particularly
noting that cleaning up oil after the BP spill required the consumption of oil by boats and
other forms of transportation (p. 45). Like other elegiac travelogue writers, he
acknowledges complicity in global systems of carbon consumption. Gessner recognizes
the “hypocrisy of traveling eight hundred miles in a vehicle powered by a refined version
of the same substance that is still pouring out into Gulf waters” (p. 4). Despite this
admission of culpability, he later argues, “To think about oil clearly we need to clear our
minds of guilt and blame” (p. 54). In alignment with Huber’s description of oil’s ability
to compress time and space, Gessner describes oil as “solar energy from eons ago […]
that has been squeezed by earth and time” (p. 54). Nodding to the increasingly remote
places and dangerous methods required to extract oil, he asks, “Do we want to rip the
world apart to get those last drops?” (p. 55). Clearly Gessner thinks we should not, and in
pondering possible alternatives he discusses Thoreau’s relationship with energy,
explaining that he “limited his input and refined his output” (p. 215).
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More than earlier texts, Misrach and Orff articulate the connection between what
Huber has called “fossilized space-time compression” and the consumption patterns of
modern life. Misrach and Orff account for this temporal aspect with graphics like “From
the Earth to the Sky,” which is a timeline reaching back 200 million years tracing
formation of oil on the horizontal axis and the rise in atmospheric CO 2 on the vertical
axis (p. 120-121). They also provide graphics documenting the history of oil companies
(p. 122-123); the history of oil drilling technology from 1850-2010 (p. 124-125); and a
map of the Mississippi River labeled with all the petrochemicals produced nearby (p.
128-129). Linking the mundane consumption patterns of everyday life with oil’s spatial
and temporal effects, Misrach and Orff provide what Huber calls “geographies of
petrocapitalism” (p. xvii). In a looping diagram titled “Landscape Impacts of
Petrochemistry,” they trace the flows and consequences of carbon energy extraction
through three overlapping nodes: 1) oil, landscape 2) waste, infrastructure, displacement
3) ecology, food (p. 114). They explain that Louisiana’s machinery-driven industrialscale agriculture, which provides sugar consumed across the United States, depends on
petrochemicals produced along the Mississippi (p. 181). Misrach and Orff advance a
sense of collective blame by arguing in the context of a map of “Cancer Alleys Around
the World” that both producers and consumers “benefit from and bear responsibility for
this dark new global scale of waste and displacement” (p. 167). In a move similar to
LeMenager’s appendix to Living Oil, Misrach and Orff also include an accounting of the
petrochemicals consumed during the field research, writing, and publication of their book
(p. 212).
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Like Gessner, Hochschild also explicitly meditates on her complicity early in her
narrative, reading through the chemical ingredients in her bath soap and recognizing oil
as a local product in South Louisiana (p. 21-22). Invoking a collective “we,” Hochschild
points to the disproportionate impacts of global carbon consumption: “Left or right, we
all happily use plastic combs, toothbrushes, cell phones, and cars, but we don’t all pay for
it with high pollution. As research for this book shows, red states pay for it more—partly
through their own votes for easier regulation and partly through their exposure to a social
terrain of politics, industry, television channels, and a pulpit that invites them to do so”
(p. 232).Hochschild gives particular attention to the role of the state in Louisiana’s
history of petroleum extraction and production. She traces the state’s history of
capitulation to the oil industry, explaining that politicians are not discussing pollution, her
“keyhole issue” (p. 59), and specifically pointing to the recent governor Bobby Jindal’s
fiscal incentives to the industry (p. 75). Hochschild introduces another common binary
that shapes perspectives on the oil industry along with (and not unrelated to) the conflict
between oil and the fisheries: the tension between environmental regulation and jobs (p.
51). Here Hochschild’s discussion can be understood in the context of the “decline in
working-class power” linked to the petrochemical industry on the Texas and Louisiana
Gulf Coast that corresponded with a decline in union power across the nation and
regional ideological shifts toward political conservatism (p. 63). One of Hochschild’s
interviewees was General Russell Honore, who is well-known for his leadership of the
U.S. Army’s disaster relief efforts in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina and has
emerged as a prominent environmentalist voice in Louisiana. Honore frequently refers to
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the “psychological program,” which he explains is the illusion of freedom thanks to oil
jobs, and the belief that there was a terrible choice between jobs and clean water or air”
(p. 71-72). Yet this emphasis on jobs does not square with the reality that actual estimates
of the number of Louisiana jobs linked to the oil industry only range from 3.3-15% (p.
74), and as the former head of the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality notes,
the oil industry has not actually reduced poverty in the state (p. 77). The persistence of
the oil industry’s freedom through jobs mythology is a facet of the broader “deep story”
explored by Hochschild, which includes the impact of history on the Southern psyche.

Plantations, Petroleum, and (White) Southern Identity
Plantations and petroleum have shaped white southern identity, with shades of
plantation-era ideals continuing to define it today, particularly notions of honor and
traditional gender norms. The wistful romanticizing of the antebellum period pervades
the modern white southern imagination, as evidenced in the popularity of plantation
homes as venues for weddings and other celebrations. Examples of this nostalgia appear
in elegiac travelogues as well. For instance, plantations continue to serve as tourist
attractions; Misrach and Orff include a photo of an older white woman in an antebellum
dress working as a tour guide at Oak Alley Plantation (p. 20), which parallels a man’s
Confederate costuming at the same plantation described by Hochschild (p. 211).18
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Rosedown Plantation in St. Francisville, Louisiana, a popular tourist attraction, only recently (as of
March 2019) removed a sign stating that slaves held captive at the site “were ‘happy’ and had ‘a natural
musical instinct’”; See https://www.theadvocate.com/baton_rouge/news/politics/article_3f658e42-4a8c11e9-940b-a3be59fc8a2e.html
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Twain and Hochschild, though writing nearly a century and a half apart, bookend
these elegiac travelogues with examinations of white identity and culture in crisis.
Twain’s perspective on this culture is largely critical. In the context of a broader
indictment of post-bellum white southern culture, Chapter 40, “Castles and Culture”
skewers the castle-like architecture of the old Louisiana State Capitol building: “By itself
the imitation castle is doubtless harmless, and well enough; but as a symbol and breeder
and sustainer of maudlin Middle-Age romanticism here in the midst of the plainest and
sturdiest and infinitely greatest and worthiest of all the centuries the world has seen, it is
necessarily a hurtful thing and a mistake.” He also notes that formerly well-kept
plantations had the “decayed, neglected look” of the Civil War. In fact, he notes in
Chapter 45 that the Civil War serves as a temporal reference point and is “the great chief
topic of conversation” among Southerners.
Hochschild states her mission to “get to know the white South” (p. 12) early in
her book, which explicitly addresses southern whiteness more directly than other elegiac
travelogues, particularly the relationship between the aristocratic white culture examined
by Twain and the culture of poor white southerners. Hochschild explains that the
plantation system marginalized poor whites, but nevertheless they aspired to the wealth
of planters (p. 208). Even today, she notes that “conservatives identify ‘up’”
economically speaking (p. 217); in other words, poor white people identify more with
rich white people than poor people of other races with whom they have more experiences
in common. This tendency speaks to the power of whiteness in shaping conservative
Southern identity. Like Twain, Hochschild highlights the impact of the Civil War on the
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Southern psyche, and she places it next to the social movements of the 1960s in telling
the story of poor white marginalization going back centuries (p. 215). Hochschild draws
particular attention to working-class, rural, white southern experience. For instance, one
of her interviewees, Mike Schaff, a Louisianian who typically watched Fox News, but
also occasionally tunes in to outlets that are seen by conservatives as liberal, states, “A lot
of liberal commentators look down on people like me. We can’t say the ‘N’ word. We
wouldn’t want to; it’s demeaning. So why do liberal commentators feel so free to use the
‘R’ word [redneck]?” (p. 127). She highlights common negative stereotypes in media
portrayals of southern rural white people (p. 144) and offers insights into the origins of
this culture: “Since the planters relied on slave labor, and since they bought most of their
hay, corn, beef, and wood from the North or Midwest, poor whites became surplus labor,
left to live on what they themselves could produce. Marginalized and without demand for
their labor, poor whites bore up under rude epithets—crackers, white trash, po buckra”
(p. 209). In identifying the negative impacts of these stereotypes, Hochschild may be on
to something that other authors in the genre miss. Gessner’s purportedly well-intentioned
travelogue includes a reference to his ingrained assumption that “Alabama was toothless
folks listening to Skynrd and getting frisky with their cousins out by the still”; he then
concludes that the “real” Alabama is the landscape (p. 191).
As Twain captures and Hochschild unpacks, romanticized notions of honor and
shame are central in the white southern psyche, particularly with respect to the Civil War
and (not unrelatedly) as motivating factors in widespread resistance to federal power. A
particularly scathing critique of the Southern white antebellum aristocratic social order is
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levied at the Romantic author Sir Walter Scott in Chapter 46: “For it was he that created
rank and caste down there, and also reverence for rank and caste, and pride and pleasure
in them.” Hochschild similarly refers to the antebellum caste society, and links the
outcome of the Civil War to current perceptions of the federal government among
Southerners (p. 15). This animus toward the federal government is reminiscent of Uncle
Mumford’s skepticism of the federal government’s expensive efforts to improve the
Mississippi River’s navigability in chapter 28 of Life on the Mississippi. Hochschild
explains that both the Civil War and Civil Rights brought the South shame (p. 213),
which emanated from the “moralizing North” (2 p. 09). She describes a commonly held
idea that there is honor in not depending on the federal government, 19 and thus shame in
depending on it (p. 157). Hochschild links the “psychological program” of the jobsenvironmental protection binary highlighted by her discussion with Honore about these
Romantic ideals. She explains that one of her interviewees is “accommodating the
downside of loose regulations out of a loyalty to free enterprise—this was a tacit form of
heroism, hidden to incurious liberals” (p. 155). She also describes the way these ideals
permeate an ongoing argument between two interviewees who hold different perspectives
on Louisiana’s environmental problems and their link to the toxic petrochemical industry:
“The two men also differed in what they thought ought to be done about exposure. They
assigned honor differently. Exposed to danger in some of his jobs, Donny tended to stand
brave against it and to honor bravery. Less exposed to danger, Tritico wanted to reduce
the need for bravery” (p. 189).
19

See also Hochschild p. 114
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Read together, Twain and Hochschild also reveal another dominant ideological
structure that works alongside this aggrieved fixation on honor: chivalric conceptions of
masculinity and associated gender norms. In Chapter 40, Twain includes the following
excerpt from an advertisement for a women’s college in Kentucky that emphasizes the
primacy of Eurocentric Southern culture:
The president is southern by birth, by rearing, by education, and by sentiment; the
teachers are all southern in sentiment, and with the exception of those born in
Europe were born and raised in the south. Believing the southern to be the highest
type of civilization this continent has seen, the young ladies are trained according
to the southern ideas of delicacy, refinement, womanhood, religion, and propriety;
hence we offer a first-class female college for the south and solicit southern
patronage.
Relatedly, in Chapter 45, he emphasizes the ways in which “Walter Scott and his knights
and beauty and chivalry” inform Southern gender norms for men and women. 20
As Hochschild discusses at length, these ideals of masculinity are threatened by
the social shifts of modernity. One of her interviewees laments that “These days,
American men are an endangered species too” (p. 61), and she later explains that the
current “era of numerous subtle challenges to masculinity” is backed by the federal
government (p. 202). Yet, as Hochschild explains, this narrative of oppression is
contradicted by the fact that the rights of women and Black men are heavily restricted in
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decorations.”
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Louisiana, which has strict laws regulating abortion, has numerous local laws restricting
clothing worn most often by Black men, and which “incarcerates the highest proportion
of its population of all the states in the union, and those inmates are disproportionately
black”; at the same time, she notes, “mainly white masculine pursuits” such as firearms
and alcohol loosely regulated (p. 68-69).

Ways of Life
In post oil-boom narratives, a recurring “way of life” trope smooths the rough
edges and complexities of southern Louisiana’s cultures and livelihoods. Relatedly,
LeMenager observes, “Obama’s repeated invocation of Gulf Coast residents’ threatened
‘way of life,’ which echoes and has been echoed by media accounts of the loss of ‘a way
of life’ or a ‘unique way of life,’ indicates that Gulf Coast people have fallen out of (or
were never included within) the concept of modernity, where life practices are not clearly
tied to the place” (p. 106-107). This pattern identified by LeMenager recurs across
contemporary elegiac travelogues, reinforcing nostalgia for a romanticized pre-modern
iteration of South Louisiana lifeways. Elegiac travelogues thus function as a Deep South
pastoral in which an idealized landscape is implicitly coupled with the manual labor of
white men. Though these occupations, which are often wistfully described as living off
the land (namely, fishing, hunting, and farming), are certainly pursued by native, Black,
and more recent non-white immigrant populations, these popular narratives tend to
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minimize or erase their stories as they foreground white Cajun culture. 21 This is
especially evident in the writings of McPhee and Tidwell. McPhee refers to the “old life
of the Basin” (p. 70), described throughout his essay as the subsistence lifestyle of Cajuns
who lived on the Atchafalaya Basin swamp before the coming of the levee system; he
describes how these people survived by hunting, fishing, trapping, and collecting, and
notes that even though they are no longer allowed to live on the swamp inside the levees,
many Cajuns still make a living fishing in the basin. Tidwell makes his pursuit of this coconstituted landscape and “way of life” more explicit than McPhee, writing that he
wanted to go “where the term ‘bayou life’ might be experienced in its deepest possible
form while there was still enough coastal wetlands remaining to give expression to such a
life” (p. 236).
In his elegiac travelogue focused on the 2010 BP oil spill, Gessner similarly
deploys this trope. He shares a conversation with a local man who says the oil spill is
breaking the long line of hunting tradition and that fishermen “will soon be extinct”;
Gessner refers to the decline of these pursuits “An eradication of a way of life” (p. 147148). Resonating with LeMenager’s discussion of place-based knowledge, Gessner
laments the loss of “local knowledge” as oystermen face a changing coastline (p. 177).
However, in contrast to earlier texts, he extends this “way of life” to encompass both
humans and animals. He observes locals—both humans and ospreys--continuing their
daily lives as though the spill has not happened. He draws a parallel between an older
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white culture, despite well-documented miscegenation.
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woman swimming in the Gulf and ospreys diving into the oily water and concludes,
“There is good reason to not want to believe in the oil. A whole way of life, a watery life
of not just fishing and shrimping but of beach-going, has been uprooted” (p. 109). He
continues, “dolphins, ospreys, or fishermen […] can’t live the way they have always
lived” because “we cut them off from tradition” through the pursuit of oil-dependent
modern lifestyles (p. 109-110). Crucially, Gessner stretches this “way of life” concept
beyond the local to encompass oil-driven modern life in the United States as a whole,
which he calls an “easy, oily way of life” with consequences that humans are only now
beginning to understand (p. 53-55).
This notion of an “oily way of life” aligns with Matthew Huber’s articulation of
livelihood in his 2013 book Lifeblood, which considers the role of oil in everyday life in
the United States. Huber explains:
The concept of “way of life” or livelihood is commonly mobilized as a claim to
justify access to resources. Whether articulated by indigenous groups or shared
ideals of national ways of living, these claims create moral economies around
resource practices. […] [W]hat is most important is not purely the material
relation to those resources but the cultural and political depth of such livelihood
claims. Thus it is essential to dig deep into this moral economy of “the American
way of life.” It is not simply a cultural form of entitlement to the resourceintensive geographies but rather a vision of life itself as “made” within a field of
competitive market subjects. (p. xiii)
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In other words, in the contemporary oil-fueled United States, the “way of life” trope
extends beyond simply the localized subsistence livelihoods described by McPhee and
Tidwell; as Gessner seems to perceive, oil has reshaped disparate localized ways of life
on a national22 scale. For Huber, the rise of oil has led to a notion of livelihood in which
“wealth and material goods justifiably flow into privatized hands that ‘worked hard’ to
achieve a particular material standard of life” (p. xiv). These dual conceptions of
livelihood are evident in the tensions highlighted by Hochschild in the “deep story”
selves of South Louisianians. She explains that with the rise of the contemporary
“cosmopolitan self,” characterized by post-secondary education, liberal political views,
and less localized social networks, came the displacement of “blue-collar jobs [and] a
blue-collar way of life” (p. 217-218). 23 Huber’s conception of livelihood is fully realized
in this “blue-collar way of life” described by Hochschild, as this way of life encompasses
both the hunting and fishing occupations described in earlier elegiac travelogues as well
as the manual labor trades slowly replacing these occupations that are characteristic of
petromodernity in South Louisiana such as rig workers, pipefitters, and refinery workers.
In all cases, the way of life is tied to a geographically bound resource, yet the decline of
primitive livelihoods like hunting and fishing is inseparable from the rise of occupations
centered on the extraction of oil needed to fuel the national ways of life explored by
Huber: on-demand transportation, industrialized food, and consumer products. At the
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Interestingly, Misrach and Orff forward cosmopolitanism as a solution to South Louisiana struggles with
land loss and toxicity. This reflects the inadequacy of solutions proposed by outsiders who have limited
cultural understanding of the place. See Alcoff, “The Problem of Speaking for Others”
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same time, a belief in hard work as a path to wealth and the American Dream is at the
core of the “deep story” self Hochschild identifies; though it exists alongside a reverence
for local community ties, this notion of self is deeply individualistic—what Huber calls a
“competitive market subject.” Thus, when placed in the context of the elegiac travelogue
tradition in which lamenting a waning “way of life” is a recurring trope, the blue-collar
way of life valued by Hochschild’s interviewees can be understood as a fundamentally
modern individualism infused with a pre-modern pastoral ideal—a global commodity as
local livelihood.

The “Conservative Eco-Hero”
The texts examined in this chapter all focus primarily on white men’s stories and
ways of life and thus largely work to reinforce white-centric patriarchal histories of South
Louisiana, and two post-oil boom elegiac travelogues in particular are especially effective
in this sense as they both highlight a “conservative eco-hero” (p. 162), a label devised by
Gessner that also describes a man interviewed by Hochschild. Both foreground stories of
white men who hold seemingly incompatible conservative and environmentalist views.
Gessner extensively profiles Ryan Lambert, who owns Cajun Fishing Adventures, a
successful hunting and fishing guide business that has faced struggles due to Hurricane
Katrina and the BP oil spill, who he calls the “perfect stereotype for the hunting
enthusiast, salt-of-the-earth conservative” (p. 33-34). At the same time, Gessner shows
that Lambert is passionate about reversing the damage done to the wetlands by the levee
system through a series of diversions that would work toward returning the river to
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something closer to its natural course (p. 59-61). Compared to Gessner, Hochschild takes
a more critical approach to white male identity, but still ultimately foregrounds white
stories. Her elegiac travelogue includes stories of two conservative eco-heroes: Lee
Sherman and Mike Schaff. Both men are described as Tea Party conservatives who have
also become environmentalists as a result of their experiences living in South Louisiana
in close proximity to and working for petrochemical extraction and refinement
operations. She describes Sherman as a former professional football player and NASCAR
driver who has volunteered for a congressman in favor of reducing environmental
regulations (p. 25-26). However, at the same time, she explains that “Lee has also
become an ardent environmentalist due to things he had suffered, seen, and been ordered
to do as a pipefitter in a petrochemical plant” (26). The reader soon learns that Sherman
followed orders from his employer to dump toxic waste into an estuary, and that he was
later fired for missing work as a result of illness due to exposure to toxic chemicals on the
job; at a public meeting about a seafood advisory due to watershed contamination,
Sherman silently took to the stage holding a sign that read “I’M THE ONE WHO
DUMPED IT IN THE BAYOU” (p. 33).
Similarly, Hochschild profiles Mike Schaff, who grew up on land that was once a
plantation and now lives in Bayou Corne (p. 13). This small town garnered national
attention as the site of a sinkhole that developed in August 2012 as a result of a drilling
accident caused by Texas Brine, a company that mines salt and sells chlorine and
fracking chemicals. This company ignored known risks and regulations and ended up
puncturing the Napoleonville Dome, an underground cavern filled with salt and
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surrounded by oil and natural gas (p. 99-101). Due to methane emissions, Schaff’s wife
has evacuated Bayou Corne, but Schaff remains in his home (p. 104). Though he detests
government regulation, Schaff’s experience with the sinkhole led him to participate in an
environmental rally in Baton Rouge and begin writing letters to state legislators regarding
environmental bills (p. 193-194); Schaff was once employed by the oil industry but had
become a vocal critic who spoke in favor of alternative energy and making the industry
responsible for coastal restoration (p. 197-198). As in Gessner’s profile of Ryan Lambert,
Hochschild highlights Schaff’s Cajun ancestry and identity, referring to it numerous
times throughout her text. In drawing attention to this identity alongside stories of
environmental connection, both Gessner and Hochschild reinforce a link between Cajun
men and the southern Louisiana landscape, and thus suggest implicit claims to that
landscape.

Cajunization and White Supremacy
To varying degrees, post-oil boom elegiac travelogues all foreground an explicitly
Cajun way of life, and in doing so they rhetorically position Cajun as the default
Louisiana culture and identity. This emphasis on Cajun identity problematically serves to
erase non-white histories, narratives, and experiences on the Louisiana Gulf Coast in the
popular imagination. For instance, in his history of human intervention in the Atchafalaya
Basin, McPhee frequently refers to the area as “Cajun country,” beginning with the first
paragraph of the essay (p. 3-4,10-11), and refers to the local fisheries as Cajun (p. 70). He
also highlights the heteropatriarchal attitudes dominant in this region, documenting that
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one of his interviewees explained of the culture’s attitudes toward children, one that
implicitly devalues women and girls: “Cajuns keep going until they get a male [child]”
(p. 75). One of his interviewees, Oliver Houck, laments that “the old Cajun swamp life of
the Atchafalaya Basin is gone now” as a result of the levee system (p. 66). Somewhat
similarly, Hochschild foregrounds a Cajun family, the Arenos (p. 27). Harold Areno
shows Hochschild a cypress swamp that he recalls as lush that is now a “tree graveyard,”
and she explains that the pollution and death of this swamp has led to the loss of a “way
of life” (p. 39-40). Gessner’s approach is comparatively vague; he doesn’t talk much
about Cajuns’ past, though he mentions them in the context of business names, borrowed
words, food, as a general label for locals, and through accents. For Gessner, Cajun
functions as a catch-all term for Southern Louisiana culture.
In Bayou Farwell, Mike Tidwell provides the deepest dive into the complexities
of Cajun culture. Like McPhee, and to lesser extents Gessner and Hochschild, he
foregrounds Cajun stories, but unlike these other texts, he glancingly acknowledges the
presence of other cultures in South Louisiana, recognizes miscegenation, and makes
room in his narrative for the region’s long history of cultural hybridization. For instance,
he acknowledges that the Cajun French still spoken and comprehended by many in the
area is “based on Old French with words borrowed from the English, Spanish, African
and Indian languages” (p. 100). Tidwell still ultimately foregrounds Cajun culture in
general, and men’s stories in particular. He establishes the centrality of Cajun culture to
his narrative early in his text, while also erasing other Louisianians in the process; he
writes, “down here, anyone who’s not Cajun and Catholic and a fisherman with mile-
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deep roots is, it seems, from New York, which is to say that big foreign planet that is the
rest of the world” (p. 4). Tidwell’s travelogue, which details the struggles of and
discrimination against a resourceful and hardworking people, is fundamentally a
romanticized Cajun pastoral vision. He traces the history of their expulsion from France
to Canada and subsequent exile from Canada by the British; echoing a common
perspective on this forced migration and history of discrimination, he refers to the
Cajuns’ plight as “ethnic cleansing” (p. 98). He explains that these centuries of
discrimination have led to minimal public funding and marginalization within state and
national political systems (p. 25).24 In conveying this narrative Tidwell also suggests a
fundamental connection between Cajuns and the Southern Louisiana landscape. For
instance, he writes that despite Cajuns’ eventual assimilation into American culture, “the
age-old bias and its lingering effects today have never stopped these devout and
hardworking people from fully enjoying the milk-and-honey bounty of the coastal land.
Few Cajuns may have gotten rich, but they always found fish and gators to catch in the
bayous, muskrats to trap in the marsh, ducks to hunt in the fall” (p. 101). For Tidwell, the
Cajuns live an idealized semi-primitive life characterized by creative and skilled labor in
professions dominated by men; he refers to an improvised container for holding live
crabs before they are sold as “Cajun ingenuity in a pinch” (p. 193).
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See also p. 98: “You have to remember that for generations Cajuns were the low man on the pole in
Louisiana. They were discriminated against, not just by the English-speaking people but by powerful, elite
French Catholics in New Orleans who weren’t of the same descent. The strange language of the Cajuns and
the supposedly backwoods ‘voodoo’ ways were viewed with suspicion, and so investments in education
were minimal here”
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Tidwell also emphasizes parallels between Black and Cajun experience in south
Louisiana multiple times throughout his travelogue, both in the words of his interviewees
and in his own interpretation. In chronicling his discussion with one Cajun woman who
references the poor treatment her ancestors endured from other Americans, he writes that
Cajuns were once considered “the ‘white niggers’ of Louisiana” (p. 25). This same
interviewee reinforces this narrative of congruence between the experiences of Black and
Cajun people in Louisiana as she tells the following childhood story about her mother:
“she looked out de house window one day and she seen dese two colored fellas
fishing along de baya just next to our camp. And dose fellas, dey had almost
nuttin’ to eat. Barely a bite all day. So my mama, she cooks up a pot of chicken
gumbo and some potato salad and some bread pudding, and den goes out to de
baya and tells dose colored fellas to come inside and eat. Dey were polite and said
‘No t’ank you, ma’am a bunch of times until she pointed to de camp and said
‘Go!’ So dey went and had demselves a good meal in our house. “Not too many
white folk in de Sout’ woulda done dat in de 1960s — or even now,” Phyllis says.
“But we know what it’s like to be beat down. So Mama made sure dose colored
fellas got fed.” (p. 26)
In this same vein, Tidwell reflects on a common nickname he hears among Cajuns:
“Coon ass. It’s a name I’ve heard Cajuns apply to themselves repeatedly on this trip, a
moniker employed not unlike the way some African-Americans use the word ‘nigger’:
for years it was employed as a slur against Cajuns until these French descendants claimed
it for themselves” (p. 54). Crucially, Tidwell is not alone in underscoring a similarity
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between the suffering of Black southerners and Cajuns. For instance, Misrach and Orff
write, “As residents scatter throughout the region, the sociopolitical structures built into
these historic communities are frayed. On a regional scale, the African and Cajun
diasporas are repeated” (p. 161). This rhetorical alignment of Black and Cajun experience
in the south is striking and problematic, and merits further examination.
It is worth exploring here the revival of Cajun identity that emerged in
conjunction with other white ethnic pride movements during the Civil Rights era. Though
it is true that Cajuns encountered discrimination and were often negatively portrayed and
unfairly stereotyped, the revitalization of Cajun identity is buttressed by the region’s
history of white supremacy visible in everyday life, in the halls of power, and in the law.
Despite their unfortunate plight, the Cajuns benefitted from existing racial dynamics in
colonial-era North America in general, and the South in particular, as evidenced by their
displacement of Native Americans. In fact, some Cajuns became wealthy, slave-owning
planters (Henry and Bankston, 2001), an uncomfortable and far from widely
acknowledged truth that makes comparisons of Cajun and Black experience troubling and
problematic. More recently, what Cécyle Trépanier refers to as “Cajunization” has
occurred in south Louisiana, which has been “successful in gradually unifying the white
French subcultures of the area” (1991, p. 167). He is referring here to an effort by the
Louisiana state government, contemporaneously with other ethnic pride movements of
the 1960s, to articulate the state’s regional identity, primarily through the creation of the
Council for the Development of French in Louisiana (CODOFIL). Trépanier cites E.
Waddell’s argument that because Creole had increasingly come to suggest that someone
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is mixed race, “rural whites [in Louisiana] were left with no alternative […] but to
assume their stigmatized identity as Cajuns, because at least it implied a certain ‘purity of
race’” (Waddell, cited in Trépanier 1991, p. 164). As such, Cajun identity is widely
understood as a white identity, long-documented racial mixing notwithstanding. Despite
the tragic realities of coastal land loss, the notion forwarded to varying extents across
these texts that Cajun culture itself is dying is partially inaccurate. Efforts like CODOFIL
speak to the continuing dominance and vibrancy of the traditions and mythologies of
Cajun culture in South Louisiana. In this context, it becomes clear that the foregrounding
of Cajun culture in these stories leads to the erasure of non-white populations and
diminishes the possibility of their stories.

Non-White Representation and Racial Difference in Elegiac Travelogues
The racial and cultural tensions resulting from colonization and enslavement have
shaped Louisiana for centuries, yielding the unique foods, musical traditions, and
customs that serve as a draw for tourists today. Yet the dominance of white stories in
popular narratives like the elegiac travelogues discussed in this chapter reflects the
disproportionate power, wealth, and privilege of white settlers regardless of background.
At the same time, racial categories in Louisiana, and across the American South in
general, are not stable or discrete; miscegenation among native, Black, white populations
is well-documented. In fact, as both Tidwell and Hochschild discuss, Cajuns are, at least
historically, known to be a metis people with a culture that mixes European and native
influences; in this way, these narratives subtly complicate the popular contemporary
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understanding of Cajun culture as a white culture. In addition, more recent Hispanic and
Asian immigration further complicates the rhetorical dominance of a monolithic Cajun
culture, though in these texts their stories remain at the margins.
Treatment of race varies across elegiac travelogues, though the post-oil boom
texts are mostly noticeably white accounts. Twain offers a matter-of-fact account of
racial dynamics before and after the Civil War, acknowledging multiple times throughout
his text the discrimination and violence faced by Black people in the American south at
the time. In the century since Twain, white supremacy has remained a dominant force in
the American South despite vast societal shifts after the Civil War; while racial strife is
curiously absent in McPhee’s “Atchafalaya,” it is explicitly highlighted to varying
degrees in narratives after it. Most of the texts examined discuss native populations
primarily in the past tense, and while some texts detail Black peoples’ lived experiences
(notably, Twain, Misrach and Orff, and Hochschild), they are mostly discussed in the
abstract, or as domestic workers or other marginal figures. Notably, the relationship
between native and Black populations is highlighted across these texts, primarily through
discussions of how their labor has changed the landscape along the Mississippi River and
Gulf Coast through the building of levees and large-scale agriculture.
Twain’s account depicts, though imperfectly, the racial diversity of south
Louisiana, which he both contextualizes historically and bears witness to firsthand; for
instance, at a cock-fight in Chapter 45 of Life on the Mississippi, he notes the presence of
men and boys of “all colors.” Unlike in many post-oil boom elegiac travelogues, he
recognizes the presence of Native Americans from the beginning of his chronicle of his
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travels along the Mississippi River. He describes the interactions between the French
explorer LaSalle and the native population in southern Arkansas, as well as the exchanges
between other European explorers and native populations. He also provides a history of
the river that recognizes the influence of native populations on the southern landscape.
For instance, he refers to native populations’ earthworks that functioned like proto-levees
in his travelogue, and his appendix includes an excerpt from The New Orleans Times
Democrat from March 29, 1882 narrating that year’s devastating flood, which mentions
these earthworks “built by the aborigines, hundreds of years ago.” Though these
descriptions do not fully explore the violence of colonization, Twain recognizes native
peoples’ presence through this inclusion in his narrative rather than erasing them
completely.
Twain also documents the poor treatment of both free and enslaved Black
southerners that he encounters during his travels along the Mississippi. He describes
conmen’s schemes to trick slaves into believing they would be freed: “they would tell a
negro that if he would run away from his master, and allow them to sell him, he should
receive a portion of the money paid for him, and that upon his return to them a second
time they would send him to a free State, where he would be safe”; yet instead of doing
so, these conmen would just continue selling their targets back into slavery, then
eventually murder them to get rid of the witness to this crime. 25 He also describes the
continuation of systemic racism through the economic exploitation of former slaves by
storekeepers. In a rather anti-Semitic and racist tone, he explains that a “thrifty Israelite”
25

Chapter 29
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storekeeper “encourages the thoughtless negro and wife to buy all sorts of things which
they could do without—buy on credit, at big prices, month after month, credit based on
the negro's share of the growing crop; and at the end of the season, the negro's share
belongs to the Israelite.”26 Twain’s references to Black southerners also include less
specific observations about Black experience that paint a broader picture of their place in
the culture and economy. Upon traveling south of Memphis, he explains that he and his
shipmates had arrived in the “migrating negro region” in which formerly enslaved people
become migrant farm laborers, taking advantage of their newfound freedom to travel. 27
He also discusses the role of slave labor in building the levee system along the
Mississippi River,28 and discusses how emancipation has changed farming practices as he
describes the replacement of slave labor with steamplows on Warmouth plantation. 29
Read together, these anecdotes and observations suggest a simultaneous empathy for
Black southerners, a racist attitude toward them that is characteristic of his time, and
acknowledgement of the pivotal role of Black labor in the Southern economy both before
and after the Civil War.
In contrast, McPhee discusses nonwhite people only in passing and in the past
tense. For instance, he mentions that a number of plantation homes were built atop Native
burial grounds to avoid flooding (p. 33).30 He also acknowledges the origin of the
Atchafalaya’s name: “In the language of the Longtown Choctaw, ‘Hacha Falaia’ meant
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‘Long River’” (p. 68). He also acknowledges that slaves were involved with the
construction of levees in South Louisiana (p. 36, 41). Aside from nods to slavery,
McPhee makes only one other reference to Black experience; he explains, “The first
Tarzan movie was filmed in Morgan City. The Atchafalaya swamp was Tarzan’s jungle.
Black extras in costumes pretended they were Africans.” Through this perfunctory
description, McPhee leaves unexamined and therefore reinforces stereotypes of
Blackness as untamed and Black people as uncivilized. While the alignment between
Cajuns and the swamp is used throughout these texts to reinforce a perception of an
industrious people living off the land, this story of Black Louisianians in the swamp
contributes to a more sinister racialized narrative.
Of these six texts, Tidwell’s discusses the presence and experience of Native
Americans in South Louisiana most thoroughly in both the past and present tense;
however, his characterizations are at times problematic and racially insensitive. He
evokes an untamed landscape as he travels to meet interviewees, writing,
There’s no sign of human habitation for several miles, just the dark, gloomy,
beautiful jungle pressing in all around, the sort of subtropical bayou forest in
which the first Tarzan film was shot, not far from here, in 1916. I finally reach a
settlement of Native Americans living in modest frame houses and old mobile
homes. Members of the United Houma Nation, they appropriately call the
surrounding area Grand Bois (big woods). (p. 45)
Like McPhee, he refers to the Tarzan film shot in Louisiana, and thus also takes for
granted the complex rhetorical entanglement of non-white, colonized peoples and racial
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identities and untamed nature. Yet, unlike McPhee, Tidwell provides a complex portrait
of native experience as he articulates the complex, interwoven histories of Cajuns and
Native Americans in south Louisiana. For instance, he explains that filé, a dried powder
made from sassafras leaves that is often used as a topping for gumbo, became part of the
Cajun food vernacular because of interactions with Choctaw Indians (p. 92). However,
not all contact between native peoples and Cajuns and other white settlers has been
positive; he explains that the majority of native Louisianians live precariously along the
vanishing Gulf Coast, as “For centuries European settlers had pushed the state’s largest
tribes of Native Americans, including the Houma and Chitimacha, down from the state’s
interior and into the swamps and wetlands of the southern coast” (p. 136)31.
In addition to this spatial marginalization at the hands of white settlers, native
Louisianians have also been socially denigrated, even by the historically ostracized
Cajuns. As Tidwell explains, Cajuns “have traditionally considered themselves a half step
up the social ladder, looking down on the Houma as lazy and untrustworthy and as
unacceptable mates for their children, calling the Indians ‘Sabines,’ a derogatory Cajun
term. These sentiments, among some Cajuns, still exist” (p. 234). Though the extended
examination of the Cajuns’ exile, discrimination, and poverty across most post-oil boom
elegiac travelogues paints a somewhat one-dimensional portrait of South Louisiana’s
culture, Tidwell crucially couples this story with an acknowledgement of native
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See also p. 232-233: “The history of the Houma tribe certainly parallels that of many other Native
Americans, characterized by brutal discrimination and forced exodus. Having originally occupied rich
agricultural lands along the Mississippi River to the north, the Indians were systematically pushed farther
and farther south with each new wave of arriving white settlers.”
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expulsion and suffering; for instance, he points out that native Louisianians were
discriminated against like Black southerners—viewed as “racially inferior” and afforded
limited educational opportunity” (p. 234). In particular, he discusses at length the plight
of the Houma people, who have no designated reservation because they are not a
federally recognized tribe; he explains, “the Houma never waged a sustained war against
white settlers and so never entered into formal treaties with them. And the tribe’s extreme
watery isolation over the past century and a half, with the population tucked into
scattered pockets, presents a less than coherent portrait to government officials looking
in” (p. 231-232). The tribe’s coastal precarity and struggle for recognition continues
today, over 15 years after Tidwell’s account was first published, most notably making
news as residents of Isle de Jean Charles, Louisiana. A New York Times article in early
May of 2016 confirmed what many had been anticipating: this small coastal island
community whose residents are from two Native American tribes (Biloxi-ChitimachaChoctaw and the United Houma Nation), will become the first climate refugees in the
United States (Davenport & Robertson, 2016).32
Unlike any of the other texts discussed in this chapter, Tidwell’s travelogue
extensively discusses the mixture of native and French cultures in South Louisiana. He
explores the Francophone past and present of the Houma tribe, which he depicts as
ethnically and culturally mixed. He examines this hybridity extensively in his profile of
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The role of climate change in the need to relocate the community is foregrounded in the article, and only
toward the end of piece is there any discussion of the other two primary causes of the predicament in which
the residents of Isle de Jean Charles (and many other coastal communities) find themselves: erosion due to
logging and oil canals and subsidence caused by the lack of sedimentation as a result of the Mississippi
River levee system
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Lawrence Billiot, a member of the Houma tribe who speaks French, described as a man
“of conspicuously mixed ancestry, with enough Cajun blood to give him pale eyes and
rounded cheekbones” (p. 222).33 Yet this cultural mixing has had disproportionately
negative consequences for this coastal native population; though many Cajuns have
struggled to eke out a living in the swamps, it is their European culture that remained
dominant—perhaps owing to the power of white identity and its hierarchies in the United
States in general, and the Deep South and south Louisiana in particular. Tidwell explains:
[T]he Houma have lost their native language, adopting Louisiana French many
years back and taking French surnames while embracing a great many Cajun
folkways (as Cajuns have embraced many of theirs). The Indians’ racial purity
has been diluted as well, in part due to white trappers drawn to the pelt-rich
Houma wetlands who then took Indian wives there. By 1931 a special investigator
from the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs pronounced the Houma too mixed to be
considered Indian. This has led some subsequent writers and anthropologists to
refer to them as “racial orphans” and “so-called Indians.” (p. 232)34
Yet despite much-needed focus on native populations, he ends his book with a dream he
has about an unspoiled, untouched Louisiana: “Gradually the grass becomes just as it was
when those first French Cajuns arrived centuries ago, on foot and on boats, persecuted
and exhausted, exiles in a strange new land only to be welcomed and taken in by the great
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Tidwell goes on to describe Billiot’s “almost completely bald pate and obese 275-pound body.” This
remark about this Billiot’s body weight is worth considering in light of stereotypes about rural southern
poverty, especially given a similar comments about a local’s weight in Gessner
34
See also p. 234-235 regarding the preservation of old Cajun folkways and language that have faded in
most predominantly white Cajun communities, but remain among the Houma.
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realm of the river, the rescuing Mississippi, munificent giver of life” (p. 331). This
pristine vision erases the already present native populations of Louisiana as it imagines
Cajuns as the original inhabitants of a lush, primeval landscape. The fact that Tidwell’s
text offers the most thorough and complex discussion of native experience of the
travelogues discussed in this chapter points to the extent of native peoples’ erasure from
Louisiana’s cultural imaginary.
In contrast, Black Louisianians are nearly absent from Tidwell’s narrative; when
they are present, they appear as undeveloped marginal characters or embody onedimensional stereotypes. For instance, as he travels Route 1 along the Louisiana coast, he
makes one of only a handful of observations of Black Louisianians in his entire
travelogue as he describes “old black women in lounge chairs […] with cane poles and
straw hats” fishing along the low-lying causeway (p. 150). Later, he describes a New
Orleans scene in which “poor black kids on side-walks dance for coins with bottle caps
glued to their shoe soles” (p. 211). In both cases, these people are not discussed beyond
these brief anecdotes. Despite the immeasurable contributions of Black people to
Louisiana’s culture, infrastructure, and wealth, not to mention their comprising nearly a
third of the population, 35 Tidwell and other writers in the elegiac travelogue tradition
discussed in this chapter fail to fully account for the role of Black Louisianians as they
narrate the environmental history of a place shaped by involuntary and exploited Black
labor for centuries.
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Per census data: https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/la
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Tidwell also discusses at length, and often problematically, the presence of
Vietnamese immigrants in South Louisiana. He explains that many refugees fled to
Louisiana after the Vietnam War, and found themselves at home due to familiar climate,
religious beliefs (Catholicism), and language (French, the language of Vietnam’s
colonizers) (p. 203-204). Though these immigrants have been part of the community for
decades, long enough for some Vietnamese fishermen Tidwell meets to speak “with a
distinctly Cajun accent” (p. 202), xenophobic attitudes toward them persist. For instance,
he documents some Cajuns’ reliance on racist stereotypes through jokes about Asians
eating dogs and excelling academically:
Perplexed by all the strange Vietnamese foods, one Cajun tells another, “Did you
ever notice how deer were no more stray dogs along de roads after dose people
showed up?” And with Vietnamese children excelling in most bayou schools,
there’s the joke about the Cajun who telephones the police: “Officer, some
Vietnamese people robbed my home while I was gone.” “How do you know they
were Vietnamese?” “Because dey stole de TV and de stereo and dey did my son’s
homework.” I’m growing impatient with these secondhand portraits, however,
and so I resolve to cross the cultural divide myself for a closer look. (p. 203)
Similarly, Tidwell recounts the use of the racial slur “gook,” first used during the
Vietnam War, as a fisherman named Tim discusses his perception of Vietnamese
immigrants’ work ethic: “Shit yeah, dey’re too busy,” Tim says, lapsing into his
occasional and unappealing fondness for racial slurs. “Dere’s not a Cajun anywhere can
work as hard as a damn gook. No sir. Dose gooks, dey didn’t come here to fuckin’ play
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around” (p. 204). Though Tidwell calls out these racist comments and denounces them,
he also betrays somewhat white nativist sentiments as he seems to suggest that Cajuns
have the ultimate original claim to the land they fish. He describes the cultural distance
between Cajun and Vietnamese communities, including the complaints from the former
about the latter’s absence from Catholic boat blessing ceremonies, and ponders whether
Cajuns are jealous of Vietnamese immigrants’ success and how little they might
understand about these immigrants’ struggles, while also portraying Cajuns as “native
Louisianians” (p. 205-206). He goes on to depict Vietnamese immigrants as careless
outsiders: “For the Vietnamese, thanks to a grand accident of history, this coastline has
become something of a disposable commodity: Use it and walk away.” He goes on,
“Unlike the local Cajuns and Houma Indians, the Vietnamese are mostly unburdened by
any emotional ties to this land, free to walk away since the region is not and never has
been truly ‘home’” (p. 298). This representation of Vietnamese immigrants as thoughtless
interlopers while implying that Cajuns and the Houma tribe have an equal claim to the
land over these newcomers is problematic given the Cajuns’ displacement of native
Louisianians, and seems especially noteworthy in the current political moment. Tidwell, a
self-styled liberal outsider, was reinforcing Cajuns’ nativist claims to the landscape a
decade and a half ago; in light of this, the fact that he also offers the elegiac travelogue
with the most diverse depiction of South Louisiana’s inhabitants 36 points to the dearth of
non-white perspectives on the place.
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For instance, he writes, “In the wheelhouse, Papoose scans the two - way radio and we overhear
fishermen speaking Cajun English and French. We hear the twang of Texas oil workers heading out to
offshore platforms and the exotic language of exiled Vietnamese shrimpers who’ve fished these waters
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Unlike the other texts discussed in this chapter, which all mention native
Louisianians at least glancingly, Gessner’s travelogue wholly ignores them. And in a
manner similar to Tidwell, Gessner only represents Black Louisianians as a population on
the periphery of society, rather than individuals meriting extended profiles in their own
right. More specifically, this means most Black lives in this text are represented unnamed
and from a distance in one of two often overlapping ways: as victims of racism or
subjects of racist social dynamics, or as laborers. For instance, Gessner documents a
conversation in Grosse Tete, a town near the eastern edge of the Atchafalaya Basin, as
follows: “an older white woman by the river […] assures me that the destruction of the
mostly African-American lower Ninth Ward was ‘God’s will’” (196). He later observes
groups of Black workers cleaning up beaches after the BP spill (80), often overseen by
white men (p. 6, 114-115), and suggests the possibility of racism against these clean-up
workers (p. 248); however, he does not take the step of critiquing or contextualizing these
arrangements. In two other instances Gessner seems to imply that Black people are being
used by BP and the government to quell the public relations disaster following the spill.
He refers to commercials featuring a “sincere African American man who claims to be in
charge of helping BP make things whole again and claims to care deeply about the Gulf”
(p. 77). He later somewhat disrespectfully describes the surgeon general, who is speaking
at an EPA meeting after the spill, and is a native of coastal Louisiana, saying she “plays
the ‘I am one of you’ card, which you think would be a hard sell for a large African

since the 1975 fall of Saigon, drawn to America’s own elaborate version of the Mekong Delta. Completing
the ethnic gumbo are French - speaking Houma Indians, driven by European settlers over the centuries to
the farthest ends of the bayou country where they now survive as expert fishermen.” (p. 15-16)
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American woman wearing a white naval costume out of Gilbert and Sullivan” (p. 145).37
References to other non-white Louisianians are somewhat sparse in Gessner’s narrative.
He talks to a Hispanic cook named Lupe who works for Ryan Lambert throughout his
travelogue but makes few other references to more recent immigrant populations. One
exception is a reference to a fishing boat crew that he calls “a cultural mix worthy of the
Pequod: Cajun, Vietnamese, Mexican” (p. 243).
Misrach and Orff’s text differs from those preceding it in two significant ways.
First, as a collaborative project shaped by a photographer and a designer, it depicts racial
difference using both text and visual elements, whereas other texts discussed in this
chapter rely mostly on the textual modality. Second, it is the most explicit of the six texts
in building a narrative of systemic environmental injustice that links race, poverty, and
environmental toxicity. In particular, they visually trace the oppression of Black
Louisianians across centuries, from the harsh conditions of slavery to the disproportionate
toxic impacts faced by Black communities in Cancer Alley; importantly, they
acknowledge the origins of the common antebellum expression “sold down the river,”
rooted in the “harsher conditions of the lower Mississippi Plantations” (p. 157). When
Black residents of Cancer Alley are represented, this racist history is always at least
implicit, if not jarringly explicit. In the first section of the text, which is comprised
primarily of photographs Misrach took in 1998, two images appear in succession with no
caption aside from their location and a description: first, a slave cabin on the grounds of
Evergreen plantation in Edgard, Louisiana is featured, then a photograph of an older
37
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Black woman with her back to the viewer looking out of a window at Nottoway
Plantation in White Castle, Louisiana, where she works as a tour guide (p. 24-26). A
similar juxtaposition of past and present is at play when the story of a quashed slave
revolt that led to mass execution is included next to a photograph of a Black man running
for exercise (p. 28). They also underscore the link between Black labor and industrial
capitalism, particularly with respect to the emergence of large-scale monocrop agriculture
in the Deep South. They note that freed Black labor was replaced by mechanization in the
sugar industry beginning in the 1940s, once again marginalizing the struggling Black
population less than a century after emancipation; Misrach and Orff argue that this shift
“generated a new cycle of poverty and dependence” (p. 115). They later revisit this
parallel between Black labor and agricultural industrialization, noting, “The scale of
contemporary mechanized agriculture echoes the unprecedented scale of large indigo,
sugarcane, and cotton plantations of previous generations that were worked by slaves” (p.
181).
Misrach and Orff also extensively discuss the ways in which the ancestors of
former slaves faced further oppression and dislocation at the hands of the petrochemical
industry in the twentieth century. In Part 1 of the text, an image titled “Community
Remains, Former Morrisonville Settlement, Dow Chemical Corporation, Plaquemine,
Louisiana, 1998” shows petrochemical infrastructure obscured by haze in the
background, and in the foreground a field covered mostly with browning grass, aside
from the clearly recognizable bare rectangles of ground where houses once stood. This
image is accompanied by one of the few extensive captions in this section, which reads:
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In 1932 a rural African-American community, established since 1870 at a
riverside settlement called Australia Point, was displaced by the Army Corps of
Engineers in order to build the levee, and relocated at Morrisonville. In the 1950s
Dow Chemical expanded into the area, and residents began to complain of
mysterious odors, headaches, and other health ailments. Eventually, the company
installed special radios in homes so the plant could inform people of highway
evacuation routes in the event of a spill or accident. By 1989, Dow had decided to
buy out most of the residents in the area, dispersing what was left of the original
community in order to establish a “green” buffer zone. All the buildings were
demolished. (p. 74)
They revisit Morrisonville and emphasize the way in which this narrative of Black
dislocation recurred across Cancer Alley with the rise of the oil industry in the area in a
later section titled “Displacement,” in which they explain that large swaths of former
plantation land with white owners were easily acquired by petrochemical companies, but
“denser black towns with multiple owners and occupants were not”; as a result,
historically Black settlements founded by freed former slaves like Alsen and
Morrisonville were increasingly exposed to the pollution emanating from nearby
petrochemical facilities (p. 157). The image of the former site of Morrisonville that was
featured in Part 1 appears again in the “Displacement” section, integrated into a rendering
that overlays line drawings of homes on the empty patches of ground with images of an
imagined Black community with people of all ages engaged in everyday activities like
socializing, sharing a meal, working on a car, and relaxing on porches. They write, “Over
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generations, children and grandchildren inherited self-made settlements like
Morrisonville, physical forms of African-American independence in a segregated South.
The erasure of Morrisonville destroys irreparably the memory of place” (p. 159). The
image of the Black woman working as Nottoway plantation tour guide that was featured
in the first section also appears again in this section, juxtaposed with a line-drawn map of
the Mississippi River showing the displacement of Morrisonville over the century after it
was settled by sharecroppers in 1889. This combined map and timeline shows that the
town was first forced to relocate in 1931 as a result of the Army Corps of Engineers’
decision to cease maintenance on the nearest levee, followed by the sale of much of their
land in 1959 as a result of Dow Chemical’s decision to build a plant nearby, and
ultimately the displacement of all inhabitants by 1990 through a large-scale purchase of
land by Dow that included an agreement to relocate residents to “new suburban
subdivisions” nearby named for the original settlement: Morrisonville Estates and
Morrisonville Acres (p. 163).
While Misrach and Orff’s extended examination of environmental injustices faced
by Black communities in Louisiana as a result of white colonization, the plantation
economy, and modern petrocapitalism is warranted, they fail to fully account for the
negative consequences of these oppressive systems for Native Americans. Only a few
brief references to native peoples in Louisiana are made in their text; for instance, a
caption accompanying a photo of dead cypress trees in Alligator Bayou explains, “Native
Americans thrived here thanks to its abundant natural resources. The twentieth century
brought massive clear-cutting of cypress forests by lumber companies” (p. 44). Aside
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from this, Native Americans are acknowledged in one other location in the text, which
displays a map of native settlements and includes a reference to native earthworks near
the Mississippi River (p. 173). Yet despite this oversight, Misrach and Orff succeed in
conveying the hybridity of Louisiana’s cultures, which they call “as complex and
overlapping as the sinuous Mississippi River itself” (p. 173). Their work differs in its
more full-throated and succinct acknowledgement of the violence underpinning this
culture: “America is a nation primarily descended from immigrants and slaves
transported between continents, inhabiting the lands of indigenous civilizations
dispossessed and decimated. In Louisiana, the diffusion of American Indian, African,
Cajun, French, Haitian, and Spanish populations has generated a unique culture known
worldwide for creativity, resilience, music, and food” (p. 157). This acknowledgement of
the composite nature of culture in Louisiana has only been approximated up to this point
by Tidwell; this is significant in comparison to McPhee especially, who seems to define
Louisiana’s culture as singularly Cajun.
Hochschild’s narrative explicitly seeks to explore white identity, so it is
unsurprising that references to non-white Louisianians are somewhat rare. Like Tidwell,
she acknowledges the fact that Cajun migration led to some mixture of Cajuns and
natives, and that the Cajuns’ arrival also drove many native Louisianians out of their land
(p. 41). Overall, Hochschild’s few scattered references to native populations discuss them
in the past tense or abstract: in reference to their ancestors (p. 27, 242), as “ill-treated” in
the past (p. 212), and as scapegoats for white conservatives (p. 212, 214). More recent
immigrants to the area are also only briefly discussed, and mostly as laborers who draw
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the ire of white conservatives. For instance, in discussing the expansion of a
petrochemical complex with Bob Hardey, the mayor of Westlake, Louisiana, Hochschild
learns that locals have expressed concern to the mayor that immigrant workers housed in
temporary “man camps”, many of whom are from the Philippines, could be “rapists or
burglars” (p. 89).
In contrast to these limited discussions of native and recent immigrant
populations, Hochschild explores the complex attitudes of her interviewees toward Black
people at length. Early in her travelogue, she writes that “Race seemed everywhere in the
physical surroundings, but almost nowhere in spontaneous direct talk.” Examples she
points to include a segregated graveyard with Black graves left unkempt; a statue of a
Confederate soldier near an old courthouse, among 90 Confederate monuments across the
state; and parishes named for prominent Confederates (p. 20). In her conversation with
Mayor Hardey of Westlake, Hochschild encounters another source of racial resentment as
the mayor recounts that petrochemical plants passed over white job seekers in an effort to
meet Black quotas in the 1970s (p. 93). She also explains that while racism against
Mexicans and Muslims was relatively explicit in her conversations with interviewees,
they denied that they were racist against Black people. She explains, “When the topic of
blacks did arise, many explained that they felt accused by ‘the North’ of being racist—
which, by their own definition, they clearly were not. They defined as racist a person who
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used the ‘N’ word or who ‘hates’ blacks”; this definition, as Hochschild notes, ignores
the hierarchies and structures that perpetuate racism (p. 146-147).38
Perhaps owing to her explicit mission to understand white Louisianians,
Hochschild’s representation of Black residents, like Tidwell’s and Gessner’s, is mostly
minimal. For instance, she observes Black families’ attendance at a New Iberia campaign
event with food and music (p. 58) and takes brief note of a Black gardener working in a
yard on a weekday in a Lake Charles suburb (p. 169), and highlights Black Lives Matter
protesters, as well as Black security guards and vendors, at a Trump rally in New Orleans
(p. 222-223). The exception to this mostly perfunctory examination of Black lived
experience in South Louisiana is her extended discussion with General Russel Honoré, a
Black Creole Army lieutenant general who gained notoriety as the leader of the Joint
Task Force responsible for rescue efforts in New Orleans following Hurricane Katrina in
2005. Hochschild drives through Cancer Alley with Honoré, who is also a leader of an
assortment of small environmental groups he refers to as “The Green Army” (p. 61-62).
During this conversation, Honoré powerfully links slavery with the current toxic
conditions in South Louisiana in general, and Baton Rouge in particular:
He pulls his truck alongside an embankment bordering the Mississippi on the
campus of Southern University, a formerly all-black college, his alma mater. We
get out and walk across the grass to gaze at the river. He points to an island far
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In a similar vein, she explains, “the federal government was taking money from the workers and giving it
to the idle. It was taking from people of good character and giving to people of bad character. No mention
was made of social class and enormous care was given to speak delicately and indirectly of blacks,
although fear-tinged talk of Muslims was blunt. If the flashpoint between these groups had a location, it
might be in the local welfare offices that gave federal money to beneficiaries” (p. 114)
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across the way. “You see the tip of that island? They call that Free Nigger Point,
because if a man could swim across the river to it, he could reach the
Underground Railroad and he was free. Many couldn’t swim and drowned. But
today, if he gulped the water, he’d get sick and die gradually of pollution.” (p. 64)
In making this crucial link between racism and pollution, Honoré gestures toward two
more interconnected key themes in elegiac travelogues: toxicity and death.

“A Slow-Motion Crime”: Toxic Elegies of Coast, Community, and Culture
The specter of pollution, toxicity, and death runs through all six elegiac
travelogues. In his chronicle of antebellum and postbellum travels along the Mississippi
River, Twain points to burning bagasse pollution from sugar mills and explains that it is
difficult and potentially deadly to navigate the river from Baton Rouge to New Orleans, 39
the stretch of the river often referred to today as Cancer Alley. However, in contrast to
later narratives, which discuss pollution and toxicity in the river, Twain sees the
Mississippi River’s waters as healthy and nourishing.40 In a chapter focused on death and
religion in New Orleans called “Hygiene and Sentiment,”41 he discusses above-ground
burial practices and includes sketches of graveyards. He explains that disease frequently
arises due to dead bodies polluting the water and air, comparing diseased gases from
corpses to coal-gas; this link between carbon energy and death becomes more explicit in
later post oil-boom elegiac travelogues. In fact, references to toxicity and death as a result
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of petroleum extraction and refinement are a recurring theme across these more
contemporary texts. Though McPhee’s focus in his essay-length text is the levee system,
he does refer to the toxic position of the city of New Orleans proximate to the
contaminated Mississippi River: “The city consumes the effluent of nearly half of
America, and, more immediately, of the American Ruhr42” (p. 61). McPhee also notably
documents two interviewees’ comparisons of the levee system and its impact on coastal
systems to cancer (p. 63, 74).
Death themes become more central in Tidwell’s text, which even includes “elegy”
in its subtitle. In particular, this text draws a link between the disappearance and death of
the landscape through subsidence and erosion and cultural death. He writes, “Given what
I now know about this land and this culture, death — of the tragic, untimely sort —
seems more or less central to everything here. It’s what makes a visit to this coast as
exhausting as it is exhilarating: beauty and death, inseparably bound, in states utterly
extreme” (p. 71). He also describes the “ghastly remains” of dead swamps from saltwater
intrusion, describing the “bleached and blackened trunks of long-dead cypress trees
protruding from the water” (p. 115); he later refers to these dead swamps as “tree
cemeteries” (p. 308). It is clear that this characterization is shared by others; he
interviews Denise Reed, a marsh geomorphologist who laments the state of river and
coastal infrastructure in South Louisiana, saying “The only problem, as we all now know,
is that the arrangement isn’t sustainable. If you manage the coast to death, that’s what it
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does, it dies” (p. 218). Other visceral, sensory descriptions cited by Tidwell linking death
and erosion include the sight of a sinking cemetery in Leeville’s “doomed crosses and
crumbling sarcophagi” (270) and noting the “shoreside stench of nature’s death” as he
rides toward the Gulf in a boat (305). Alongside his story of the physical death of
Louisiana’s coastal ecosystems, Tidwell underscores an imbricated narrative of cultural
death for local populations including his primary focus in the text, the Cajuns. However,
he argues that Native Americans face the greatest cultural threat from land loss; he
explains,
Like most Native Americans, the Houma consider burial areas sacred, so their
loss to the incoming sea is a strike at the very heart of the tribe’s identity. Then
there’s Lawrence, walking proof that the cultivation and gathering of herbs for
medicinal and ceremonial use is still very important among many Houma. But as
the encroaching tide contaminates more and more soil with salt water, wild herbs
die and the cultivation of others becomes impossible. Entire communities
discontinue the old practices; the cultural knowledge dies. (p. 263)
Though he does not explore the biologically toxic effects of the oil industry, Tidwell
argues that “Offshore oil has become increasingly important to South Louisiana’s future
in part because the onshore world is dying and disappearing, a major subtraction from the
local economy. That coastline is dying not because anyone wanted it to die or
consciously made it happen, but because of the unintended consequences of human
engineering and technology” (p. 325). Yet Tidwell’s definition of technology here is
somewhat limited; he is speaking of the dying coast as the consequence of a kind of
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infrastructural hubris, and meanwhile overlooks the toxicity and death resulting from oil
extraction and refinement, which has disproportionate impacts on marginalized
communities.
Though cancer is mentioned a few times throughout Tidwell’s travelogue, it is not
used as a metaphor as it is in McPhee’s travelogue and no explicit link is made between
pollution and cancer. In other words, for Tidwell, it is the death of the coastline and
cultures that are central, not the toxic conditions endured by many Louisianians and the
ecosystems in which they are embedded. Thus, he also neglects the tension between the
fisheries and the oil industry, one of the most prominent conflicts in later non-fiction
texts and films on the Gulf Coast. While petrochemical pollution is essentially absent
from Tidwell’s narrative and is only glancingly referenced by McPhee, it has a more
central place in Gessner’s travelogue, in which pollution, toxicity, and death are
explicitly linked to oil. In other words, for Gessner, it is not just the death of the culture
and landscape because of erosion, subsidence, and land loss that should be discussed, but
also the grave risks to the health of humans and non-humans alike that are directly
attributable to the oil industry. He accomplishes this primarily through a focus on the
fisheries and food. Early in the text, Ryan Lambert explains to Gessner that the oil spill is
worse than Hurricane Katrina for south Louisiana because it will hasten the death of the
fisheries (p. 34). Gessner later discusses the presence of oil in the food chain, from the
smallest filter feeding organisms up to the largest (p. 78) and eventually places himself in
that food chain as he eats Gulf caught redfish; he describes it as “good,” then ponders
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whether he should send off his liver for testing in the same way fish from the Gulf are
being tested because of the spill (p. 105).
Toxicity in the Gulf is also brought to bear on the restaurant industry in Gessner’s
travelogue. A waitress at The Blue Heron Café, a restaurant Gessner visits in Bayou La
Batre, Alabama, sympathizes with his unwillingness to eat seafood for his meal; “Even
the locals aren’t eating seafood,” she discloses (p. 141). Perhaps tellingly, an online
search for this restaurant reveals it has been closed permanently since 2013. Gessner later
visits New Orleans with Kevin McCaffery, a local filmmaker folklorist who laments the
loss of generations of “local knowledge” along with the death of oysters as a result of
land loss and the spill. In response to his discussions with McCaffery, Gessner writes,
“The equation is simple: food is New Orleans and oil kills food” (p. 177). To a lesser
extent, Gessner also discusses long-term toxicity and death of animals outside of the
context of eating. For instance, he corresponds with a marine biology professor who
points out that the pelicans oiled by the BP spills are descended from the survivors of
DDT use in the region (p. 158). Gessner also expands the scope of his discussion of
toxicity and death to encompass the planet as a whole. He bemoans the pursuit of what is
commonly called “tough oil,” sources like mountaintop removal and deep water drilling
as he argues that what he is witnessing along the Gulf Coast after the BP spill is “where
we are all heading”; he writes, “This is where it is happening, where you can experience
the shuddering of the death pangs. Welcome to the future. While the rest of the country
may not know it yet, down here they’re already living inside of it” (p. 149-150).
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The link between pollution, toxicity, cancer, and death is made more explicit
through the visual mode in Misrach and Orff’s text. This occurs to an extent throughout
Part 1: Cancer Alley, in which Misrach’s photos are accompanied only by a caption and
in some instances a caption up to a paragraph long. For instance, Plate 21, titled
“Revetment Sign and Hale Boggs Bridge, West Bank, Mississippi River,” was taken in
Luling, Louisiana, a town upriver from New Orleans. The hazy image shows a cablestayed bridge in the background and a dilapidated sign in the foreground that has fallen
off a post and is partially submerged in the river. The sign signals that the Army Corps of
Engineers has intervened in that portion of the river in an attempt to prevent erosion. The
bank of the river is lined with sticks of various sizes and litter, much of it plastic, is
scattered across the bottom of the image as well. Though nothing in the image itself
explicitly suggests toxicity, it is accompanied by a paragraph-long caption about
pollutants in the Mississippi River, including the results of a study that found over 75
toxic chemicals, including petrochemical carcinogens, in the water of one Louisiana
parish. The caption then follows up on this statement of the dire toxic situation in the
region, explaining, “The thirteen Louisiana parishes that depend on the Mississippi as a
source of drinking water have had some of the highest mortality rates in the United States
from several forms of cancer” (p. 52-53). Later in Part 1, a series of four images of
hazardous waste sites owned by Dow Chemical Corporation near the Mississippi River in
Plaquemines, Louisiana. All four of the images include a chain link fence cordoning off
an otherwise normal-looking landscape. In the first three images a sign is visible that
reads, in succession, “Danger,” “Contaminated Area Keep Out,” and “Entering Could
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Cause Harm to Your Health” along with a hotline number to contact Dow Chemical and
a no symbol over a generic human silhouette is featured prominently in the center of the
sign. Behind the fence in these first three images are trees and yellow flowers along the
ground, and the first and third images show a site that has been flooded. The caption on
the first image explains that “Between 1958 and 1973 Dow buried forty-six thousand tons
of toxic waste in unlined pits that now cover more than thirty underground acres” and
goes on to note that these toxins potentially enter the watershed each time the Mississippi
River floods. The final image of the four features a sign on an unkempt fence that labels
the area an “Asbestos Waste Disposal Site”; the site looks like a nondescript open field
with a couple of trees visible through the fog in the distance (p. 80-87). This series of
images underscores the ways in which Louisiana’s toxic reality seems almost invisible
among its lush, verdant subtropical landscape.
Misrach and Orff bring this toxicity to the fore in Part 2: Ecological Atlas, which
integrates Misrach’s photographs and maps of the area with related data to tell a richer
story about the region. Setting the stage for this discussion, the introduction to the
Ecological Atlas section explains that a 1987 lawsuit over toxic emissions near the small,
predominantly Black town of Alsen, Louisiana “signaled the beginning of the
environmental movement in the region, which would eventually come to be called
Cancer Alley” (p. 117). Yet as Misrach and Orff explain in the introduction to the subsection titled “Waste,” conclusively demonstrating the health effects of chemical
exposure is difficult because these effects vary in different bodies. The images in this
portion of the text aim to draw attention to the issues nonetheless, with diagrammatic
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section drawings of “typical waste disposal typologies” including covered landfill, open
pit, deep-well injection, and incineration or air release (p. 146-149). These images are
followed by a map of Cancer Alley showing sites of petrochemical facilities, quantities of
toxic releases, and nearby population sizes (p. 150-151). The subsection ends with two
double spreads exploring the complex effects of toxic chemicals on ecosystems and
metabolism, including endocrine disruption, cancers, and other ailments (p. 152-155). In
a later sub-section titled “Ecology/Economy,” Misrach and Orff link toxic releases with
broader ecosystem and economic problems in an image spread ominously titled
“Requiem for a Bayou.” This reworked image superimposes a diagram of a cross section
of the web of life, silhouetted swamp animals and humans in a boat, with nutrient flows,
threatened by the presence of toxic chemicals, and the processes of subsidence, saltwater
intrusion, and sea-level rise, over a photograph of a dying cypress swamp near
Prairieville, Louisiana featured in Part 1 (p. 170-171).
In contrast to the somewhat disparaging remarks and attitudes about obesity
evident in both Tidwell and Gessner’s travelogues, Misrach and Orff explore the
emerging link between toxic exposure and obesity. Whereas much of contemporary
obesity discourse frames the condition as a result of personal choices or even personal
moral failings, they work to highlight the potential role of petrochemicals.
Acknowledging this preexisting conventional wisdom, they explain in an entry on obesity
on the double spread titled “Metabolizing Waste”: “The obesity epidemic has been
widely linked to high-calorie diets and a decline in physical activity. Some evidence
suggests that pesticides and chemicals used in plastics mimic the body’s natural
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hormones which regulate weight” (p. 154). They later highlight the link between obesity
and the use of Cancer Alley-produced nitrogen fertilizer in large-scale monoculture in the
Midwest, the runoff from which contributes to the growing dead zone in the Gulf of
Mexico. They observe, “As the shrimp industry and related jobs in the Gulf region
decline, waistlines are expanding. The American body not only serves as a repository for
chemicals and toxic waste, but also as a storehouse for surplus corn products” (p. 181).
Later, alongside an image that shows a map of the United States with fertilizer use per
county and the Gulf of Mexico dead zone highlighted, as well as with large agricultural
corporations along the Mississippi River watershed labeled, they link high-fructose corn
syrup and endocrine disruptors in plastic food packaging to the “obesity epidemic” (p.
189). Though Misrach and Orff manage to forego the popular rhetoric of personal
responsibility surrounding obesity, by referring to the condition as an epidemic, they
pathologize fatness without examining the consequences of doing so for the marginalized
populations for whom they are seeking justice throughout their project as a whole.43
These themes of death and toxicity also recur in Hochschild’s travelogue, which
even includes “mourning” in its subtitle. As in many of the previous travelogues
discussed, she explores the impact of toxic petrochemicals on the Gulf Coast ecosystem
in general and the food chain in particular. For instance, she conveys one family’s
discussion of how they judge the safety of fish from their local polluted waterway,
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including their smell, look, and taste (p. 44-45). Discussing the impact of the BP oil spill
and the subsequent use of Corexit on marine life in the Gulf, she writes,
Anxious experts testified on television. Louisiana’s 397-mile Gulf coast was
critical, they said, to the life cycle of over 90 percent of all fish and 98 percent of
all commercial species in the entire Gulf of Mexico. Eyeless shrimp and infant
dolphins washed ashore, and oil balls appeared along an estimated 650 miles of
coastline. Pelicans died. Crab traps were soiled and shrimp harvests were
decimated. Oil leaked onto oyster plots. After the blowout, carcasses of 6,000
birds, 600 sea turtles, over a hundred bottlenose dolphins, and other marine
mammals, including whales, washed ashore. Later studies discovered that
embryos of fish, especially tuna, that had been exposed to BP oil showed distorted
body shapes, hearts, and eyes. (p. 65)
Yet these toxic effects caused little action on the part of state agencies, which as she
demonstrates, seem resigned to the Gulf’s toxic fate. This is evident in a 2012 report
released by the Louisiana State Department of Health and Human Science which suggests
trimming fat from seafood to reduce contaminant levels (p. 110). The numerous other
examples of toxic impacts on the food chain throughout Hochschild’s travelogue include
the past use of DDT on sugarcane fields (p. 197) to the more recent methane poisoning of
fish following the Bayou Corne sinkhole disaster (p. 106). Taken together, these
examples paint a grim portrait of the state of the environment along the Louisiana Gulf
Coast.
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Hochschild also describes a culture of disregard for workers’ lives at
petrochemical plants; illegal dumping of toxic tar from one of these plants in an adjacent
waterway, Bayou d’Inde; and birds sick from petrochemical fumes (p. 28-30). She
returns frequently to the toxic Bayou d’Inde in her travelogue, describing the dead swamp
that resulted from the dumping of toxic waste, and traces the water’s path south to the
Gulf where it puts lives at risk: “From that spot, the waterway […] narrowed into the
Calcasieu Ship Channel, widened into intertidal mudflats dotted with salt meadow cord
grass, and poured ponderously south, thirty miles into the Gulf of Mexico, from which
comes nearly half the seafood on the American dinner table. From the tar buggy
dumpings in the PPG marsh, there was a very large ‘downstream’” (40). Harold Areno, a
resident of Bayou d’Inde, recalls a time he could drink the water from the bayou and
offers a description of “the bayou from before” industry, as well as the stink and death
that came after its arrival (p. 41-42). Resonating with Rob Nixon’s articulation of slow
violence, Hochschild writes of the pollution in Bayou d’Inde, “I feel as if I’ve come upon
the scene of a slow-motion crime” (p. 43). She then explains that Harold, his wife, his
sisters, a brother-in-law, and numerous neighbors have all had or continue to have cancer,
and some of them have died; Hochschild notes that previous generations of Harold’s
family did not suffer from cancer, implying that toxins in the environment have played a
role (p. 44). Whereas cancer has been used as a metaphor or referenced in statistics in
other elegiac travelogues, Hochschild’s telling of the Areno family’s story concretizes
and personalizes the disease and the deaths it has caused. Like Tidwell and Misrach and
Orff, she describes graveyards she sees during her travels in South Louisiana, and along
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with the personal accounts of cancer from the Arenos and other interviewees in her
travelogue, these scenes underscore the mournful and sometimes morbid tone that
characterizes elegiac travelogues. For instance, in a description that resonates with
Misrach’s haunting photographs in Petrochemical America, one of Hochschild’s
interviewees, Mayor Bob Hardey of Westlake, Louisiana, speaks of a triangle-shaped
family cemetery that is now surrounded on all sides by the expansion of the Sasol
petrochemical plant (p. 97).
Like many of the preceding travelogues, Hochschild’s narrative is an elegy that
encompasses lost lives and lost culture. This is especially evident in the Areno family’s
story. Derwin, Harold and Annette’s son, describes the removal of signs warning against
fishing or swimming in their polluted local bayou and points to oil industry
advertisements that portray South Louisiana as lush and full of life, which he sees as
evidence that powerful entities are hoping to make locals forget what has happened there.
In response to this effort, Hochschild writes, “The Arenos didn’t simply remember the
good old days of a clean Bayou d’Inde. They remembered against the great forgetting of
industry and state government. This larger institutional forgetting altered the private act
of mourning. And not just that. It altered the Arenos’ very identity” (p. 49). She goes on
to explain the origins of the word “nostalgia” in Greek, which translated literally can be
understood as a longing to return home. Pointing to the interpretation of nostalgia as an
illness in past centuries, Hochschild observes, “Many who have suffered from this illness
of heart have been forced to leave a beloved home that is itself still there. But Harold and
Annette Areno live at home in an environment no longer there” (p. 49-50). The Areno’s
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story of loss and mourning thus encompasses their health, their loved ones’ lives, and the
bayou that once gave them sustenance.

Sacrifice, Spirituality, and Faith in Elegiac Travelogues
Sacrifice is a recurring theme across many of these travelogues, though the
implicit or explicit articulation of what is sacrificed and to what end shifts across
centuries. Twain’s pre-oil boom travelogue discusses sacrifice in two contexts. In his preCivil War travels along the Mississippi River he describes a temple “with a mud wall
about it ornamented with skulls of enemies sacrificed to the sun” belonging to Teche44
country natives.45 In chronicling his postbellum journey he conveys the dangers of life on
the water as he tells the story of a riverboat pilot’s martyrdom to save his crew. 46 Over a
century later, in his post-BP spill travelogue, Gessner frequently refers to the Gulf Coast
as the “national sacrifice zone” (p. 4, 12, 26, 40)47 and argues that “the ocean floor, where
life starts and where the dispersants are sinking, will be the Gulf’s own double-secret
sacrifice zone” (p. 40). He goes on to argue that “eleven people were sacrificed in the
name of profit” when they perished in the BP rig explosion (p. 51), and in a similar vein
contends that oil and hurricanes are “the price you pay for living on the coast” (p. 243).
Eventually he contemplates sacrifice as a Thoreauvian ideal—a way of life based on
deliberately choosing to consume less. Disconnected from this frugal approach to the
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world, Gessner argues, “the word sacrifice has […] been hollowed out” and is no longer
“heroic.” Ultimately, he appeals to a collective “we” to call for personal sacrifice in lieu
of the continuing sacrifice of humans, non-humans, and the Gulf Coast they call home (p.
215). Yet in uncritically appealing to a universally responsible “we,” Gessner
dangerously collapses the varying degrees of responsibility for environmental crises
across contemporary cultures; indeed, as Andreas Malm and Alf Hornberg argue in their
2014 critique of the Anthropocene narrative, which positions all humans as a collective
geological force, “A significant chunk of humanity is not party to the fossil fuel economy
at all” (p. 65).
Misrach and Orff also take up the idea of the Gulf Coast as a sacrifice zone,
which they critique from an economic perspective:
Although these industries bring some local jobs and provide bulk chemicals that
are eventually enjoyed by many, local residents live in the wake of the waste that
is created. Often these groups are disempowered or poor. Some have said that the
region has served as a “National Sacrificial Zone,” belying the American myth of
bountiful landscapes, infinite energy supplies, and endless material growth. Are
we willing to continue sacrificing our neighbors’ health for convenience and
cheap, lifestyle-enhancing products? (p. 145)
This notion that the Gulf Coast in general, and South Louisiana in particular, are sacrifice
zones also appears in Hochschild’s travelogue. She writes of a large sinkhole caused by
the Texas Brine company accidentally drilling a hole in an underground salt dome in
Bayou Corne (p. 101), pointing out that “the homes of 350 residents were part of a
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‘sacrifice zone,’ as officials called it.”; she writes of an abandoned community with
deserted homes, tall grass, and unpicked fruit—visible signs of a sacrificed town (p. 104).
Yet some Louisianians view their sacrifice as noble and necessary. Hochschild
speaks with two women, Janice Areno and Jackie Tabor, who express an attitude
characteristic of what she calls “Team Players.” Of Janice’s experience and outlook,
Hochschild writes,
Industry had brought four toxic waste landfills to Sulphur, one only a block from
her present home. But “they make what we need—plastic soda bottles, rubbersoled shoes, toothpaste. We need toothpaste.” Being a Team Player meant braving
problems. To do so, Janice did a kind of work she didn’t even count as work: the
emotional work of accommodating such things as nearby toxic waste landfills,
which in her heart of hearts she never would choose to live with. Sometimes
Team Players had to suck it up and just cope. (p. 163)
Similarly, Hochschild writes of the perspective of Jackie Tabor, a woman living in a
suburb of Lake Charles, Louisiana: “You couldn’t have both the oil industry and clean
lakes, she thought, and if you had to choose, you had to choose oil.”; she later notes,
“Jackie says, ‘Pollution is the sacrifice we make for capitalism’” (p. 179). Yet despite this
apparent embrace of sacrifice as noble on the part of interviewees, Hochschild ultimately
portrays them as worthy of pity: “But in the loss of their homes, their drinking water, and
even their jobs in non-oil sectors of the economy, there is no other word for it: they are
victims. Indeed, Louisianans are sacrificial lambs to the entire American industrial
system” (p. 232). This notion that there are communities or zones of sacrifice across the
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Gulf Coast that recurs in post-oil boom elegiac travelogues is a common notion in
contemporary Environmental Justice scholarship, a tradition that arguably emerged in
part because of activism in marginalized communities in Cancer Alley. The recurring
language of sacrifice, which can be read literally from its Latin roots as meaning “to
make holy,” points to a broader preoccupation with the sacred 48 in elegiac travelogues.
With the exception of McPhee, religion is foregrounded across the genre, starting
with Twain. The most common recurring references to faith and sacred imagery in
elegiac travelogues are Catholic. For instance, Twain remarks on the power of the
Catholic Church at the time of DeSoto’s exploration of North America, 49 and notes that
both DeSoto and LaSalle traveled with priests.50 The dominance of Catholicism as a
cultural force is explored most thoroughly by Tidwell. He centers Catholic traditions
from the beginning of his narrative; in the prologue, he describes “Cajun towns lined with
sun-bleached docks and hanging Spanish moss and old Catholic churches whose priests
come out to bless fishing boats with consecrated water” (p. 5). This tradition, called “The
Blessing of the Fleet” or “la Bénédiction des Bateaux” is revisited throughout the text.
According to interviewees, the blessing is a time-honored ritual in which the local priest
offers a mass at which blessed medals are distributed to fishermen to safeguard them
from dangerous weather during the upcoming season, then leads a boat parade to bless
fishermen’s boats with holy water (54). Tidwell later explains that this South Louisiana
tradition was “introduced from Europe by a French priest […] homesick for the familiar
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maritime ways of his fishing village back in Brittany” (p. 91). Notably, LeMenager sees
in Tidwell’s text in general, including this description of boat blessing, and in his
epilogue specifically the “fatal rhetoric of the sacred” (p. 109). In articulating this
concept she refers specifically to Tidwell’s statement in his epilogue 51 that in the wake of
the devastating 2005 Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, “Either we are witnessing the death of
something truly great in America or the start of something even better, something new
and blessedly permanent” (p. 344). This “fatal rhetoric of the sacred” as LeMenager calls
it in reference to Bayou Farewell is evident across elegiac travelogues after Tidwell’s as
well.
Alongside his descriptions of the distinctly European-influenced Catholicism of
many Louisianians, Tidwell also extensively documents the faith-healing traiteur
traditions originating in Native American communities, but eventually taken up across
diverse communities in South Louisiana. Traiteurs exemplify the kind of hybridization of
religious traditions to which Catholic rituals have been prone among the colonized
peoples, such as Santería and Voodoo practices in the Caribbean. Tidwell explains that he
was encouraged by a Cajun shrimper to visit a traiteur for his back pain. He explains:
Before the penetration of modern health care here, bayou people suffering from
everything from heat stroke to liver cancer would turn to men and women with
the “gift” of healing, so-called traiteurs, literally “treaters.” Using an ofteneffective mix of herbal remedies, prayer, and folk superstitions, traiteurs were
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once found in every bayou community, no matter how small. Now they’ve almost
disappeared completely, though enough Louisianans still hew to the old ways,
especially after Western medicine fails, to keep a handful of traiteurs in practice
across the bayous, their ranks composed of men and women, blacks and whites,
Cajuns and Indians. (p. 193-194)
Eventually Tidwell visits a traiteur named Lawrence Billiot, a Cajun French-speaking
member of the Houma tribe, described as “an Indian healer of local renown, one fiercely
loyal to Native American practices, especially the sacred and curative power of smoke”
(p. 222). Billiot, who is known for his ability to use herbs and smoke to cure babies of
ailments like congestion and who claims to be able to summon and dismiss snakes, intuits
that Tidwell has back pain without it being mentioned, then wraps his arms around
Tidwell and lifts him to adjust his back while reciting a secret prayer in Cajun French (p.
223-224). Tidwell then follows Billiot as he collects herbs for a smoke healing ritual and
travels to the coastal Houma community of Point-aux-Chenes to perform a ritual on a
baby with congestion, all the while reciting remedies for ailments like colic, colds,
toothaches, hemorrhoids, pink eye, and male pattern baldness. The infant healing ritual in
Point-aux-Chenes involves collecting and burning hair and clothing from the child and
his parents, then passing the baby through the smoke. Tidwell explains, “There’s no
praying this time. No appeal to the God of the Catholic church. Just Lawrence, the baby,
the smoke, and the palpable presence of something else, a living thread of [Houma]
tradition” (p. 239).
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The presence of Christianity, and especially Catholicism, in Cancer Alley is
captured in photographs throughout Part 1 of Misrach and Orff’s text. Four such images
appear in succession in this section, beginning with a Baptist church in St. James,
Louisiana taken in 1998; the photo, which gives no indication of any human presence,
shows a simple wooden church that is painted white, with a rusty metal roof and a
farmhouse type bell in the front near an empty gravel parking lot, and the Mississippi
River levee and treetops beyond are visible in the background (p. 36-37). The three
images that follow were all taken 12 years later, in 2010. The first of these is titled
“Kneeling Christ, River Road, North of Port Allen, Louisiana,” and captures a white
statue of Christ kneeling with his hands clasped in prayer on a ledge made to look as
though it is comprised of stones. The entire statue is cast of the same white material and
sits atop a concrete block along a culverted drainage ditch in a yard with mostly brown
grass, with powerlines dotting a flat landscape and empty sugarcane fields in the
background. A sidewalk runs between the photographer and statue (p. 38-39). The third
photo was taken from behind a gold painted statue of Christ atop a white pedestal with
the Mississippi River levee visible in the distance. This image, which was taken at St.
John the Baptist Church in Edgard, Louisiana is similar to the two preceding it in that it
shows the back of a statue of Christ like the “Kneeling Christ” photo, and includes an
empty parking lot and the river levee like the image of the Baptist church in St. James (p.
40-41). The final photo in this series of four images of Christian churches or statues is of
St. Mary’s Chapel in Union, Louisiana; like the Baptist church in St. James, this church is
a wooden structure painted completely white that shows signs of wear. The photo only
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captures from the top of the entrance portal to halfway up the steeple and Marian
iconography is featured prominently in the center of the image, with a stained glass rose
window featuring Mary above the portal and just above that a statue of Mary nestled in a
niche on the gabled end of the church just beneath the peak of the roof (p. 42-43). It is
worth noting that none of these four photographs include a caption with any descriptive
information beyond the title with the location, year, and name of the church, if applicable.
The only other explicitly religious photo in the first section of Misrach and Orff’s book
shows a Catholic cemetery featuring a large statue of a crucifix in the foreground with a
petrochemical complex owned by Dow Chemical Corporation in the background.
According to the image caption, the property on which this complex is built in Taft,
Louisiana was once the site of Holy Rosary Church, which has been relocated to a nearby
town (p. 78-79). Of these five images of church sites and religious icons, only the
photograph of the cemetery in Taft is reworked in the Ecological Atlas section of the
book. Yet in doing so Misrach and Orff do not address the place of religion in public life,
but rather the displacement of people and erasure of history resulting from the rise of the
petrochemical industry in South Louisiana. However, while Christianity in general and
Catholicism in particular are represented in images throughout Misrach and Orff’s book,
the cultural impact of religion in the region is not explicitly articulated in main text. It is,
however, mentioned in the glossary, where “Religion/Spirituality” are defined as follows:
“both express an organizing logic to the physical world, which transcends physicality and
cannot be objectively determined or perceived. And while both direct behavior toward
and in the physical world, they also define meaning and success in purely a-material
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terms” (p. 231). By including “Religion/Spirituality” in their “Glossary of Terms &
Solutions for a Post-Petrochemical Culture,” Misrach and Orff demonstrate a recognition
of metaphysical belief systems as key to cultural transformation. Yet this entry is also one
of the shortest in the glossary, and neither religion nor spirituality are explicitly discussed
within the text, so it is unclear how they believe it could serve as part of the solution to
petroleum-centric culture.
Not all of these travelogues foreground Catholicism and Christianity, however.
Gessner spends more time exploring the interface between faith and nature, and thus the
landscape itself seen as sacred and nature becomes a kind of religion (p. 254). He calls
Grand Isle a miraculous landscape (p. 53); refers to “the miraculous Mississippi Delta
and the Gulf” (p. 153); posits that oysters are “cause for a practical sort of faith” (p. 253);
and opines that “we are willing to sacrifice miraculous places and time-tested ways of
life” as trade-offs for our modern lifestyle (p. 274). Noting that a philosophy professor
with whom he corresponds points out that pelicans are a Christian, and especially
Catholic, religious symbol because medieval Europeans believed they would feed their
own blood to their young if they had no food, Gessner writes, “I made special note of the
idea of the birds feeding their blood to their young. As natural history it’s hogwash, but
symbolically I can see the pelican as the offering we have sacrificed at the altar of oil,
down in this body of water that is our national sacrifice zone.” He then revisits his
idealized notion of sacrifice, an old-fashioned virtue of sorts that he believes is worth
recovering in the contemporary “age of instant gratification” (p. 273).
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More than any other elegiac travelogue discussed in this chapter, Hochschild
highlights the rhetorical links and tensions between religious faith, environmentalism,
and political ideology. She articulates the importance of church as an emotional and
moral world in South Louisiana, and points to the high number of churches per capita in
the area; she writes, “Church in Louisiana—usually Baptist, Catholic, Methodist, or
Pentecostal—is a pillar of social life” (p. 118). This argument is underscored by the
recurrence of faith and spirituality as a theme across all six texts examined in this chapter.
Yet Christianity, this “pillar of social life,” is seen by many in South Louisiana as
inherently incompatible with environmentalist values; as environmental activist and coauthor of the 2013 book Women Pioneers of the Louisiana Environmental Movement
Peggy Frankland explains to Hochschild, she and another woman traveled across the state
to speak out against the dumping of toxic chemicals in waterways around the time of a
seafood advisory in 1987 52 and were met with suspicion: “People said we weren’t
Christian but animists who worshiped the Earth instead of God” (p. 33). Yet as
Hochschild shows, environmentalist sympathies and religious belief are not necessarily
mutually exclusive. First noting that the Arenos voted for politicians that did not
acknowledge the reality of climate change, she writes,
But Harold and Annette and Mike Tritico bent over their Bibles, from time to
time in the Arenos’ living room, to study the book of Revelation, chapter 11,
verse 18. There it was written that God would bring ruin to those who ruin the
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earth. In the book of Mark, chapter 13, verse 19, they also found “For there will
be greater anguish in those days than at any time since God created the world.
And it will never be so great again.” Through these passages, the three brought
their faith to bear on the issue of climate change and, given his training in marine
biology, Mike brought science to it. Together they worked out that climate change
was, indeed, a man-made disaster-in-waiting that called for strong
countermeasures. In the climate of opinion around them, they were brave to do so.
(p. 48)
In response to this belief in climate change, the Arenos, also believers in the rapture,
“want man to repair the earth before it comes.” (p. 52) The religiously-bolstered
environmentalist perpective of the Arenos and their more liberal friend Mike Tritico point
to a more nuanced view of environmental issues, especially as they relate to religious
faith, than is traditionally ascribed to southerners in general or, in the case of the Arenos,
conservatives in particular. As Hochschild later discusses, many on the right interpret the
Bible such that humans are seen as dominant over the environment, with the leader of one
right-wing think tank pointing to the Book of Genesis to support this view; this same
leader also believes the bible “sanction[s] mountaintop removal” (p. 123-124). With the
exception of McPhee, religion is mentioned in every text. The centrality of religious
belief in everyday life in the Deep South suggests that more attention should be paid to
religious perspectives when engaging in environmentalist discourse.
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Seen and Unseen: Popular Environmental Communication and Problems for
Rhetoric
Making room for religious arguments in environmentalist discourse necessitates
reexamining notions of objectivity in scientific communication and popular scientific
writing, particularly environmental communication about problems like climate change,
coastal land loss, and toxicity in conservative political contexts like coastal Louisiana.
Given the widespread acknowledgement that we are living in a “post-truth” rhetorical
landscape, the role of emotion in political belief, as Hochschild examines, as well as the
nature of scientific persuasion in this context is worth considering. The post-oil boom
elegiac travelogues discussed in this chapter reveal the ways in which this discussion has
evolved in environmental discourse about the Gulf Coast. Scientific and technical
explanations, processes, and statistics related to the oil industry are frequently included in
these contemporary travelogues. All six elegiac travelogues analyzed in this chapter were
composed by outsiders who weave environmental history with profiles of locals. As
journalists, academics, or both, the authors position themselves, with varying degrees of
objectivity, as observers of a place and people whose story needs to be told.
Nearly a century after Twain, McPhee forwards an history of the river system that
includes the rise of the petrochemical industry and the impacts of its infrastructure. He
positions himself as a kind of neutral informer, frequently working to inform the reader
about technical aspects of the oil industry and infrastructure.53 Throughout “Atchafalya”
McPhee maintains this neutral journalistic stance, or what Daniel Philippon calls “A
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rhetoric of objectivity—fostering a sympathetic hearing of all voices, from within a
particular system of values”; this, he argues, “allows McPhee’s readers to come to their
own conclusions” (296). McPhee refers to himself a few times in “Atchafalaya,” though
he is, as Philippon points out, mostly absent from the narrative (p. 294). This is similar to
Twain’s approach in Life on the Mississippi. Yet, as Philippon also notes, “No one is
every wholly neutral” (p. 295), an acknowledgement that gestures toward the potential
problems with the assumed objectivity of the travelogue writer. In McPhee’s case, for
instance, his presentation of the region of South Louisiana he visits as monolithically
Cajun not only obscures the histories of Native and Black populations, but also subtly
reinforces white-centric histories of the place. For the most part, McPhee’s essay is
written as a documentation of what is. Perhaps tellingly, the most overt discussion of
rhetorical positioning within the essay is when McPhee quotes the chief engineer of the
Army Corps of Engineer Fred Chatry as saying “The Corps of Engineers is convinced
that the Mississippi River can be convinced to stay where it is” (p. 54). Given the
domineering attitudes toward non-human nature described by McPhee in “Atchafalaya”
and the other essays in The Control of Nature, it is unsurprising that the river that is
portrayed as having the capacity to be convinced to behave a certain way.
In contrast to these more neutral journalistic stances, Tidwell and Gessner take a
more personal approach through narratives that are as much about their own journeys as
they are about locals and their place. In addition, both authors seem to understand their
travelogues as exposés meant to bring attention to a hidden truth. LeMenager highlights
and reinforces Tidwell’s revelatory intentions, explaining that in Bayou Farewell, he
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“notes […] his own struggles to garner attention for the crisis. Initially Tidwell’s
reportage was relegated to his newspaper’s travel section, an editorial choice that
underlines the perception of the loss of the Gulf wetlands as a regional peculiarity” (p.
108). Gessner similarly aims to expose the truth and challenge a dominant narrative.
Contrasting BP’s claims that they are helping with spill recovery with those of a mayor in
an affected city saying BP is lying and evading responsibility, he asks, “Who gets to
narrate our stories for us? Who lays claim to them?” (p. 77).54 In a similar vein, he spends
a few pages contrasting mainstream news headlines with his own experiences, beginning
each of the latter with an invocation of the visual: “Here is what I see” (p. 221-223).
Though they arguably share Tidwell and Gessner’s aim to draw attention to South
Louisiana’s plight, Misrach and Orff and Hochschild employ more academic methods.
Both of these texts rely on the language and research norms of the academy to shape their
narratives, though Hochschild plays a much more prominent first-person role in her text.
Irrespective of methodological approach, local people become objects of study
across the elegiac travelogue genre. Especially in 21 st century narratives that account for
the impacts of the oil industry, there exists a perceived need to tell this story, which
positions South Louisianians as objects of fascination and pity. At the same time, these
texts arguably reinforce this perception by othering those they aim to understand, or even
purport to help. The authors set themselves apart from their subjects by underscoring
their geographic, political and linguistic differences: the desire to go somewhere remote
is made often explicit, and many of the texts work to other, even exoticize South
54
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Louisiana by emphasizing widely held conservative political views and local accents. For
instance, Tidwell writes, “It had been my goal, in short, to get lost in a place considered
physically remote and culturally apart even by South Louisiana standards” (p. 236).
Similarly, Hochschild expresses a desire to “get out of [her] political bubble” (p. 5), and
goes on to specifically contrast the differences between red states and blue states:
Across the country, red states are poorer and have more teen mothers, more
divorce, worse health, more obesity, more trauma-related deaths, more low-birthweight babies, and lower school enrollment. On average, people in red states die
five years earlier than people in blue states. Indeed, the gap in life expectancy
between Louisiana (75.7) and Connecticut (80.8) is the same as that between the
United States and Nicaragua. Red states suffer more in another highly important
but little-known way, one that speaks to the very biological self-interest in health
and life: industrial pollution. (p. 8-9)
This emphasis on political difference, which reflects the increased polarization of recent
years, is also evident in Gessner’s text, which draws attention to the political
commonalities and differences between Gessner and the locals about whom he writes (p.
36, 106). These authors work to set themselves apart by emphasizing linguistic
difference, particularly through accents. Beyond just reflecting local patterns of speech,
Twain, McPhee, and Tidwell highlight these accents through spelling. Tidwell does not
use spelling in this manner but manages to underscore linguistic difference by
commenting on a local man’s Cajun accent (p. 224) and comparing a clean-up crew
foreman’s accent to Slim Pickens (p. 226).
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Like McPhee, Tidwell includes some more technical information in his narrative,
such as an explanation of directional oil drilling (p. 317). Yet he also expresses an
understanding of the insufficiency of relying on technical facts alone to motivate action
in the face of Louisiana’s sweeping environmental problems. He explains, “the oilindustry people I’ve come to know […] in a clear case of self - interested denial
reinforced by bad ‘facts,’ they say the oil and gas industry has in no way contributed to
the rapid disappearance of Louisiana’s coastal lands” (p. 304). Whereas this
consideration of persuasion and truth is somewhat brief in Tidwell’s travelogue, Gessner
takes up questions of persuasion and the limits of reason in environmental discourse
across his text. He argues against popular apocalyptic framings of environmental crisis,
observing that “Talk of our doom […] makes us withdraw” and maintaining that
alongside the rational voice, we need one that is “wild, inspired, simultaneously guided
by, but somehow beyond, mere reason” (p. 67-68). Pondering whether a scientist can
convice people to move away from the sea and highlighting the tension between reason
and emotion, he recognizes the reality of strong storms and calls the decision to live away
from coasts “logical,” and contrasts this with the desire of many to live by the sea
anyway (p. 133). Further eroding the possibility of science as an objective enterprise in
public discourse and emphasizing its politicization, he points to Billy Nungesser, then
president of Plaquemines Parish, who contrasts the safety studies of BP’s scientists, or
“their scientists,” with “our own scientists” (p. 146). Gessner also refers to a widespread
rumor of precipitating oil after the BP spill, and points to the disconnect from scientific
perspectives it reflects: “This was one of the early legends of the spill. You heard it a lot
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down here, that oil would be raining down on New Orleans. It sounds more like a biblical
plague than science, and maybe that’s the point” (p. 178). I heard this rumor myself at the
time, and I think it underscores the need for environmental arguments that speak to the
religious dispositions of many along the Gulf Coast. Ultimately, Gessner makes his
position on overconfidence in scientific processes clear: “BP’s great flaw was certainty,
and scientists and environmentalists should be wary of mirroring this flaw” (p. 187).
Hochschild aims to move beyond the notion that conveying objective facts and
scientific evidence are all that is necessary to persuade people to change their minds
about political and environmental issues. One of the central concepts forwarded in
Strangers in their Own Land is the “deep story,” which Hochschild defines as “a feels-asif story—it’s the story feelings tell, in the language of symbols. It removes judgment. It
removes fact. It tells us how things feel. Such a story permits those on both sides of the
political spectrum to stand back and explore the subjective prism through which the party
on the other side sees the world” (p. 135). In doing so she foregrounds emotion as a
persuasive force, and though she does at times point to objective facts like pollution
statistics,55 her primary interest is in how peoples’ feelings shape their beliefs. She
explains that she is seeking “a full understanding of emotion in politics. What, I wanted
to know, do people want to feel, what do they think they should or shouldn’t feel, and
what do they feel about a range of issues? When we listen to a political leader, we don’t
simply hear words; we listen predisposed to want to feel certain things” (p. 15-16).
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Referring to an earlier study she conducted, Hochschild points to the disconnect between
beliefs about and actual toxic risk:
We were studying the link between what people believed about the environment
and politics, and their actual risk of exposure to pollution linked to the county
they lived in. If, in 2010, you lived in a county with a higher exposure to toxic
pollution, we discovered, you are more likely to believe that Americans “worry
too much” about the environment and to believe that the United States is doing
“more than enough” about it. You are also more likely to describe yourself as a
strong Republican. There it was again, the Great Paradox, only now it applied to
my keyhole issue: environmental pollution across the entire nation. Far from
being an oddball state, Louisiana told a nationwide story. (p. 79-80)
Further eroding the notion that well-communicated scientific evidence will suffice to spur
action on environmental issues, Hochschild points to the ways in which polluting
industries can work to evade the need for persuasion altogether. She writes of an industry
consulting firm hired by a plant manager as follows: “So how can such a company get a
community to accept it? The plant manager’s best course of action […] would not be to
try to change the minds of residents predisposed to resist. It would be to find a citizenry
unlikely to resist. Based on interviews and questionnaires, [the firm] drew up a list of
characteristics of the “least resistant personality profile”: In short, this personality profile
fits Southerners and Midwesterners living in small towns who do not have postsecondary education and are not socially engaged, and who are Catholic and work in
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what the consulting firm referred to as “nature exploitative occupations” like mining and
farming (p. 81).

Visibility, Invisibility, and the Local and Global Rhetorics of Toxic Imagery
The visibility or invisibility of risk and toxicity is a recurring issue across elegiac
travelogues, which chronicle the disappearance of Louisiana’s Gulf Coast alongside the
increasingly visible impacts oil. While oil is mostly an invisible force in our daily lives,
as many energy humanities scholars note, 56 it is becoming increasingly apprehensible
through its toxic impacts. To a limited extent these effects are captured through the use of
images in these texts, but more often visibility and invisibility are discussed within the
textual narratives of the travelogues. Of her time with General Russell Honoré,
Hochschild writes, “Riding in the General’s truck, as in Mike Schaff’s truck, through the
sugar plantation, I become aware of what I can’t see. With Schaff, it was history. With
the General, it was pollution. Indeed, most of the pollution in Louisiana is invisible to the
naked eye” (p. 63). In this reflection on the deep story underpinning Schaff’s
conservative beliefs and the impacts of the petrochemical industry revealed by General
Honoré, Hochschild points to the problem of invisibility. Discussing Bayou Farewell in
her foundational energy humanities book Living Oil, Stephanie LeMenager writes,
“Thinking through Gulf Coast subsidence as a narrative that has not become national
despite its dissemination through national media raises the question of when, exactly, the
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Gulf Coast fell out of the U.S. territorial imaginary” (2014, p. 109). The Gulf Coast and
its dire environmental situation are thus in a sense invisible, and thus raises the question
of the efficacy of elegiac travelogues as persuasive texts. Subsidence and the gradual
accretion of toxic chemicals are examples of Nixon’s “slow violence,” forces whose
“relative invisibility” create difficulties; as he notes, “the challenge is representational”
(2013, p. 2-3). The elegiac travelogues discussed in this chapter draw on both text and
visual modalities, and thus allow for a preliminary exploration of how the affordances
and constraints of different modalities shape environmental communication.
The interlinked themes of visibility, invisibility, water, and pollution arise even in
Twain’s pre-oil boom travelogue. In Chapter 11, he describes the dangerous navigating
conditions resulting from the burning of bagasse on sugar plantations between Baton
Rouge and New Orleans, along the stretch of the Mississippi River now known as Cancer
Alley:
You find yourself away out in the midst of a vague dim sea that is shoreless, that
fades out and loses itself in the murky distances; for you cannot discern the thin
rib of embankment, and you are always imagining you see a straggling tree when
you don't. The plantations themselves are transformed by the smoke, and look like
a part of the sea. All through your watch you are tortured with the exquisite
misery of uncertainty. You hope you are keeping in the river, but you do not
know. All that you are sure about is that you are likely to be within six feet of the
bank and destruction, when you think you are a good half-mile from shore.
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This description is accompanied by a sketch of a riverboat surrounded by smoke with the
caption “On a Shoreless Sea.” McPhee also describes visible and invisible phenomena,
especially disappearing land, in his essay. He writes that “quantities of Louisiana steadily
disappear” (p. 62) and the “coast is sinking out of sight” (p. 63). Of riding in a plane
above the eroding and sinking coast, he explains that “the eye can’t see very far” (p. 70).
Notably, no images are added to McPhee’s narrative in The Control of Nature, though a
sketch of Old River Control Structure is included with the online version of
“Atchafalaya” on The New Yorker website.
All of Tidwell’s chapters begin with black and white photographs that mostly
capture daily life in Louisiana, with a few showing the presence of toxicity within that
context. For instance, the introduction to the third release of Bayou Farewell in 2010
begins with a photo of some pelicans near a beach, one of which is covered in oil (p. xiii),
and the first chapter begins with a photo of a dead tree in the middle of a sparsely
populated rural graveyard (p. 9). In addition to these photographs, Tidwell describes a
graveyard sinking out of sight as a result of subsidence: “I passed the Leeville cemetery,
the one by the bridge, and was startled to see only eight crypts still visible above the
water. By my count, the crumbling remains of at least four tombs, all barely above water
when I visited here the year before, were now gone” (p. 82).
In contrast, Gessner includes no images in his text, but considerations of the
visibility and invisibility of oil and toxicity are woven throughout his travelogue.
Drawing a parallel between the napalm and Agent Orange used in the Vietnam War and
Corexit in response to the BP spill, he writes of rumors of “planes heading out at night to
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spray dispersants on the water under cover of darkness” (p. 19). Because of these efforts
it was eventually difficult to find any oil on shorelines, though Gessner notes that “It was
still possible to see its effects—most obviously the burnt look along the marsh edges—
but we saw no actual oil” (p. 27). Gessner also emphasizes BP’s use of the toxic
dispersant Corexit to ensure as much spilled oil as possible remains unseen by the public:
The immediate effect of the chemical is to first disperse the oil, and then to sink it
to the ocean floor. This makes short-term sense to anyone, like BP, who wants to
tamp down immediate panic about the spill, since it means that less oil will be
washing up on beaches in a region that depends on tourism more than any other
industry. The goal is to not have this look like the Exxon Valdez, which is to say
the immediate goal is focused on appearances. (p. 35)
He then reflects on this practice, arguing that dispersants “are an embodiment of both our
belief in the importance of appearances and our own unwillingness to acknowledge oil—
both oil in general and oil in the Gulf specifically—and its consequences” (p. 41). Indeed,
the name of the dispersant, Corexit, which literally sounds like “corrects it” when spoken
aloud, suggests a problem to be corrected. As such, it suggests a correctable error to be
fixed with the application of a product, and so elides consideration of the more systemic,
cultural problem highlighted by Gessner and others. Interestingly, Corexit is produced by
Nalco, a subsidiary of the Minnesota-based company Ecolab, a portmanteau that implies
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a scientific approach to ecological systems. Curiously, though, evidence of Ecolab and
Nalco’s production of Corexit has been scrubbed from their website. 57
Similar reflections from Gessner include his observation that “no obvious sign of
oil” appears on a dead pelican he sees near Barataria Bay (p. 74) and that the public
reaction to toxic dispersants used to prevent oil from reaching the coast has been muted
because “People aren’t quite as eager to rail against damage they can’t see” (p. 208).
Upon returning to the Gulf Coast in October 2010, about six months after the spill began
and clean-up was allegedly complete, Gessner observes the mats of tar hidden beneath
the sand in Orange Beach, Alabama (p. 222). These themes of visibility and invisibility
are also evident in comments made by interviewees. For instance, during that same return
trip to the Gulf Coast, Ryan Lambert notes, “on the same day that the networks
announced that the oil was gone, I saw slicks deep in the marshes” (p. 232). He also
includes a conversation that took place years earlier with Jim Gordon, the president of
Cape Wind, a wind energy company located in Cape Cod, who refers to toxic emissions
from a nearby power plant that runs on fossil fuel and observes, “It’s what we can’t see
that’s killing us” (p. 152).
Gessner also repeatedly revisits visibility and invisibility through an extended
discussion of what he calls “The Myth of the Oiled Pelican”: “In my head I have come to
call whatever the biggest, latest accepted story is ‘the oiled pelican.’ The oiled pelican is
anything obvious or anyone who tries to treat anything, in our complex messy world, in a
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Evidence that the site once existed at least into 2013 can be found using internet archives:
https://web.archive.org/web/20130411144640/http://www.nalco.com/applications/corexit-technology.htm
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simple, obvious way” (p. 137). After seeing the dead pelican near Barataria Bay, he
recounts the almost instant media spectacle that followed, with cameras capturing its
corpse and the distribution of the image across social media (p. 76); near the end of his
first trip to the Gulf, he describes the frustration of veterinarians trying to save oiled bird
with documentary crews trying to capture footage of the process (p. 155). Later, referring
to such photographs of oiled birds, he writes, “It is a powerful image, beamed all over the
world, and pointedly tells a story of the tragedy of many embodied in one. But it is also a
mistelling. Cameras can’t tell the larger, deeper story”; the inadequacy of images, he
continues, is their inability to capture “time on a level humans can’t imagine” (p. 199).
Yet this soaring language implicitly privileges his own textual narrative modality and
forecloses a full consideration of what role visual representation can play in persuasion in
general, and environmental communication in particular. Perhaps the photographs can
lead to oversimplified stories, but what else might they enable? Given the truths Gessner
finds hidden in plain sight, such as mats of tar beneath the surface of beaches, why can’t
images play a role in telling this story? Indeed, telling the stories of oil, a substance that
often remains invisible in daily life and has both local and global consequences, arguably
merits more examination through visual genres, not less. As Stephanie LeMenager
argues, “To be human, to be southern, to imagine our own bare life within a twenty-first
century ecology, we need now more than ever representations, narratives, pictures,
moving and still” (2014, p. 122).
In contrast to Gessner’s Tarball Chronicles, Misrach and Orff’s Petrochemical
America is an elegiac travelogue that relies on visual argument to articulate the problems
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faced in Cancer Alley and ties them to global issues related to petroleum extraction,
refinement, and consumption. 58 They refer to their method as “A collaborative ecology of
seeing, analyzing, projecting, shooting, working, and reworking emerged, focusing on the
constructed landscapes that characterize this place” (p. 17). In addition to Misrach’s
photographs, their text includes three types of visuals they call “throughlines”; they
explain, “These speculative drawings begin to unravel and expand Misrach’s photographs
in space and time in a new form of narrative cartography that maps the civilization-wide
network of interdependent relationships that link industrial sites, neighborhoods, lawns,
and river views” (p. 117). As in other texts discussed in this chapter, they emphasize the
paradox of the relative invisibility of oil and its infrastructure in contrast to the highly
visible consequences of oil production, refinement, and consumption. For instance, a
throughline image spread titled “Pipeline to America,” which shows a map of offshore
platforms, unseen pipelines, industry facilities, along with the extent of the BP oil spill in
2010; in keeping with their articulation of a hybrid ecology, they argue that this network
of undersea pipelines, offshore platforms, and refineries “merg[e] infrastructural,
ecological, and political imperatives in a new geography” (p. 143). Emphasizing the
potential danger in unseen and invisible things, Misrach and Orff refer to toxic waste
disposal typologies like deep well injection, which relies on an “out of sight, out of mind”
approach to such waste, natural gas flares, which they note often “produce no visible
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It is worth noting here that one of Misrach’s 1998 photographs titled Sugar Cane and Refinery, which
captures a sugarcane field with an oil refinery in the background partically obscured by haze, which
appeared in Petrochemical America, is used on the cover of Hochschild’s Strangers in Their Own Land.
This book contains no images within its pages.
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flare-offs” (p. 149); later, the double spread titled “Metabolizing Waste” catalogues the
health problems caused by petrochemicals exposure to “invisible chemical compounds,”
including cancers and respiratory illnesses (p. 155).
Though some of the other texts discussed in this chapter make efforts to
contextualize the Gulf Coast’s problems within larger global system, Misrach and Orff’s
primary reliance on photographs and their adaptations into graphic representations
enables a visual linkage between local and global conditions. Throughout Part 2 of their
text, Misrach and Orff visually depict the links between local problems in Cancer Alley
and global environmental issues. For instance, one double spread titled “Cancer Alleys
Around the World” is a world map with major river systems highlighted that shows sites
of fossil fuel extraction, transport, refinement, and consumption, as well as dead zones,
sites of major accidents and spills along with the number of people impacted, and the
location of the Pacific Garbage Patch (p. 166-167). Another spread shows threatened
species and the chemicals that threaten them superimposed over a map of North and
Central America; to the right of the image is a chart showing declining global
biodiversity from 1970 to 2000 (p. 178-179). Later, in the introduction to the sub-section
titled “Landscape,” they follow up on these visual depictions of local and global systems,
arguing that the residents of Cancer Alley have paid for consumerism nationwide; that
“places that once defined regional identities have been leveled, leveed, denuded, and
replanted” at because of our contemporary petroleum-centric lifestyles; and that “the
scale of local environmental justice struggles […] the scale of debates on ‘sprawl’ seem
out of date relative to the economic realities of shifting international consumption
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patterns and global networks.” With this shift to examining global systems, Misrach and
Orff close in on their ultimate mission: calling for “A renewed emphasis on visionary
national planning that consolidates major settlement into large and medium-sized cities
and that links those places with quality transit, diversifies out croplands, and reconnects
severed ecological corridors” (p. 191). Read next to Hochschild’s travelogue, this lofty
cosmopolitan goal reveals the gulf between Misrach and Orff’s perspective and the
conservative cultural context in South Louisiana, and their discussion of the path to
enacting this goal is limited to the approximately 30 page “Glossary of Terms &
Solutions for a Post-Petrochemical Culture” at the end of the book.

Conclusion
Environmental histories of the Gulf Coast in general, and South Louisiana in
particular, presented in the elegiac travelogue genre explored in this chapter are histories
of white supremacy’s toxic effects. To varying degrees, texts in this tradition forward a
narrative of south Louisiana as a dying place, both environmentally and culturally. These
elegiac travelogues provide textual roots of a regional genre that operates across
modalities, including film and interactive web-based maps, as I will show over the next
two chapters, along with further discussion of whose stories get to be told and who gets
to tell them. As well, the key themes of toxicity and carbon extraction, refinement, and
consumption, are worth exploring in other regional nonfiction literatures focused on
environment, pollution, and local culture, with an eye on understanding how the elegiac
travelogue functions as an emerging genre of the Anthropocene.
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Chapter 3
Rhetorics of Toxicity, Racism, and Religion on the Gulf Coast:
Oil and Environmental Justice in BP Spill Documentary Films

Introduction
The British Petroleum Deepwater Horizon explosion and oil spill that began on
April 20th, 2010 and unfolded in the months that followed was the most devastating
disruption of human, animal, and ecosystem health to occur in the Gulf Coast region in
recent memory. Consequences included the immediate impacts of oil and the dispersant
Corexit, along with harmful repercussions for the fisheries, petrochemical industry, and
the wider Gulf Coast economy. Yet the spill was just one of the latest catastrophes
perpetrated by an industry with a decades long history of negative impacts along the US
Gulf Coast, particularly south Louisiana. The industry’s harmful effects are increasingly
hard for environmental justice activists to ignore, from refinery pollution in areas like
Cancer Alley, the concentrated area of racially and socioeconomically disproportionate
negative health impacts that surrounds petrochemical plants along the Mississippi River,
to the slicing up of vital wetlands for industrial canals that accelerate coastal land loss.
Furthermore, climate change induced sea-level rise and extreme weather events are
expected to compound the negative impacts of the petroleum industry on the Gulf Coast.
Yet the reality of climate change, not to mention its causal ties to the oil and gas industry,
is widely ignored, doubted, or rejected in the region, due in large part to the efforts of
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major corporations (and major employers) like BP, Chevron, ExxonMobil, and Shell to
fund and legitimize climate change denialism. Despite these increasingly visible
injustices, the industry’s grip on local cultures and economies remains pervasive; nearly
everyone from south Louisiana has friends or family members who work in some sector
of the petroleum industry, or in a related industry like sugarcane farming, which depends
on petrochemical fertilizers for higher yields.
In this essay I examine how documentaries on the BP oil spill have captured the
ways that oil, a substance that many petroculture scholars have observed remains largely
invisible in everyday life, becomes visible on human and nonhuman bodies, and
contextualized the spill within cultural conditions that enable and perpetuate oil’s
spectrality.
In the years following the spill, a number of documentary films have captured the
complex and interlinked consequences of the unprecedented catastrophe in the region. In
this essay I rhetorically analyze three of these documentaries: The Big Fix (2011),
Vanishing Pearls (2014), and The Great Invisible (2014). These films construct the spill
as the subject of a cover-up in the context of a corrupt political and economic system,
show its impacts on marginalized and disappearing communities, and highlight individual
and otherwise unseen impacts and untold stories within the regional context of Gulf
Coast oil culture. The documentaries I examine, which are intended for popular
audiences, capture a variety of effects, ranging from
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the immediate impact on the Deepwater Horizon rig workers who died or continue to
have physical and mental health problems resulting from their traumatic experience; to
struggling fisherman and seafood industry workers forced to take jobs with BP to make
money; to coastal residents, animals, and ecosystems sickened by the immediate impact
of the spilled oil and subsequent use of toxic dispersant; to the broader Gulf Coast
population affected by the economic impacts of the disruption of the fisheries and
offshore drilling moratorium following the spill. They capture the magnitude of the spill,
making present the often invisible material substance of oil, and showing how Corexit, a
toxic dispersant intended to render spilled oil invisible, reveals its toxic actions through
sick humans and dead animal bodies. They also contextualize the spill, to varying
degrees, in the cultural, racial, and religious milieu of the Gulf South.
The focuses of these three films vary, but taken together they capture the
constellation of negative impacts on the Gulf Coast, and particularly Louisiana, following
the spill. They construct and make visible petroleum’s impacts on multiple scales both
socially and materially.
situating the spill in multiple scalar and temporal contexts. I look to the driving concerns
and tensions of environmental justice, a movement that has been defined from the
beginning by its tension with the modern environmental movement, industrial impacts on
health, and spatial environmental injustice, as a starting point for examining the spill and
its effects, seeing it as a useful frame for examining how oil moves physically and
figuratively through bodies and discourse. Taken together, and understood in light of
environmental justice concerns, a few thematic patterns emerge that recur across the
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films when they are placed in conversation. However, my analysis also reveals the films’
cursory engagements with racism and religion, and I argue that these subterranean themes
merit deeper consideration in light of the dominant oil culture in the Gulf Coast.
Reading these films rhetorically for oil’s visibility and invisibility, I argue that
they show some hints of influence of modern environmentalist wilderness concerns in
their depictions of oiled wildlife. However, human health and toxicity are foregrounded,
as all three films audiovisually construct, sometimes through the invocation of other
senses, petroleum’s social-material impacts on the Gulf Coast through representations of
sickness and toxicity, in alignment with environmental justice concerns. I also argue that
the films have varying degrees of engagement with racial justice, another central concern
of environmental justice, though more could be done to highlight the impact of the spill,
and the oil industry in general, on minority communities. Finally, I show that religious
belief is a subterranean theme across the films, one that merits deeper consideration in
light of the environmental justice movements’ deeply rooted spiritual impetus.

About the Documentaries
All three films examined in this chapter were shown at independent film festivals
and received positive press coverage for their treatment of the spill. With approximately
90 minutes of run time each, all three documentaries are feature-length films. All released
within four years after the spill, the films vary somewhat in scope, focus, and perspective.
Across the films, the story of the spill is told at different scales, from the microscopic
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effects of oil and dispersant, to hyper-local accounts of Deepwater Horizon rig workers
and Louisiana-based clean-up crews, to the wider Gulf Coast regional context, including
interviewees from Houston, Texas and Bayou La Batre, Alabama. The filmmakers also
take three distinct narrative approaches to chronicling the spill and its effects, ranging
from a first-person story, with explicit connections made between the filmmakers and the
place, to a third-person account told primarily by those affected in their own words. It is
significant to note that all three films were directed by Gulf Coast natives, and therefore
are examples of how people deeply rooted in the place narrativize the spill.
The Big Fix
The Big Fix was directed by Josh Tickell, a Louisiana native, and his wife,
Rebecca Harrell Tickell. This film clearly has the highest budget and production value of
the three, with appearances by celebrities like Peter Fonda and Amy Smart; the credits
list the popular singer-songwriter Jason Mraz as a co-producer, and Mraz’s song
“Collapsible Plans” plays as the end credits roll. The film was released in 2011 by Big
Picture Ranch, a documentary film production company that has also backed two other
documentaries directed by Josh Tickell: the 2008 film Fuel and the 2014 film Pump,
which was also co-directed by Rebecca Harrell Tickell. The Big Fix was chosen as an
Official Selection Premiere at the 2011 Cannes Film Festival and has won other film
festival awards (“Movies” 2018).
The film chronicles the experiences of the filmmakers as they visit Gulf Coast
communities affected by the BP oil spill and places the spill in the context of the long
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history of questionable business practices by British Petroleum around the world, and
particularly in Louisiana. Early on, Josh Tickell explains his familial connection to
Louisiana, stating, “Louisiana is in my blood. It shaped who I am.” A photo of Tickell at
Mardi Gras in New Orleans is shown, and he also explains that after the oil boom, his
family’s land was leased for drilling by oil companies. Throughout the film, the Tickells
are shown speaking to local residents who work in the fisheries and as clean-up workers.
They also speak to experts like Paul Templet, the former head of the Louisiana
Department of Environmental Quality; Luann White, the Director of Applied
Environmental Public Health at Tulane University; and Joel Waltzer, a New Orleansbased Environmental Attorney. Overall, the film focuses on BP’s use of the controversial
toxic petrochemical Corexit to disperse (and thus hide) spilled oil, the effects of which
are underscored in the film when one of the filmmakers, Rebecca, becomes sick after
being exposed to Corexit on a beach. Alongside depictions of locals sickened by Corexit,
the film documents her bodily experience of the dispersant’s toxic effects, including
respiratory and dermatological ailments.
Of the three films, The Big Fix is the only one with a first person narrator, with
Josh Tickell explicitly highlighting his personal connection Louisiana in the film’s
opening minutes. The Tickells contextualize the spill and its toxic effects in Louisiana’s
long history of political corruption, linking it to the revolving door of government and
industry in Washington, D.C. In narrating this history, Tickell calls Louisiana an “oil
colony” and draws attention to campaign contributions made to Louisiana’s U.S.
Senators Mary Landrieu and David Vitter by oil companies. It is clear that the
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filmmakers understand their project as a kind of journalistic expose; that is, the narrator
repeatedly states his intention to reveal the “truth” about the spill as a kind of conspiracy
is exposed between elected officials at all levels of government and multinational oil
interests. As the film draws to a close, locals interviewed over the course of the film are
shown engaging in public protest, with signs displaying slogans like “no war for oil”
drawing a connection between the spill and global conflicts. Ultimately the narrator
aligns the film with social movements like civil rights and women’s rights, calling the
viewer to action.
Vanishing Pearls
Like The Big Fix, Vanishing Pearls was also directed by a Louisiana native,
Nailah Jefferson. It was released in 2014 by Array, an independent film distributor
founded in 2010 by acclaimed director and producer Ava DuVernay that is “dedicated to
the amplification of independent films by people of color and women filmmakers
globally” (“Our Story” 2018). The film’s audience was somewhat limited; aside from
streaming on Netflix, it was screened in only 27 venues in primarily major US cities at
small film festivals, cinemas, museums, and universities, including Nicholls State
University in Thibodaux, Louisiana. The film was recognized as a 2014 Slamdance Film
Festival Official Selection, and received positive reviews in mainstream local and
national media, as well as in African-American media outlets like Ebony, Essence, and
JET (“Vanishing Pearls” 2018).
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The film focuses on the impact of the spill on Black oyster fishermen in Pointe à
la Hache, Louisiana, a small town of 300 people an hour’s drive south of New Orleans
that was devastated by Hurricane Katrina five years before the spill and never truly
recovered. In particular, Jefferson highlights the plight of lifelong oyster fisherman Byron
Encalade and his family, who depend on the Gulf of Mexico for food and their income.
Jefferson captures the struggle of these fishermen to receive compensation from BP for
their financial losses resulting from the spill, and also makes the case that the spill has not
only devastated the area’s economy, but also its culture. Alongside the stories of locals
like the Encalade family, Jefferson collects interviews and footage with public figures
and experts like U.S. Representative from California Maxine Waters, historian Bill
Quigley, and environmental lawyer Joel Waltzer (who also appeared in The Big Fix). In
addition Vanishing Pearls draws attention to the physical, material impact of the oil spill
and its aftermath on animals, showing these impacts on their living and dead bodies.
Unlike The Big Fix, Vanishing Pearls does not feature a first person narrator,
though Jefferson is quietly heard asking questions of interviewees in a few scenes.
Instead, the film’s narrative is driven by on-screen text. With its focus on this
predominantly Black community of fishermen who have been working in the area for
generations and whose ancestors were sharecroppers, the film offers an illuminating
historical perspective on the long history of racist institutional, legislative, and business
practices in one of the areas most affected by the spill and contextualizes the spill in the
community’s fight against these practices over the years. Jefferson’s primary goal for the
film is to bring awareness to the struggles of Black fishermen, and this point is driven
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home as the film closes in Encalade’s own words: “The world must know what they have
done to this community. This place could’ve been a paradise.”

The Great Invisible
The director of The Great Invisible, Margaret Brown, is a native of the Gulf Coast
like Tickell and Jefferson, but is from Mobile, Alabama, not Louisiana. It was released in
2014 by Motto Pictures, a documentary film production company, and Participant Media,
which produces films centered on social issues. The film premiered at the 2014 SXSW
film festival, where it won a Grand Jury Prize. The following year, The Great Invisible
was featured as part of PBS’s Independent Lens series. Brown, a Pulitzer Prize-winning
documentary filmmaker, traveled across the Gulf Coast to Louisiana, Alabama, and
Texas to capture firsthand accounts of a region in crisis.
The Great Invisible focuses on the experiences of Deepwater Horizon rig
explosion survivors, as well as the communities across the Gulf Coast affected by the
spill. Like The Big Fix, this film has a somewhat wide geographical scope, featuring
interviewees from spill-affected areas across the Gulf Coast. The film explores the lasting
effects of the rig explosion on two of the men who escaped and shows the ongoing
mental health effects of the experience and the men’s struggle to be fairly compensated
by the companies responsible. Brown also captures the impact of the spill on the fishing
town of Bayou La Batre, Alabama, which has felt the economic impact of the spill’s
destruction of the fisheries. In addition, Brown highlights the complex range of reactions
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to the spill by visiting Morgan City, Louisiana, a major center of the offshore drilling
industry in south Louisiana, where she documents the frustration of local residents,
whose economic livelihoods depend on the petroleum industry, with President Obama’s
moratorium on offshore drilling following the spill. Brown also goes to Houston, where
she shows oil executives smoking cigars and calling the Gulf of Mexico a “frontier.”
Brown humanizes the range of diverse communities affected by the spill while also
showing tensions between these communities’ reactions to the spill and its aftermath.
As the title suggests, the film aims to call attention to the invisible, forgotten
people along the Gulf Coast during and after the spill, as well as the no longer visible oil
hiding beneath the surface of the water. Unlike the previous two films, the filmmaker’s
voice and connection to the place are completely absent from The Great Invisible, which
foregrounds instead the stories of those impacted by the spill in their own words. In doing
so, Brown highlights the longstanding tensions between the seafood and oil industries
along the Gulf Coast and puts a human face on the oil industry, from rig workers to
executives. By returning to the Gulf Coast a few years after the spill, Brown also shows
the ways in which communities continue to struggle after the media has moved on from
the story.
Reading these three films on the BP spill together and against each other reveals
commonalities and differences in the ways in which the BP spill has been represented on
film and, more broadly, the longstanding narrative gaps and cultural tensions that shape
the Gulf South. In his essay “Crude Aesthetics: The Politics of Oil Documentaries,”
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which examines three documentaries on “the problem of oil” released between 2006 and
2009, Imre Szeman explains that the films he discusses “understand themselves as
important forms of political pedagogy that not only shape audience understanding of the
issues in question, but also hope to generate political and ecological responses that
otherwise would not occur” (2012, p. 424). Similarly, the three films analyzed in this
chapter all aim to bring more awareness to the impacts of the BP spill, and thus share a
common “political pedagogy.” This filmic pedagogy, I argue, draws on persuasive
strategies and imagery that aligns, to varying degrees and with notable exceptions, with
the concerns and goals of the environmental justice movement.

Environmental Justice and Rhetorical Studies
In critically evaluating the rhetoric of these films, I approach them through the
lens of the environmental justice movement’s health, racial, and ethical concerns. The
movement was founded on the claim “that certain minority populations are forced,
through their lack of access to decision-making and policy-making processes, to live with
a disproportionate share of environmental ‘bads’ – and suffer the related public health
problems and quality of life burdens” (Agyeman, Bullard, and Evans 2003, p. 6).
Environmental justice activists and scholars critique the environmental movement for its
allegedly elitist interests in conserving pristine nature while ignoring the needs of
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minorities and the poor. 59 Furthermore, many environmental justice activists have
spiritual motivations for their work, as evidenced by the frequency of prayers prior to
meetings, as well as by the use of testimonials, a genre with roots in Black Christian
churches (Kaalund 2004). When placed within an environmental justice framework, the
material and spiritual impacts of the spill, and of oil more broadly, on the Gulf coast
region become apparent, articulated through tensions between the oil industry and the
fisheries that are less present in official and technical documentation of the spill, but
visible in some popular treatments of the event and its aftermath. In bringing
environmental justice together with rhetorical criticism, I bring a novel lens to the
evaluation of these texts.
In rhetorical studies,60 research on the spill has come primarily from Technical
and Professional Communication scholars studying textual artifacts, such as press
releases and blogs. Technical Communication Scholar Erin A. Frost (2013) examines
international, national, and local rhetorics across professional and non-professional
genres including corporate, governmental, business, and educational documents to draw
conclusions about transcultural risk communication, and highlights the struggle to
balance economic livelihoods and environmental concerns underscored by the spill, a
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In Dumping in Dixie, a foundational text of the movement first published in 1990, Robert Bullard points
to the intertwined origins of the modern environmental, civil rights, and anti-war movements and highlights
these movements’ current conflicting values; forwards criticism of the environmental movement’s
inattention to justice issues; and points out that both environmentalists and industry had tension with social
justice movements (Bullard 2000).
60

Rhetorical studies is here broadly understood as the allied scholars of English, Communication, Scientific
and Technical Communication, Writing Studies, etc. with an interest in rhetoric.
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conflict that does reverberate with the longstanding tensions between industrial interests,
mainstream environmentalism, and social justice advocates that animates the
environmental justice movement. Chad Wickman (2014), another Technical
Communication scholar, conducts a genre-based analysis of BP’s rhetorical framing
strategies in press releases as the company attempts to control the dominant narrative of
the spill.
While these studies do offer important insights into BP spill discourse, neither
Frost nor Wickman read the spill from an environmental justice perspective; both devote
minimal or no attention to the lived bodily experiences of those impacted by the spill.
These issues must be engaged if we are to conduct the systemic critique required to fully
understand the spill. For example, neither Frost nor Wickman give adequate attention to
the effects of dispersants on humans and nonhumans. Frost emphasizes that fishermen are
back to work and the tourism industry has somewhat recovered at the site of her study in
Dauphin Island, Alabama, but she does not discuss the widespread illnesses following the
use of dispersant that is recorded by the documentaries in my analysis. Frost gestures at
ecocritical approaches in her analysis, but further engagement between rhetorical
approaches and ecocriticism, especially in light of environmental justice concerns, are
warranted in studies of the BP spill.
In extending rhetorical studies into environmental justice work on the BP spill, I
look at how scholars interested in environmental rhetoric have contributed to
interdisciplinary work in environmental communication, an emergent field that sees
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environmental justice concerns as central to its aims. The most notable contributor of
rhetorical work on environmental justice is Phaedra Pezzullo, who has been at the
forefront of such scholarship since the 2000s, most notably in Toxic Tourism, which
utilizes a rhetorical ethnographic approach to examine the rhetoric of the environmental
justice movement’s use of toxic tours (2007). More recently, Pezzullo has called for
rhetoric scholars to participate in “intersectional” research: “to interpellate more
rhetorical critics into recognizing and valuing the contributions of environmental
rhetorical criticism in alliance with queer, decolonial, racial/ethnic, feminist, disability,
and working class scholarship” (2016, p. 27). In light of Pezzullo’s call for intersectional
work and in an effort to extend Frost’s gesture toward ecocriticism, my analysis also
draws on the environmental humanities, an emerging interdisciplinary field that holds
environmental justice as a central point of concern and has been the site of some work on
the BP spill. This rhetorical analysis is informed by interdisciplinary visual
environmental rhetoric, particularly the site of interaction between rhetoric studies and
other humanities scholars interested in environment Environmental communication. In
“Ecosee and Just Sustainability,” Salma Monani (2011) calls for research that brings
together visual rhetorical methods and concerns for just sustainability. I also draw on
Jennifer Peeples’s (2013) work on the visual representation of toxins to consider the ways
in which oil and Corexit are visible or invisible in these films, approaching them in my
analysis as visual narratives that, when read together, share overlapping themes.
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Oiled Animals and Human Senses
In the weeks and months following the BP spill, images of oiled animals,
especially oiled pelicans were ubiquitous in both mainstream and environmentallyoriented media, such as National Geographic and Orion Magazine. Such images
establish a narrative of the spill as a particular kind of environmental disaster, one that
impacts wild places, with human costs given minimal to no attention. In some ways these
films do align with this animal-centric narrative. For instance, in the opening minutes of
Vanishing Pearls, Byron Encalade covers a tabletop on his boat with dead oysters pulled
from his usual fishing grounds. Later, a crab in a net and swimming dolphins are shown
covered in the sheen of oil, and a dolphin is shown on a beach (it is unclear whether it is
suffering or dead). Soon after, a whale covered in thick oil is shown being handled by
multiple men in masks (Figure 3.1). Later, the film features Cynthia Sarthou of the Gulf
Restoration Network, who informs viewers that Gulf sperm whales have been shown to
be the most polluted in the world, implicitly, though not visually, making a link between
the immediate impacts of the spill and the long-term impacts of pollution in the Gulf.
Here the whale is swimming freely in the water, not covered in oil; instead the film
depicts the invisibility of toxicity, as without Sarthou’s explanation, the viewer would not
understand that anything is wrong with the whale in the scene.
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Figure 3.1: Whale Covered in Oil
Though The Big Fix gives much less direct attention to the plight of animals, it
does feature a scene in which dolphins are coughing, which the Tickells point out for the
viewer. In this case the film goes beyond the shocking imagery of an animal covered in
oil, evoking sympathy by showing an animal suffering in a way recognizable to humans.
Dolphins and whales, widely understood as intelligent and social creatures, have long
been what Sidney I. Dobrin and Sean Morey call ecotypes, or archetypal animals that are
emblematic of certain causes, concepts, or movements; they offer the example of the
panda as instantly associated with the World Wildlife Fund. In the context of the Gulf Oil
Spill, the oiled pelican has become such an ecotype, a widely recognized image that
shows the consequences of what Stephanie LeMenager, following Michael T. Klare, calls
“tough oil,” that is, oil that is “tough not just because it is hard to get, but because of the
devastating scale of its externalities” (2014, p. 3). Though these animal depictions are
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present across all three films, they all ultimately focus more on conjuring empathy for
humans than oiled or dead animals.
While animal victims of the BP spill discussed above could not avoid being oiled
or ingesting Corexit, humans, as these films show, seem drawn to touching the oil.
Scenes of people physically touching oil are more prominently featured in The Big Fix
than in the other two films, though similar images of locals handling sticky oil appear in
all three. For example, fairly early in the film Tickell sticks his hand in oil on a beach and
shows it to the camera. Later he sits on a porch near the coast with marine toxicologist
Riki Ott, who wipes a white paper towel on the table and shows Tickell and the camera
the black film blown in by the wind. Similarly, Latham Smith, a tugboat captain impacted
by oil industry decline after the spill featured in The Great Invisible, spoons sticky oil he
has collected from a plastic jug to show the camera (Figure 3.2). In Vanishing Pearls,
Byron Encalade walks along the beach, grabs a tarball, and states, “You can smell the
petrol.”This observation of the tarball’s smell is especially notable as all three films
highlight the way in which interviewees’ sense of smell plays into their corporeal
experiences of the spill. In The Big Fix, viewers learn that part of the process for
determining whether or not fish in an area affected by the spill were safe to eat was
through a smell test; Tickell shows this officially sanctioned practice (Figure 3.3). Later,
Robin Young, a resident of Orange Beach, describes planes spraying what she believes to
be Corexit near the beach, and the smell that would follow the spraying. Similarly,
Deepwater Horizon explosion survivor, Doug Brown, one of the main figures in The
Great Invisible, recalls the night of the explosion as he smells the suit he was wearing.
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This evocation of other senses aligns with what Jennifer Peeples finds in narratives of
Agent Orange, with impacted individuals describing the defoliant’s smell and taste
(2013). Though I will discuss the link between the spill and Agent Orange in more detail
below, the common thread here is that in the absence of a toxin’s visibility, people rely
on other senses to tell their stories.

Figure 3.2: BP Spill Oil Collected by Latham Smith
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Figure 3.3: Safety Smell Test
Toxic Seafood, Sick Humans, and the Porosity of Bodies
Of the three films, animals were the most prominently featured in The Big Fix, but
in a somewhat different way from that discussed above. Though the film did feature some
clips of fish and turtles swimming through seemingly uncontaminated habitats, the
majority of animal bodies featured were dead and were explicitly understood as food. In
one early scene, a large fish is carefully cut with a scalpel and a sample of its flesh taken
for testing, including smell testing, an officially sanctioned practice in the wake of the
spill; it is unclear whether this fish was found dead or killed for testing. The image then
cuts to prepared restaurant food, and talks about all the restaurants serving Gulf seafood.
Soon after, Tickell finds a number of dead crabs floating off a pier, then pulls one out and
notes the black oil in its gills. A similar scene later in the film shows an oil-blackened
shrimp being peeled, followed by shots of oiled, dead fish and dead birds washed
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onshore. I argue that these films, in showing the penetrability of bodies by oil and
Corexit, visually depict Stacy Alaimo’s understanding of corporeality of transcorporeality: “in which the human is always intermeshed with the more-than-human
world, [and which] underlies the extent to which the substance of the human is ultimately
inseparable from ‘the environment.’” (2010, p. 2). Though Alaimo explains this concept
in terms of human corporeality, it easily extends to all creatures. The films convey this
concept varying degrees of success, which hinges upon their use of imagery to depict
toxic action.
The Great Invisible is subtle in its treatment of toxicity, and to briefly gesture
toward the discussion in the previous section, it only portrays animal bodies in the
context of their preparation for eating or during their consumption. Though such a
portrayal might work to limit the audience’s valuing of animal lives, it does the work of
implicitly conveying trans-corporeality and linking oil, ingestion, and toxicity; as Alaimo
explains, “Perhaps the most palpable trans-corporeal experience is food, since eating
transforms plants and animals into human flesh” (2010, p. 12). The Great Invisible
features Frances Johnson, who works as an oyster shucker, and workers peeling crabs at
Junior Barbour’s Seafood, and in both cases workers lament the decreased yields caused
by the spill, which hinders their ability to prepare seafood for market and make a living.
Soon after, Bryan St. Amant, a shrimper, discusses the impact of the spill on his catch. In
this scene, St. Amant’s wife holds up a large shrimp pulled from a freshly frozen bag, as
St. Amant, in the foreground, holds the plastic bag with a bit of brownish thawed water
remaining at the bottom and draws attention to the “black oily look” of the water and
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shrimp (Figure 3.4). He then expresses concern about the use of dispersants and asks,
“Why is this Gulf open?” In another scene, Latham Smith, an oil industry tugboat
captain, and a group of people are peeling and eating boiled crawfish. As he eats, Smith
reflects on contemporary desires for unrestrained mobility and use of lights and air
conditioning, all things enabled by oil, and states, “The idea that civilization can last
three hours without oil is ridiculous.” Though crawfish are freshwater crustaceans that
would not be directly impacted by the spill or Corexit aside from possible water column
contamination, the act of eating accompanied by discussion of oil, in the context of the
films larger narrative in general and St. Amant’s testimony in particular, offers an
enthymematic argument about the entanglement of oil, the fisheries, ingestion, and
ecosystems.

Figure 3.4: Shrimpers with an Oily Shrimp and Plastic Bag
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In their eco-rhetorical analysis of oil drilling films Louisiana Story and Thunder
Bay, Robin L. Murray and Joseph K. Heumann explain,
[The] interdependent relationship between the fishing and the oil industries that
has taken center stage in media discussions after the Gulf of Mexico Deepwater
oil rig explosion and spill in April 2010, in spite of the 1989 Exxon Valdez
disaster, which seemed to demonstrate that oil and wild nature don’t mix. From a
contemporary perspective the conflict between these two industries seems new, a
product of the oil rig explosion and its aftermath. In fact, the conflict began with
the first oil well in and around the Gulf in the second decade of the twentieth
century, culminating with Kerr-McGee’s successful well in 1947. Any conflict
between the two industries however, has been whitewashed by media
representations of their relationship, building toward [Vermont Public Radio host
Debbie] Elliot’s conclusion that they have learned to live together because oil
brought money and jobs to the region (2014, p. 161).
All three films point to this long history of the coexistence of the oil industry and the
fisheries. Early in The Big Fix, Joel Waltzer, an environmental attorney, asserts that oil
and fisheries are Louisiana culture. In both The Great Invisible and Vanishing Pearls,
these two aspects of the culture are captured with shots of Morgan City, Louisiana’s
water tower (which features a shrimp wrapped around an offshore oil rig) positioned next
to oil infrastructure (Figure 3.5), and a view of oil infrastructure from a fishing boat
(Figure 3.6), respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Morgan City’s Water Tower

Figure 3.6: View of Oil Infrastructure from a Fishing Boat
In Vanishing Pearls, marine animal bodies as seafood are discussed more as a
symbol of a rich food culture that could be lost than in terms of their toxicity and
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potential toxic risks for humans. In this way, it is less similar to The Big Fix and more
aligned with the concerns highlighted in The Great Invisible. Early in Vanishing Pearls,
Encalade is shown boiling crabs and describing the way in which the “salt air gets in your
food” near the bayou. The trans-corporeal movement of salt into the bodies of oysters is
thus shown as crucial to Encalade’s identification with place. The centrality of seafood to
Louisiana culture is reiterated later as shots of the New Orleans oyster festival flicker on
the screen, followed by an interview with Leah Chase, the executive chef of the famous
New Orleans restaurant Dooky Chase, who talks about New Orleans’s unique access to
fresh seafood.
The Big Fix draws more overt attention to the dangers of eating and drinking in
the aftermath of the spill. In one scene, Kindra Arnesen, a resident of the deeply affected
city of Venice, Louisiana, asks Ray Mabus, the Secretary of the Navy leading a public
meeting, if he would feed his grandchildren shrimp from the Gulf; Mabus is rendered
speechless by the question. Perhaps more visually persuasive is the scene briefly
discussed in the section above in which fish is smell tested for oil and Corexit. As these
practices are discussed, the film jumps to scenes of prepared Gulf seafood in New
Orleans restaurants; this juxtaposition makes the case for the dangers of consuming
contaminated seafood. The Big Fix also highlights the danger posed to the water column
by the use of dispersants using a similar strategy: a graphic showing the way in which
Corexit works to break apart oil into tiny packets that are more easily absorbed or
consumed by living organisms, a person is shown drinking a glass of water.
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In a much more explicit manner than the other two films, The Big Fix explains the
way in which dispersants break apart oil, leaving small droplets that are more easily
absorbed into biological tissue. The film also explains that dispersant was used directly at
the wellhead, which has resulted in clouds of dispersed oil deep in the Gulf. The viewer
learns that ultimately, the combination of Corexit and oil is more toxic than oil alone, as
Corexit, through its primary ingredient 2-butoxy-ethanol, has the ability to break down
cell walls and transport oil into organisms in a way that would otherwise be impossible.
This invisible toxic action is visually explained using a cartoon to depict oil breaking
apart and sinking down into the Gulf. The top half of this graphic is a bright blue partially
cloudy sky, which contrasts sharply with the solid black line representing the oil slicks
atop Gulf waters. This opaque surface gradually fades into black circular droplets of
various sizes against a bright ocean blue backdrop, representing the action of the
dispersant beneath the water (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7: Illustration of Dispersant in Action
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In a somewhat similar manner, animated graphics are used in Vanishing Pearls to
show how mixtures of fresh and saltwater impact oysters (Figure 3.8), and how dispersed
oil affects oyster beds as the small packets of oil are more easily absorbable. Encalade
explains that freshwater was flushed into the Gulf in an attempt to wash away the oil, but
this led to widespread oyster death. As an animated cartoon shows, oysters require a
particular balance of salt and fresh water; unfortunately, when they take in too much
freshwater, as they did as a result of the flushing, the oysters swell and die, though the
point is made later that in such cases the oyster population rebounds and even flourishes,
and that ongoing low harvests may be attributable to Corexit. These animated
representations are especially successful in conveying the trans-corporeal movement of
oil and Corexit because they are able to show this movement on temporal and scalar
levels otherwise inaccessible through the camera lens; that is, it details toxic actions and
the porosity of bodies in ways we can understand but cannot directly observe. In this
sense, film is an especially good medium for communicating otherwise invisible toxic
harms and nefarious trans-corporeal agents, and The Big Fix and Vanishing Pearls are
particularly successful in this respect.
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Figure 3.8: Impacts of Fresh and Salt Water on Oysters
Corexit’s toxicity is a primary topic in The Big Fix, and this is most clearly
conveyed through the use of human bodies to make arguments in the film. In the midst of
this extended narrative of toxicity in the Gulf, the film shows a clip of President Barack
Obama visiting the Gulf Coast and swimming with his daughter. This gesture on
President Obama’s part is meant to argue with his and his daughters bodily submergence
in the water that things are fine in the Gulf, and it is safe for swimming, and by extension
eating, though the viewer ultimately learns that they have swum in a protected bay. In
contrast, Kindra Arnesen calls the spill and the subsequent use of Corexit the “biggest
toxic waste cover up in America’s history,” thus highlighting the efforts to obscure the
spilled oil’s visibility using Corexit, and adding to the film’s expose approach. In fact, the
film explicitly links Corexit to Agent Orange, the defoliant used during the Vietnam War
that had many deleterious health effects for both Vietnamese people and American
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soldiers. This comparison of Corexit to Agent Orange is especially apt, as the viewer
learns in The Great Invisible that Kenneth Feinberg, the lawyer in charge of distributing
settlements to victims of the BP spill, had a similar job dispersing claims to soldiers
negatively affected by Agent Orange. Peeples’s (2013) study of toxic images resonates
with my study here again, as she conducts an analysis of toxic imagery of Agent Orange,
and draws conclusions about the visualization of toxins that map onto my analysis,
including the embeddedness of toxic imagery in cultural and national contexts, as well as
the way in which toxic images acquire their meanings through narrative.
The most vivid illustrations of trans-corporeality in these films are in their
documentation of sick human bodies, and this is especially true in The Big Fix. Unlike
The Great Invisible and Vanishing Pearls, the Tickells’ film does the crucial work of
revealing the dangers of exposure to spilled oil and Corexit. This danger is established
early in the film, as the Tickells ride on a boat in the oiled water; the fisherman driving
the boat, however, chooses not to wear a mask, believing it to be too late for the mask to
have any preventative effect (Figure 3.9). Later, in rapid succession, the viewer sees raw,
oozing sores from locals’ Corexit exposure on arms, a torso (Figure 3.10), and legs. The
film continues to make the case for the dangers of exposure when Rebecca Harrell
Tickell, one of the filmmakers becomes sick with headaches, blisters, and rashes; the link
between these symptoms and exposure to oil and Corexit are confirm by a doctor, who
has also experienced similar symptoms. As Peeples has argued, images of people affected
by toxins allow for a certain kind of testimonial: “Especially important for environmental
poisoning, images can give an opportunity for people to be involved in the social
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construction of a toxin, who might otherwise be excluded due to language, translation,
marginalization, and/or reduced capacity” (2013, p. 206). Though Peeples is specifically
talking about photography, I believe her argument can be extended to documentary film.
In the case of these BP spill documentaries, toxic images of victims, who are not
necessarily limited by language but are marginalized and excluded by narratives of
spectacle forwarded by media and clean up forwarded by BP, are able to contribute to an
alternative social construction of the spill as a specifically toxic event.

Figure 3.9: Tickells and a Fisherman on a Boat in the Gulf
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Figure 3.10: Impact of Corexit Exposure
The sicknesses caused by the spill portrayed in The Great Invisible and Vanishing
Pearls are more secondary than the exposure-based illness captured in The Big Fix. In
both cases, long-term mental trauma is foregrounded. For example, in The Great
Invisible, the viewer learns about rig explosion survivor Stephen Stone’s post-traumatic
stress disorder, and Stone describes becoming frustrated about something one day, then
realizing he is mindlessly cutting his own arm with scissors. Soon after, the film shows
that Brown, the other survivor featured in the film, takes numerous prescription drugs as
a result of the explosion. Similarly, the viewer learns in Vanishing Pearls that Stanley
Encalade, Byron Encalade’s brother, had to start taking sleeping pills because of the
stress of the spill, and a prescription antidepressant is shown on his nightstand. Though
these corporeal experiences are markedly different from those poisoned by Corexit, they
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do ultimately also show how an invisible illness spurred by oil, albeit in a somewhat
different sense, makes itself visible.
These documentaries illustrate the ways in which oil and Corexit adhere to
bodies, cross the porous boundaries of bodies, mark them, and cause sickness. With the
examples outlined above I have argued that the films’ documentation of the toxic effects
of spilled oil and dispersants on the bodies of humans and non-humans illustrates
Alaimo’s concept of trans-corporeality, with The Big Fix being most successful in this
respect. I believe film to be an especially useful medium to convey toxic action and transcorporeality; as Jennifer Peeples has argued, toxicity often evades visual capture because
it is fraught with uncertainty, and often requires a collection of images to establish a
narrative: “Single images are ill equipped to make the causal arguments necessary to
establish contamination” (2013, p. 206). These films, I believe, succeed where
documentary photography fails in establishing causal narratives, especially in their use of
sick and oiled bodies. The interactions with oil described above could easily be captured
in a photograph, but they cannot convey the trans-corporeal movement of toxins more
easily visualized through film, and, as I have shown, especially through animation. These
affordances of the medium allow the filmmaker to convey time and show actions on large
and small scales that are impossible through more static media.
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Representing Race
Only one of the three films deals directly with race, which is noteworthy given the
long history of racial tensions in the region. Race is a central theme of Vanishing Pearls.
Early in the film, fisherman and locals explain that after the spill when the struggles of
the Pointe à la Hache community were brought to the attention of the public, many
people were shocked that Black fishermen exist. The viewer then learns about the history
of Black fishermen in the area, and that, as attorney and historian Bill Quigley explains,
“historically they were like sharecroppers”; in other words, Black workers were
employed by white boat owners who demanded a percentage of their profits. Eventually,
with the opening of public fishing grounds, Black fishermen were able to work
independently. However, the white supremacist motivations and actions of those in
power in the area did not make this easy. Father and son, Leander and Chalin Perez held
elected office in Plaquemines parish from 1920-1967 and 1967-1987, respectively, and
both held racist views. In the film, the viewer hears the elder Perez state, “I know negroes
[...] Fundamentally they are unmoral.” It is in this context that voters in the area outlawed
hand dredges, which were predominantly used by Black fishermen, on the grounds that
they are harmful to the environment.
Where Vanishing Pearls explicitly highlights the history of race relations in the
area, The Great Invisible treats race more subtly. Early in the film, white beachgoers are
shown with predominantly Black clean up workers in the background, though these shots
go without narration or text. Later, Roosevelt Harris, a volunteer for a church in Bayou
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La Batre, Alabama, who is Black, is shown attempting to drop off food to a house with a
large Confederate flag hanging over the porch. Harris elects to leave because he is afraid
of the dog on the porch, but returns and speaks to the white resident of the house about
attending a BP claims meeting. In this second scene, the flag, though still visible, is tied
up and less obvious on the porch behind the woman who lives in the house and Harris
(Figure 3.11). The Great Invisible also draws attention to the large population of Asian
immigrants working in the seafood industry on the Gulf Coast, many of whom the viewer
learns do not speak English and would have difficulty finding other work. In contrast, in
The Big Fix, the racial dynamics of South Louisiana and the Gulf Coast are essentially
erased. Though Louisiana is called an oil colony early in the film, and its long history of
exploitation by the oil industry is examined, race is never mentioned, and all interviewees
are white.

Figure 3.11: Harris Discusses BP Claims with a Local Resident
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In the preface to a collection of essays on Hurricane Katrina published shortly
after the Deepwater Horizon disaster, Cedric Johnson contrasts the two disasters, stating
that “Most of the workers who lost their lives were white, Republican, family men, and
so were the many fishermen, bait shop owners, tour guides, hoteliers, and restaurateurs
whose livelihoods were threatened by the disaster” (2011, p. vii). The relative invisibility
of non-white Gulf Coast residents in The Big Fix seems to support Johnson’s point, and
Tickell’s identification of their project with the Civil Rights movement and the end of the
film is ironic in this light. While it is certainly the case that the spill substantially
impacted much of the white population in Louisiana, which is significant when
comparing the disaster to Hurricane Katrina in the context of the dominant white culture
of Louisiana and the south at large, Johnson’s shortsighted comment may speak to the
relative inattention given to the spill by scholars like Bullard, whose studies typically
focus on Black communities. Ultimately, though, such interpretations of the spill serve to
minimize the experiences of affected non-white communities. However, the impacts of
the spill on minority populations along the Gulf Coast are present, as I have indicated
above, in Vanishing Pearls, and to a lesser extent in The Great Invisible.
Yet race is ultimately under examined across the three films, and this is especially
clear when the films are read from an environmental justice perspective. A common
critique of the environmental justice movement is that it relies on a static conception of
race (Moore, Kosek, and Pandian 2003), but Vanishing Pearls successfully complicates
this narrative by blurring racial categories and showing the mixed populations and culture
in Pointe a la Hache. Early in the film, Byron Encalade, who identifies himself as Black,
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speaks French in greeting other men in another boat as they cross paths. Later we see that
Encalade’s father is white, though this is not discussed in the film’s extended narrative on
race in southern Louisiana. Future studies of the BP spill’s impact on Gulf Coast
communities should do more to account for the complexities of race and its interaction
with oil culture in the region by contextualizing the disaster in the region’s history of
environmental injustice from Eurpoean colonialism to the current extractive petroleumbased economy.

Oil and Belief
Another subterranean theme across the films is the way in which the region’s
heavily Christian population interacts with petroculture. This entanglement of religion
and oil culture is particularly observable in The Great Invisible. Early in the film, an oil
historian giving a tour of a rig to children in Morgan City, states: “One of the theories is
that oil comes from fossils. […] But is it a fossil fuel? You don’t believe so? No, ‘cause
it’s just a theory. I’ll give you the theory I live by. God created the Earth to sustain life,
so he gives us wind, he gives us solar, thermal, nuclear, coal, oil, gas, all of these things
are created by God.” Religious belief is also present in the film in the story of Roosevelt
Harris, who does charity work delivering food to those negatively impacted by the spill
through his Alabama church. Given Louisiana’s historically Catholic culture, scenes
linking Catholicism and oil are especially interesting. In one scene, a sign outside of a
Catholic church is shown on screen, with a sign reading, “Running low on faith? Stop in
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here for a fill up.” The metaphor is not discussed, but it is striking and suggests the
centrality of oil in daily life for people in the region. Another intriguing scene captures
the Shrimp and Petroleum festival mass, at which the people of Morgan City give thanks
for the blessings of both the oil industry and the fisheries (Figure 3.12). This religious
theme is far less explored in the other two films. Vanishing Pearls captures a prayer
gathering led by a priest to mark the one year anniversary of the spill, while The Big Fix
only hints at religious belief by showing a sign reading “God Help Us” in the aftermath
of the spill.

Figure 3.12: Knights of Columbus at the Festival Mass
The centrality of spirituality to the environmental justice movement is notable. In
a book on women leaders of the environmental movement in Louisiana, an entire section
focuses on environmental health activism inspired by religious conviction (Frankland and
Tucker, 2013). Furthermore, as African American Studies scholar Valerie Ann Kaalund
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points out, “The spiritual dimension of the EJ movement can be seen in part in the ways
meetings, roundtables, and summits usually open with prayer” (2004, p. 79-80). Clearly,
then, the role of spirituality is important for a fully developed environmental justice
analytical lens, though it is essentially absent in critical environmental justice
scholarship. Future studies might explore the ways in which oil cultures conceptualize oil
in a spiritual sense, for instance as a gift from God. Such understandings of oil render it
an inert substance that is then easily removed from its causal links to health problems and
climate change.

Conclusion
Rhetorical studies of the BP spill have been limited to textual analyses that fail to
account for the full range of the spill’s effects. I have argued that studies of the spill by
rhetorical scholars would benefit from the adoption of an environmental justice lens for
reading the spill, and have applied such a lens to popular documentaries on the spill that
capture this range of effects. Environmental justice thus illuminates the rhetoric of oil in
the wake of the BP spill, bringing to light the ways in which oil impacts health, interacts
with racial inequality, and informs religious belief. However, these latter two themes
merit further examination in light of the spill and with respect to oil culture more
generally. Future studies might extend to oil’s impact on native populations like the
residents of Isle de Jean Charles, Louisiana, who have been designated the first United
States climate refugees and have been impacted by rapid erosion due to oil industry
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dredging (Davenport and Robertson 2016). In addition, more must be done to examine
the relationship between oil cultures and religious belief. Increased attention to
environmental issues by Pope Francis may have some impact on the heavily Catholic
culture of south Louisiana, and perhaps a closer look at religious discourse on climate can
help us imagine new ways of conceptualizing oil that will allow for the cultural shifts
necessary if we are to stop rapidly approaching the boundaries of a livable world.
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Chapter 4
Digital Narrative, Multimodality, and Pedagogy at the Intersection of Writing
Studies and Environmental Humanities

Introduction
With the Gulf Coast as an anchoring regional site, the two preceding chapters
examined texts identified as elegiac travelogues and analyzed documentary films for their
alignment with environmental justice movement discourse. In my analysis of nonfiction
environmental texts about the Gulf Coast in Chapter 2, I defined elegiac travelogues as
narratives of the toxic effects of carbon extraction, refinement, and consumption in a
particular place. Chapter 3 explored the ways in which environmental justice movement
rhetoric has been taken up in documentary films about the 2010 BP oil spill, particularly
through portrayals of oil-related environmental toxicity and racial disparity. This chapter
will consider how these ideas dovetail with disciplinary concerns in Rhetoric and Writing
Studies, highlighting both the emerging ways to narrate environmental crises and the
material environmental impacts of increasingly ubiquitous digital, multimodal ways of
composing. Finally, I will conclude with a discussion of a lesson I delivered, along with a
course syllabus and example assignment that apply the ideas explored in this chapter and
across the dissertation as a whole. In designing this hypothetical course, I draw on the
critical persectives of the environmental and energy humanities while guiding students
through the development of place-based, multimodal, public-oriented environmental
communication projects.
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In recent years, scholars in Writing Studies have begun to discuss the uses of
mapping in thinking and writing about place. For instance, Nedra Reynolds considers
both critiques and affordances of digital mapping in her 2004 book Geographies of
Writing: Inhabiting Places and Encountering Difference, pointing to issues of accuracy
and colonial legacies while also calling emergent digital mapping tools “revolutionary
technologies.” She writes, “Affordable software, increasing access to GIS databases, and
a growing reliance on satellite imagery might be making possible the ‘democratization’
of cartography […] do not alone make new maps ‘more’ accurate or true” (p. 81).
Following Reynolds’s argument that we must “change our notions of mapping, just as we
must re-imagine acts of writing, to account for paradoxical and contested places and for
places that are laden with risk and the perception of risk” (80), I begin this final chapter
by analyzing two interactive maps focused on petrochemical industry-related
environmental impacts along the Gulf Coast. These maps, the Louisiana Environmental
Action Network (LEAN) Environmental Atlas and Sean Morey’s Deepwater Horizon
Roadkill Tollbooth, were created by environmental activists and a Writing Studies
academic, respectively. They function at times as both elegiac travelogue and
environmental justice movement rhetoric, participating simultaneously in the strategies
and themes characteristic of the extant genres shaping public environmental discourse
about and along the Gulf Coast that have been explored in preceding chapters. I then
place these maps within the context of scholarship and pedagogy in Writing Studies and
Environmental and Energy Humanities, arguing that these fields can be drawn together
productively to consider how ideas about the relationship between humans and nature
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relate to understandings of writing; to address questions about the energy and otherwise
extractive impacts of everyday practices, including composing; and to visualize and
contextualize these simultaneously emplaced and dispersed impacts on local places
around the globe. Finally, I conclude with teaching materials that aim to address these
issues in an advanced undergraduate classroom, placing the issues faced by the Gulf
Coast in broader national and international contexts.

Gulf Coast Interactive Maps as Elegiac Travelogues and Environmental Justice
Rhetoric
The LEAN Environmental Atlas is an interactive map that provides information
about environmental health hazards across the state. LEAN is a citizen-lead and publicoriented nonprofit organization founded in 1986 to address Louisiana’s longstanding
environmental problems, including polluted water, air, and land resulting primarily from
the activities of extractive industries operating in the state. The organization is led by
Marylee Orr, who became an activist after her infant son’s respiratory illness, and Wilma
Subra, an environmental chemist whose accolades include a MacArthur Genius Grant and
who has been featured in media outlets including CNN, The Guardian, and Yes!
Magazine. The organization’s mission is listed as follows on the “About Us” page of its
website: “The purpose of the Louisiana Environmental Action Network (LEAN) is to
foster cooperation and communication between individual citizens and corporate and
government organizations in an effort to assess and mend the environmental problems in
Louisiana.” LEAN also maintains a blog that is indexed using a number of tags including
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environmental issue, pollution type, media type, and parish; recent posts include
transcripts of comments submitted at public meetings, a summary of an EPA National Air
Toxics Assessment, and data on high levels of lead in water from drinking fountains in
Tensas Parish.
The LEAN Environmental Atlas is located on the organization’s website under
“Tools and Resources,” along with a report titled The Louisiana Citizen’s Guide to
Environmental Engagement, a collaboration between LEAN and the Louisiana State
University Superfund Research Center. The report covers legal regulations; public
participation in governmental processes; water, air, and land pollution; and emergency
preparedness. As well, the report includes a list of online tools and databases from
sources including the EPA, CDC, NIH, and USGS, as well as non-governmental groups
like the Columbia University NIEHS Superfund Research Program (SRP) and
GoodGuide. No explicit explanation of the map’s purpose, publication date, or creator is
listed on the map page or elsewhere on the LEAN website, but an objective can be
gleaned from the collection of texts on the site, which point to the organization’s interest
in environmental justice communication for the public good. Lacking the overt framing
that text could provide, the map relies on data and individual snippets of text at different
points on the map to forward an environmental justice movement narrative of toxicity,
risk, and racial marginalization. Three icons are used to classify locations on the map: red
dots, which identify industrial facility locations (Figure 4.1); blue pinpoints, which offer
brief accounts of municipalities with a significant history of environmental risks (Figure
4.2); and golden pinpoints, which identify disaster sites as well as other hazardous sites
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like former petrochemical plants or industrial sites that have been shuttered or
abandoned, often with links to more information on the EPA’s website (Figure 4.3). In
addition to this clear alignment with the environmental justice movement, the LEAN
Environmental Atlas also shares characteristics with elegiac travelogues as it forwards
issues of toxicity related to the petrochemical industry across the state. Though no linear
journey is explicitly discussed, the interactive nature of the map allows users to plot their
own digital journey through Louisiana’s toxic, extracted landscape.

Figure 4.1: Red Dots Identify Industrial Facilities
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Figure 4.2: Blue Pinpoints Identify Municipalities at Risk

Figure 4.3: Gold Pinpoints Identify Hazardous/Disaster Sites
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The Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth, an interactive map that links video
and text to call attention to the impacts of the Deepwater Horizon BP oil spill, was
published in the digital rhetoric and pedagogy journal Kairos in 2017 by Sean Morey, a
native of Florida who thus has a personal stake in the impacts of the spill. He explains
that “most of the forensic analysis of the disaster” focused on technical issues or corrupt
institutions; in contrast, Morey wants to focus on “the broader faults that created the
possibilities for the disaster, and little attention has been paid to the physical and psychic
aftermath.” The map has three simultaneous functions: proposal, monument, and
katabasis. The map’s most straightforward purpose, proposal, is evident in a Letter of
Transmittal addressed to Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise that is dated April 20, 2016, six
years after the BP spill began in the Gulf of Mexico. In this letter, Morey proposes an
Electronic Monument61 that could be installed along the Florida Turnpike. Yet the
Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth simultaneously serves as a proposal for a
memorial and as itself a digital memorial. In the “Structure” section of the Project
Statement, Morey explains that he composes this “virtual monument […] through the
networking of images from the BP oil spill, the infrastructure and practices of traveling
on Florida’s roads that depend on oil, and my personal association with these spaces and
practices.” The third “intertwined layer,” katabasis, is a reference to the “hero's journey
from the interior lands of a country down the coast to the underworld” in Greek
mythology; for Morey, this underworld is Key West, where his memorial terminates
(Figure 4.4).
61

Also called a MEmorial, drawing on the work of Gregory Ulmer.
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Figure 4.4: Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth Main Page
The use of “Roadkill” in the title of Morey’s interactive map is a jarring choice
that merits further discussion. In focusing in roadkill, it could be argued that the Roadkill
Tollbooth elides the invisibility of extracted carbon all around us in favor of focus on a
singular practice. Yet Morey articulates a more expansive understanding in the Everting
Networks written section of his project. He writes:
The Roadkill Tollbooth combines the domains of traffic tolls and animal sacrifice
to invent a new way to memorialize abject sacrifices, but also to understand our
role, fault, and responsibilities in everyday practices and sensational disasters.
One salient feature of the tollbooth is its wordplay on roadkill, mocking its
common usage to instead refer to animals killed not on the road by cars, but
at sea by cars, killed so that one can travel on the road—road becoming a
descriptor of what is gained rather than location of sacrifice.
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Thus while the Roadkill Tollbooth limits Morey’s scope of examination of oil culture, he
does work to extend his critique outward even as it focuses on a single everyday practice.
The representations of carbon extraction, refinement, and consumption and
toxicity in the Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth are characteristic of the elegiac
travelogues discussed in Chapter 2. Morey underscores the mobility enabled by oil
through a digital memorial that also depends on the scalar representation of miles
traveled across the state of Florida. Morey writes, “the traveler must experience the total
distance of a distributed memorial, picking up information and clues from each stop that
help understand the next.” The Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth also shares an
emphasis on sacrifice and death recurring across nonfiction elegiac travelogues. For
instance, Morey writes that his memorial “honors the abject sacrifices of the animals
killed during the Deepwater Horizon oil spill of 2010.” Unlike the LEAN Environmental
Atlas, Morey’s memorial does not take up the rhetoric of the environmental justice
movement. Instead, he emphasizes the spill’s impact on animals. In the “Method” section
of the Project Statement, Morey articulates this overarching impetus: “the question that
the Roadkill Tollbooth addresses is my personal burning question: how to mourn for the
nonhuman animals killed in this disaster?” His answer, the series of tollbooths linked
with social media accounts, would register the passing of motorists through the tollbooths
and send a corresponding message through the accounts of registered drivers “to
acknowledge the death of the animal that made this vehicular passing possible.” 62 In

62

Clearly it is unlikely that such a project would be implemented, given the potentially danger caused by
the notifications drawing a drivers’ attention away from the road and probable lack of interest from the
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other words, whereas LEAN centers people’s suffering, Morey centers the suffering of
animals at human hands in a narrative of nonhuman nature and toxicity that leaves race
unexamined.
Like the documentaries discussed in the previous chapter, both the LEAN
Environmental Atlas and the Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth were created by
Gulf Coast natives, and both focus primarily on a single Gulf Coast state.63 While
LEAN’s map is designed for public audiences, Morey’s map is a composition that works
in different registers, with both public-facing elements and theoretical discussion that
appeal to scholars of ecocomposition and digital rhetoric. Both maps depend on layered
narratives that utilize affordances of the multimodal interactive mapping genre. Whereas
LEAN’s map relies on an implicit, user-driven, data-based narrative that emphasizes
information about specific locations and visually connects them with other nearby places
as well as to the wider internet through links to EPA.gov, Morey’s map offers an explicit
narrative that takes advantage of the multimodal possibilities offered by interactive maps,
interlinking video, sound, image, and text. As well, while LEAN’s environmental justice
narrative places blame on a corrupt, polluting industry, Morey’s digital elegiac travelogue
asks users to consider their own responsibility for the Gulf Coast’s environmental
problems.

public. As such, Morey’s project here is, as he also acknowledges within the text, mostly a theoretical
exercise.
63
Though DHRT has an interactive point at the site of the BP spill off the Louisiana coast, most of the
points are in Florida.
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Morey also focuses on visuality, explaining that he is interested in “reading oil in
terms of writing oil, specifically through the practice of electronic monumentality,
summoning the sub-surface traces into appearance.” His concurrent
proposal/memorial/journey is “directionally oriented on the map”; the web-based map’s
narrative begins with the Letter of Transmittal at the site of the spill off the Louisiana
coast, then shifts east 10 more points along the Florida turnpike, meant to be followed
north to south, ending at Key West. Each point on the turnpike is linked to a video that
splices together some combination of: media coverage of the spill, especially images of
animals covered in oil; footage from inside a vehicle driving along the turnpike; an
interview with Gregory Ulmer, the scholar from whom Morey draws the theoretical
underpinning of his digital memorial; and clips from old movies that have been remixed
to provide thought provoking, and at times humorous, commentary (Figure 4.5). In the
Electrate Ecocomposition section, Morey explains his composing decisions as follows:
By juxtaposing the invention of driving (and all the supportive technologies and
practices invented and developed to support this behavior) with the remote effects
created by the accidents related to this behavior, the Roadkill Tollbooth imagines
the ecological sacrifices necessary to support this practice, putting into relation
one value (the right to drive) with the sacrifice needed to support that value
(victims of the oil spill).
Morey’s curated media form a narrative that relies on explicit, jarring visual
compositions to make its argument.
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In contrast to the textual and visual narratives in nonfiction texts and documentary
films previously discussed, these digital maps afford an interactive experience that relies
on the user to make a narrative unfold. In the case of the LEAN Environmental Atlas,
which enables users to explore data, weaving their own self-directed, nonlinear narrative
through the map’s accumulated accounts of toxic landscapes and communities. In
contrast, the Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth relies on a more restricted, linear
narrative structure that is reflected visually on the map itself. In both cases, interactive
mapping allows composers and users to consider the local places impacted by the
petrochemical industry while also contextualizing those issues within the wider
distributed impacts of the industry. Ultimately, both maps provide a spatial perspective
that other modalities do not – simultaneously affords a vision of the spatial (and at times
temporal) scales of the slow violence perpetrated by the petrochemical industry along the
Gulf Coast.
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Figure 4.5: Video Clip on Roadkill Tollbooth Path

Beyond Ecocomposition: Writing Studies and Energy Humanities in Conversation
The maps discussed above can be understood within the context of overarching
disciplinary and pedagogical concerns in Rhetoric and Writing Studies and the Energy
and Environmental Humanities. Morey sees his Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth
as a work of ecocomposition, a subfield of Writing Studies that has evolved over the last
two decades. Christian Weisser and Sidney Dobrin offered the most prominent
articulation of ecocomposition with their 2001 edited collection Ecocomposition:
Theoretical and Pedagogical Approaches. Though they are hesitant to define the term,
Dobrin and Weisser explain that “ecocomposition is an area of study which, at its core,
places ecological thinking and composition in dialogue with one another in order to both
consider the ecological properties of written discourse and the ways in which ecologies,
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environments, locations, places, and natures are discursively affected. That is to say,
ecocomposition is about relationships” (p. 2). Dobrin and Weisser continued to develop
ecocomposition in their 2002 book Natural Discourse: Toward Ecocomposition, which
presents their account of ecocomposition’s history, articulates their vision of its potential,
and offers a path for future study. They define their project as follows: “Ecocomposition
is the study of the relationships between environments (and by that we mean natural,
constructed, and even imagined places) and discourse (speaking, writing, and thinking).
Ecocomposition draws primarily from disciplines that study discourse […] and merges
the perspectives of them with work in disciplines that examine environment” (p. 6). Over
the course of the book Dobrin and Weisser align ecocomposition with a number of
academic disciplines and subfields, including ecocriticism, cultural studies, ecofeminism,
environmental rhetoric, and critical and ecological pedagogies. They are careful to note,
however, that “ecocomposition pedagogy must take as its primary pedagogical agenda
the teaching of writing” (p. 57), a clarification that stems from the tendency to understand
ecocomposition as simply the use of environmental or nature writing as a topic in the
writing classroom.
Dobrin and Weisser confidently predicted that interest in ecocomposition would
grow in response to their work; however, this proved to be an overly optimistic
prediction. In his 2011 book Postcomposition, Dobrin declared that ecocomposition had
failed and offered four explanations why. He first suggests that ecocomposition “falls
prey to composition studies’ pedagogical imperative even before any substantial
ecological theories of writing have been forwarded,” then argues that it has wrongly
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“embrac[ed] floating signifiers like ‘nature’ and ‘environment’ as its primary objects of
study rather than writing, encouraging instead conversations about nature/culture
relations and the like” (p. 125). He also claims that ecocomposition’s ecology has been
too anthropocentric, and that there has been too little scholarly interest in its development
(p. 126). In light of these issues, Dobrin calls for ecocomposition to provide “complex
theories about writing instead of developing ways to encourage students to talk about or
even write about particular types of ‘issues’ (p. 130-131); in articulating these critiques,
Dobrin aims to “redirect ecocomposition away from academic, pedagogical trappings and
toward more intellectually productive work” (132). He fosters the development of what
he calls “postecocomposition” (p. 3) as the editor of the 2012 collection Ecology, Writing
Theory, and New Media, deemphasizes discussions of pedagogy and environmental
concerns in favor of studies that are more focused on ecology as a metaphor for
understanding and theorizing networked writing systems.
In his critique of Postcomposition, Writing Studies scholar Bruce Horner accuses
Dobrin of using theory to evade difficult discussions about pedagogy and administration
(2015, p. 461) and argues that Dobrin presents “a writing studies largely removed from
the material social realm” (2015, p. 459). Though this critique is levied at Dobrin’s larger
project in Postcomposition, in which writing’s relationship to ecology and technology are
theorized without consideration of material consequences, it has implications for his
rejection of ecocomposition and for Writing Studies scholars interested in an
ecocomposition that is actively engaged with the material social realm. An
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ecocomposition64 that leverages ecology as a metaphorical concept to advance theory,
while intellectually engaging, elides the ways in which the tools we normalize through
our research and teaching actively contribute to environmental injustice.
My goal here is not to dismiss theorizing writing as ecological as unimportant, but
to make the case for an environmentally just writing pedagogy that rematerializes its
conception of ecology and draws on the environmental humanities to account for the
practical/material problems posed by the energy and resource intensiveness of writing
practice. In doing so, I aim to specifically counter two of Dobrin’s explanations for
ecocomposition’s failure. First, I argue for more attention to pedagogy; such an approach
involves more thoughtful engagement with multimodal composing technologies and
drawing on the work of environmental humanities scholars who discuss energy and
materiality. Second, I am arguing for more explicit engagement with environmental
issues in the writing classroom. In his rejection of the focus on environmental “issues” in
the writing classroom, Dobrin precludes thoughtful examination of the material
ecological problems in which our writing tools are implicated. Environmental justice is
more than a topic for the writing classroom; rather, it is inseparable from Writing
Studies’ concern with composing practices as a result of the resource intensiveness and
broader environmental impacts of contemporary multimodal systems of composing,
digital communication, and media consumption.

64

Dobrin’s articulation of ecocomposition postcomposition (or postecocomposition) is confusing and at
times contradictory. In Postcomposition he conflates ecocomposition and ecological theories of writing,
suggesting that ecological theorizing is the proper aim of ecocompostion (citation needed). However, in the
introduction to Ecology, Writing Theory, and New Media he seems to suggest a distinction between the two
in aims and objects of study (p. 5).
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Other Writing Studies scholars are addressing these issues. For instance, in his
article “Let’s Not Forget Ecological Literacy,” Matthew Ortoleva explicitly addresses
this issue when he keenly observes what he calls a “duality of ecological thought” in
Writing Studies; he contrasts the use of ecology as a metaphor with work concerned with
the physical environment (2013, p. 68-69). He warns that Writing Studies scholars should
be cautious when using this metaphor, and argues that “ecological literacy” is “a more
powerful tool for framing issues of ecological and environmental concern” than
ecocomposition because such “broad treatment and bifurcated nature can remove
[ecocomposition] from the ecological exigence currently affecting all levels of the
biosphere, micro and macro” (2013 p. 69). What would it mean to center ecological
exigence, then? For Ortoleva, we must ultimately be concerned with justice: “By
pursuing these questions and others, ecological literacy becomes a potential tool against
structures of oppression and is put into the service of creating healthy, just, and
democratic communities. After all, injustice often has a neglected ecological dimension”
(2013, p. 71).
In a similar vein, Shannon Madden’s article “Obsolescence in/of Writing Studies”
raises questions about the materiality of digital writing practices, including the issues of
contamination, human rights, and labor associated with technological obsolescence.
Madden argues:
Writing scholars should do more to apply critical pressure to obsolescence in
technology design because our professional practices are bound up in
obsolescence and because obsolescence has human and environmental
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consequences that we can no longer afford to ignore. Such inquiries could also
help writing studies specialists resist the harnessing of literacy, communication,
and pedagogy to market forces and exploitative corporate practices. (2014, p. 31)
Madden sees the study of obsolescence as an opportunity to “extend work on the
materiality of digital writing” (2014, p. 34) and asks us to consider how obsolescence
shapes writing practices (2014, p. 35), a call that aligns with Shipka’s argument that “the
point [of examining composing processes] is to make the complex and highly distributed
processes involved with the production, reception, circulation, and valuation of texts
more visible” (2011, p. 38). Continuing Madden’s focus on materiality, I call for an
“ethical pedagogy” (2014, p. 34) that addresses environmental justice problems and
recognizes that our writing technologies and teaching materials are increasingly
inextricable from global systems of extraction and carbon energy.
In her 2011 book Toward a Composition Made Whole (2011), Writing Studies
scholar Jody Shipka argues for an understanding of multimodality that accounts for the
materiality of writing practices beyond (and including) digital composition; Shipka calls
for a mindfulness about technology and a recognition that “literacy and learning have
always been multimodal” (p. 20-21). She also articulates a pedagogical stance that allows
for considerations of energy, materiality, and ecology: “In addition to frameworks that
allow us to attend to the various materials and supports (both human and nonhuman)
people employ while composing texts, our frameworks must allow us to trace the
multiple, and oftentimes overlapping, sites and spaces where composing occurs” (p. 36).
Shipka’s understanding of writing here, which can be seen as both distributed and
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emplaced, can be productively linked with Ortoleva and Madden’s arguments point to an
ongoing scholarly conversation that centers ecological exigence, justice, obsolescence,
and materiality.
One of Morey’s theoretical concerns in his memorial is the connection between
writing and nonhuman nature. He writes, “This MEmorial theorizes how we might write
our relationship to nature differently through digital media and digital writing, in
particular the environments and beings affected by the spill and the public policies
created around this disaster.” Later, the “Electrate Ecocomposition” section of the project
statement foregrounds this issue in its opening lines: “Writing about the natural calls into
account not only human, but also nonhuman audiences. These audiences may not read
what humans write, but become affected by writing in some way.” He claims that this
impact is particularly evident “when our understanding of nature impacts our response to
disaster.” He also argues that “Altering the mode of composition would not give a ‘voice’
to nature per se, but help ask questions about the blind spots created through existing
writing systems.” He thus highlights the impact of writing on the natural world, but the
marginalized people also impacted by these systems are also one of these blind spots that
he does not consider. Morey sees his Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth as an
exploration of the interface between nature and culture, in doing so reinforcing a binary
that overlooks environmental justice issues.
Specifically, Morey argues that the humanities should participate in “eversion”;
pointing to the example of the Internet of Things and citing novelist William Gibson, he
defines everting as the movement of the digital “into the everyday physical world”; He
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then quotes Steven Jones to emphasize the material aspect of eversion: “Nowadays, it
feels as though the digital network is breaking through to the physical world, to the
everyday physical dimension in which we live, as if through cracks that have opened in
the fabric we once believed separated the mundane world from cyberspace. The result is
irruption, eversion, a new mixed reality in progress, still haunted by the earlier metaphor
of different dimensions.” This argument overlooks the fact that the digital world has
always had physical, material impacts and originates in, and is embedded in, the physical
world. With his binary-reinforcing focus on animals, Morey seems to work against his
own argument for “a discourse capable of writing the fish and the fisherman as a
whole.”65 But doesn’t thinking the fish and the fisherman as one necessitate thinking the
dead animal and the toxic human as one?

Connecting Writing Studies and Environmental Humanities Pedagogy
To address these questions and issues, Writing Studies should look to the
emerging environmental and energy humanities, as the issues discussed in this chapter lie
at the intersection of these fields. Early efforts in ecocomposition evolved alongside the
early literary ecocriticism that has been foundational to the emergence of work in the
interdisciplinary environmental humanities and share, perhaps to differing degrees, a
concern with pedagogy. 66 For instance, the 2016 edited collection Teaching Climate
65

Here he echoes other elegiac travelogue writers like Gessner.
For instance, the edited collection Teaching North American Environmental Literature, which was
published in 2008, includes a brief discussion of ecocomposition in an appendix of resources, but is mostly
devoted (as the title suggests) to teaching environmental literature. Greg Garrard’s 2012 edited collection
Teaching Ecocriticism and Green Cultural Studies does discuss the literature classroom, but also expands
its scope to consider issues of concern to writing studies, such as technology and new media. Elizabeth
66
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Change in the Humanities attempts to address the challenges of climate change pedagogy
with several essays by environmental humanities scholars. While many of these essays
focus on the literature classroom, others branch out to discuss topics like art,
environmental justice, and film. Greg Garrard’s contribution, “In-flight Behavior,”
discusses a first-year English classroom. However, the essay betrayed a somewhat
limited familiarity with current pedagogical research in Writing Studies.67 I highlight
Garrard’s seeming distance from current Writing Studies practice and research to show
that just as Writing Studies benefits from drawing on the Environmental Humanities,
there is also room in the Environmental Humanities for Writing Studies’ pedagogical
expertise.
In considering how Writing Studies might engage fruitfully with the material
impacts and energy intensiveness of contemporary composing practices, an issue that the
field has mostly ignored, 68 we can look to environmental and energy humanities scholars
like Allison Carruth, who has considered the dirty energy that underlies our digital
practices. Like Ortoleva, Carruth interrogates ecology as a metaphor, and like Madden
and Shipka they provoke consideration of the materiality of writing practices.
In her 2014 article “The Digital Cloud and the Micropolitics of Energy” (2014),
Carruth critiques the tendency to “lean heavily on ecological metaphors” (p. 339) and

Giddens’s essay “Encountering Social Constructivist Rhetoric” looks to an early definition of
ecocomposition drawn from Natural Discourse, but does not account for Dobrin’s critiques of the project.
67
Garrard emphasized his use of the popular text They Say/I Say to teach argument rather than grammar, a
practice that he seems to imply is a novel approach to teaching writing, but which is widely rejected in
composition pedagogy.
68
Ortoleva and Madden are notable exceptions, other than minor comments like: M. Jimmie Killingsworth
has pointed to the “demand of silicon-based writing and teaching on the energy supply” (p. 88)
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specifically addresses the digital cloud as a metaphor (p. 241). She explains that the
“preponderance of ecological metaphors […] masks […] an energy-intensive and
massively industrial infrastructure” (p. 342). She continues this argument in “Ecological
Media Studies and the Matter of Digital Technologies,” which connects the
Environmental and Digital Humanities, and argues that the “ubiquity of ecological
metaphors for the digital (from data mining to media ecology itself) obscures the matter
of digital technologies” (2016, p. 365). In both essays Carruth presents ideas and
practices with potential pedagogical applications and seems especially aligned with
Shipka and Madden. For instance, she defines the “micropolitics of energy” as “the
planetary ramifications of minute individual practices that are fueled by the cultural
values of connectivity and speed and that rely, above all, on the infrastructure of server
farms” (2014, p. 343). This concept, the “micropolitics of energy,” can be expanded
beyond the digital practices Carruth discusses to also account for Morey’s discussion of
driving, arguably one of many other “minute individual practices” that reflect what
Carruth identifies as “the cultural values of connectivity and speed.” Morey views his
map as “a reminder to all motorists that routine actions can have large-scale
repercussions.” Drawing attention to personal responsibility and accountability, he asks,
“What is my personal business with oil? What is my petroleum network? The MEmorial
should make this appear, should make it felt.” He continues, “Ultimately, the point of a
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MEmorial is not to direct (or absolve) blame at others necessarily (who gets oil
revenues?) but to uncover how I am at fault regarding a particular disaster.” 69

Pedagogical Applications
Following the overlapping conversations in Writing Studies and the
Environmental Humanities laid out above, this section will consist of teaching materials
that apply the theoretical framework above and are designed for an upper-level course or
seminar in environmental humanities, environmental communication, or energy
humanities. These materials consist of readings, assignments, and discussion questions
designed to link the material environmental impacts of everyday communicative
practices, Carruth’s micropolitics of energy, with digital-visual ecologies; across three
themed units, students in the course would develop interactive Esri Story Maps.70 Like
the preceding chapters, these materials highlight the Gulf Coast as a site for exploration,
but they also widen in scope to encourage consideration of the distributed, global impacts
of carbon extraction, refinement, and consumption.
These materials were developed based a guest lecture on energy humanities I
delivered and other related materials I developed for a 3xxx/5xxx (cross-listed for upperdivision undergraduates and graduate students), team taught course that was part of the
university-wide Grand Challenges curriculum71 at the University of Minnesota-Twin
69

This interest in his own culpability also links Morey with similar arguments about personal responsibility
made by Gessner and Hochschild, as discussed in Chapter 2.
70
Esri Story Maps harness the capabilities of interactive mapping through the ArcGIS platform in a userfriendly tool that allows for the creation of multimedia narratives that integrate the visual, spatial elements
of maps with text, images, and film to create rich, layered narratives. See https://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/
71
See http://gcc.umn.edu/
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Cities in the Spring 2019 semester. The course, which was taught by an architect who
works as an environmental educator and an electrical engineering professor, aimed to
provide students with an interdisciplinary approach to the power grid. The syllabus
describes the course, which was titled “Power Systems Journey: Making the Invisible
Visible and Actionable,” as follows:
An energy revolution is underway and it needs to accelerate to support climate
and economic goals. But the general citizenry does not understand our current
energy systems, particularly the seemingly invisible phenomena of electricity and
its generation, distribution, and use. Technical knowledge is only half the
solution, however. It is through human decisions and behaviors that technical
solutions get applied and adopted, and the importance of communication and
storytelling is being recognized for its relevance to making change. How can
science literacy and behavior-motivating engagement and storytelling be
combined to help make systemic change? This course explores the integration of
science-based environmental education, with art-led, place-based exploration of
landscapes and creative map-making to address this challenge. How do we make
electricity visible, understandable, and interesting -- so we can engage citizens in
energy conservation with basic literacy about the electric power system so that
they can be informed voters, policy advocates, and consumers?
In this class, you will take on this challenge, first learning about the electric power
systems you use, their history, and examples of communication and education
efforts, and then apply your learning through public education projects delivered
via online GIS Story maps that use a combination of data, art, and story to help
others understand, and act on the power journey we are all on. All will share the
common exploration of power systems through field trips, and all will contribute
to a multi-faceted story of power, presented in a group GIS story maps.
Though my project considers issues of carbon energy and extraction more widely while
the course focused on more squarely on electricity and the power grid, collaborating with
the instructors provided an opportunity for me to draft teaching materials in a context
similar to a course I might envision teaching. Moreover, the stated goals of visualizing
the invisible, evident in the course title, as well as its focus on storytelling and
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communicating technical knowledge to the nontechnical audiences; emphasis on a
public-facing deliverable; place-based orientation; and culmination in the development of
Story Maps 72 made the course an ideal context for thinking through pedagogy at the
intersection of Writing Studies and Environmental Humanities.
My lecture began with an introduction to the environmental humanities, drawing
on a definition from The Oxford Research Center for Humanties (TORCH) 73 along with
the stated goals of the Environmental Humanities Initiative at the University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities.74 I then situated the energy humanities within the larger project
of the environmental humanities and provided the following definition of energy
humanities, drawing on an essay published by foundational scholars in the field Dominic
Boyer and Imre Szeman in 2014: “a rapidly emerging field of scholarship that overcomes
traditional boundaries between the disciplines and between academic and applied
research. Like its predecessors, energy humanities highlights the essential contribution
that the insights and methods of the human sciences can make to areas of study and
analysis that were once thought best left to the natural sciences.” I also emphasized the
following central question drawn from the same essay: “how can we cope with a rising
72

The primary course deliverables were two collaboratively developed interactive Story Maps built using
the Esri ArcGIS online platform. Those assignments did not inform the development of this unit
73
“The Environmental Humanities are a diverse and emergent field of cross-disciplinary research that seeks
to analyze and investigate the complex interrelationships between human activity (cultural, economic, and
political) and the environment, understood in its broadest
sense.”
74
“EHI seeks to catalyze research, foster pedagogical innovation, and enhance public outreach among CLA
faculty and graduate students interested in broadly humanistic approaches to environmental issues that
stretch across the globe.”; The Environmental Humanities Initiative engages a wide range of related fields,
including indigenous studies, political ecology, food studies, cultural geography, animal studies, and
cultural anthropology, and investigates such keywords as sustainability, the Anthropocene, and the
posthuman. Environmental humanities scholars also seek to bridge the divide between academic analysis
and practice in the public sphere.”
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demand for energy when our current portfolio of energy sources is already inducing
global warming, ocean acidification and climate change?” In doing so, I aimed to make
evident that the work of the environmental and energy humanities is aligned with course
outcomes.
I then introduced and discussed the following key concepts, which I emphasized
are often interrelated:
•
•
•
•
•

Anthropocene
Scale
Slow Violence
Tough Oil/Energy
Visibility/Invisibility

During the lecture, I discussed scholarship and provided examples relevant to
these concepts. When discussing the Anthropocene, I explained the controversy
surrounding the concept and its definition, pointing to the disputes over the beginning of
the proposed epoch, which include, but are not limited to, the emergence of agriculture,
the industrial revolution, and the atomic bomb. In the context of this short introduction to
the Anthropocene, I also introduced an environmental justice perspective by referring to
an article published online by The Guardian in January 2019 that discussed the impact of
European colonization of the Americas on global climate; in brief, as a consequence of
this violent period colonization, which resulted in the death of about 56 million people by
the end of the 16th century, the global climate cooled due to the abrupt shift from
agriculture to overgrown land (Milman 2019).
I then turned to a brief overview of temporal and spatial scale as analytical lenses
in the field, then introduced Slow Violence, providing Rob Nixon’s definition of the
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concept. Drawing on my own research to illustrate this concept, I showed the class three
photographs from Cancer Alley by Richard Misrach that were included in Petrochemical
America; these scenes included a graveyard with a refinery in the background (Figure
4.6), a fenced off planation home with signage showing its ownership by Shell Chemical
due to the contamination of the surrounding area, and the sugarcane field with the
refinery obscured by fog in the background that also appears on the cover of
Hochschild’s Strangers in Their Own Land.

Figure 4.6: Misrach’s “Crucifix and Union Carbide Plant” (1998)
To introduce the concept of Tough Oil (Figure 4.7), I discussed the coining of the
term by Michael T. Klare and its uptake by Stephanie LeMenager in Living Oil. Klare
explains, “Virtually all of the oil that’s left is contained in harder-to-reach, tougher
reserves. These include deep-offshore oil, Arctic oil, and shale oil, along with Canadian
‘oil sands’ — which are not composed of oil at all, but of mud, sand, and tar-like
bitumen. So-called unconventional reserves of these types can be exploited, but often at a
staggering price, not just in dollars but also in damage to the environment” (2012). I also
emphasized that this concept can be expanded to consider tough carbon in general,
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including coal mined through mountaintop removal and hydraulic fracturing. These
points were underscored with photographs of oil sands in Canada, a screenshot of the
wellhead spewing oil at the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico during the 2010 BP spill, and a
view of a mountaintop removal coal mining site.

Figure 4.7: Example Slide from Lecture
To introduce visibility and invisibility, I explained that considerations of oil’s
visibility and invisibility in daily life are central across the energy humanities in work
situated in multiple fields including Literary Studies, Rhetoric, Media and
Communication Studies, American Studies, Geography, and Political Science. Rather
than providing a representative example of this work, which I did with other concepts but
seemed impossible given the number of perspectives available, I instead showed a
satellite image of the oil slick in the Gulf of Mexico following the BP spill and suggested
a consideration of the ways in which oil evades sight in daily life, for instance as it moves
through pipelines or as we drive vehicles.
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After introducing these key concepts, I turned to examples of environmental and
energy humanities work. I explained that work in this area exists about sites worldwide,
then provided examples of the following carbon extraction related sites in North
America, some of which had already been introduced: the Canadian tar sands; deep-water
drilling in the Gulf of Mexico; Appalachian mountaintop removal; the Bakken oil fields
in North Dakota; fracking in states like Oklahoma and Pennsylvania; and pipelines,
including the Dakota Access Pipeline. In addition, I emphasized that work in the
environmental and energy humanities spans genres and blurs the boundaries among
academia, activism, and art, with the examples of literary fiction and nonfiction
(especially the work of Margaret Atwood), poetry, photography, film, and web-based
interactions as forms of this kind of work across multiple modalities. This led me to a
brief discussion of my research in this dissertation. I shared an overview of the two
preceding chapter on nonfiction texts and BP spill documentaries, including key themes
explored and example screenshots from the documentaries. Finally, I introduced Sean
Morey’s Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth, a digital memorial project published in
the online rhetoric journal Kairos that focused on animals that died as a result of the spill,
as an example of a multimodal interactive narrative of the Gulf Coast.
To build on the lecture, the following required and supplemental readings were
assigned through the course Canvas discussion page:
•

Required
o Atwood, “It’s Not Climate Change, It’s Everything Change”
https://medium.com/matter/it-s-not-climate-change-it-s-everythingchange-8fd9aa671804
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Morey, Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth:
http://kairos.technorhetoric.net/21.2/topoi/morey/index.html
Optional/Supplemental
o Intro to Energy Humanities: https://www.universityaffairs.ca/opinion/inmy-opinion/the-rise-of-energy-humanities/
o Slow Violence: https://www.chronicle.com/article/Slow-Violence/127968.
o Anthropocene: https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-termanthropocene-is-popular-and-problematic/
o Tough Oil: https://www.huffingtonpost.com/michael-t-klare/obama-gasprices_b_1342042.html
o Scale: https://www.eurozine.com/the-climate-of-history-four-theses/
o Visibility/Invisibility: https://read.dukeupress.edu/south-atlanticquarterly/article-pdf/116/2/402/472273/ddsaq_116_2_11Szeman_Fpp.pdf
o

•

Students were also asked to respond on a Canvas discussion board to the following
prompts and questions designed to apply what they learned through the lecture and
readings to course themes, topics introduced in the lecture, and the narratives they are
developing for their own Story Maps:
•

•
•

•

Reflect on Margaret Atwood’s argument(s) in “It’s Not Climate Change, It’s
Everything Change,” drawing on and applying at least one of the key concepts
from environmental/energy humanities discussed in class (Anthropocene, Slow
Violence, Tough Oil, Visibility/Invisibility, Scale).
Do Atwood’s arguments about energy resonate? Why or why not?
Explore Sean Morey’s Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth interactive
map/digital memorial and respond using at least one of the key concepts discussed
in class.
What insights, methods, or approaches can you draw from Morey as you develop
your own narrative story map?

The lecture, readings, and prompts I developed for the UMN GCC course allowed me to
refine my pedagogical approach and develop the course below that can be adapted as
needed for an upper-division undergraduate or graduate course focused on environmental
humanities, energy humanities, environmental rhetoric, or a similar topic.
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Sample Course
This 3-unit course designed for a 15-week semester would begin with the Gulf
Coast as an entry point for students to what Morey refers to as the BP spill’s “abject
sacrifices,” a concept I believe should be extended beyond his focus on animals and the
spill to include the wider environmental implications of carbon extractive cultures in
general and contemporary digital practices in particular. I do so first by asking students to
read and write texts across modalities as they consider the material environmental
impacts of mundane daily practices (following Carruth and Morey), culminating in the
development of a collaborative interactive map. I then turn to a unit focused on narrative,
using the elegiac travelogue and environmental justice movement rhetoric, as well as key
concepts from the Energy and Environmental Humanities as framing models. Finally, I
ask students to apply what they have learned in the first two units emphasizing the
affordances of interactive maps for visualizing the diffuse and often invisible global
impacts of extractive systems. Interactive maps, the primary course deliverables, allow
composers and users to visualize distributed narratives and reflect on the distributed
nature of digital composing as well as the movement of industrial toxins through bodies,
local ecosystems, and global economies.
Table 4.1: Sample Course Schedule
Week

Themes and
Objectives

Readings

Assignments/Discussion and
Writing Prompts

Unit 1: Energy, Carbon Extraction, and Daily Practices
1

Introducing the
Gulf Coast as a
Case

Sean Morey,
Deepwater

Cursory analysis of Morey and LEAN
Environmental Atlas and reflection on
the Gulf Coast and the distributed
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Horizon Roadkill
Tollbooth
LEAN
Environmental
Atlas

impacts of carbon extractive systems.
What do you know and not know
about the Gulf Coast? About where
your energy comes from, including the
Gulf or places like the Bakken
formation?

2

Daily Practices and
the “Micropolitics
of Energy” I

Allison Carruth,
“The Digital
Cloud”
Wendell Berry,
“Why I am not
buying a
computer”

Reflection drawing together Morey’s
reflection on driving, other daily practices,
and the “micropolitics of energy” as
discussed in Carruth

3

Digital Practices
and the
“Micropolitics of
Energy”

Greenpeace, Click
Clean

4

[Project 1
Development]

Select a cloud-dependent app or service you
use frequently that is discussed in Click
Clean and reflect on Carruth’s arguments.
Discuss a distant place impacted by a
commonplace digital practice? In what
ways are your everyday communicative
practices enabled by carbon extraction?
Have students trace citations in Greenpeace
report to link micropolitics with
material/spatial reality [group students
according to which app they selected during
week 3]

5

[Project 1
Development]

Project 1: Mapping the Micropolitics of
Energy in Daily Communicative Practice
Drawing on Click Clean to map the impacts
of a frequently used company like
Facebook, Instagram, Google, or Amazon,
students collaboratively develop an
interactive map as a class that links
environmental impacts across the country
and the globe. To use Morey’s language,
this assignment asks students to consider
the “abject sacrifices” enabling everyday
digital practices.

Unit 2: Environmental Narratives and the Energy and Environmental Humanities
6

The Anthropocene
[as concept and as
narrative]

7

Tough Oil/Energy

Malm and
Hornberg, “The
Geology of
Mankind”
Excerpts from
LeMenager,
Living Oil

[Individual reflections on readings with
responsibility for discussion questions
divided among students]
[Individual reflections on readings with
responsibility for discussion questions
divided among students]
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Michael T. Klare,
“A Tough Oil
World”
Introduction from
Energy
Humanities
8

Slow Violence

9

Environmental
Justice

Excerpts from
Rob Nixon, Slow
Violence and the
Environmentalism
of the Poor
Excerpts from
Ivan Illich, Energy
and Equity

[Individual reflections on readings with
responsibility for discussion questions
divided among students]
[Individual reflections on readings with
responsibility for discussion questions
divided among students]

Jean-Francois
Mouhot, “Past
Connections and
Present
Similarities in
Slave Ownership
and Fossil Fuel
Usage”

10

Data and Narrative
I

Excerpts from
Sandler and
Pezzullo,
Environmental
Justice and
Environmentalism
LEAN
Environmental
Atlas

Reflection: select site(s) on the LEAN
Environmental Atlas and conduct research
to develop a narrative that integrates the
data chosen

Unit 3: Visualizing the Impacts of Carbon Extraction, Refinement, and Consumption
11

Data and Narrative
II

12

Visibility and
toxicity

Ottinger, Spears,
and Orff,
“Petrochemical
America,

Working in groups, students will identify a
data set related to a site of carbon
extraction, refinement, and/or consumption
using ArcGIS online and conduct research
to develop a brief narrative. The sites
selected will become the sites of focus for
project 2. Begin composing collaborative
proposal for Project 2.
Project 2 Proposal Due
[Individual reflections on readings with
responsibility for discussion questions
divided among students]
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Petrochemical
Addiciton” 75
Brenda
Longfellow,
Offshore

13

Scale

14

[Project 2
Development]
[Project 2
Development]

15

Jennifer Peoples,
“Toxic Sublime:
Imaging
Contaminated
Landscapes”
Excerpts from
Sense of Place
and Sense of
Planet

[Individual reflections on readings with
responsibility for discussion questions
divided among students]

Project 2 – Mapping Sacrifice Zones:
Narrating the Global Toxic Impacts of
Extractive Systems
Following Morey’s example of distributed,
digital monumentality, students develop
interactive Story Maps drawing on data and
narrative to compose multimodal texts that
communicate toxic impacts on local sites,
people, cultures, and lives (human and
nonhuman).

Example Assignment
Project 2 – Mapping Sacrifice Zones: Narrating the Global Toxic Impacts of
Extractive Systems
A. Learning Objectives
Students will:
•
•
•
•
•

75

Identify regions as industrial sacrifice zones
Conduct research on environmental injustices in a selected sacrifice zone
Demonstrate audience awareness in the development of public environmental
communication
Collaboratively plan and create an interactive ArcGIS Story Map
Develop multimodal composing skills in a final product that includes written text,
image, sound, and/or and film

https://southernspaces.org/2013/petrochemical-america-petrochemical-addiction
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•
•
•

Integrate spatial and scalar thinking skills and scientific data in the design of an
environmental narrative
Articulate multifaceted environmental narratives that integrate overlapping issues
including toxicity, racism, historical context, and personal stories
Reflect on the idea of place in a global context

B. Assignment Prompt
Environmental justice activists and scholars have increasingly referred to regions around
the globe that have been negatively impacted by industrial-scale resource extraction and
processing as “sacrifice zones.” Examples of sacrifice zones in North America include
the petrochemical corridor commonly called Cancer Alley along the Mississippi River in
Louisiana; mountaintop removal coal mining in Appalachia; and the tar sands in Alberta,
Canada. In this project, you will work in groups of 2-3 to identify a sacrifice zone,
conduct research on the region, and develop an interactive Story Map using ArcGIS
online that provides a rich, layered, intersectional, public-oriented narrative centered on
that place. In doing so, you and your collaborators will think about place in the context of
intertwined global crises, including environmental toxicity, racial violence, and climate
change.
Working in groups, you develop a narrative that draws from the following list of
themes/perspectives that intersect with the environmental narrative of the chosen sacrifice
zone:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal
Historical
Current events
Race
Health
Toxicity
Religion

Part I: Proposal (20%)
Each group will develop a proposal for their Story Map that:
•
•
•
•

Identifies a public-facing online publication (such as a regional or national
environmental or social justice focused publication) where the proposed Story
Map might be published
Describes the audience for the proposed Story Map
Briefly summarizes the narrative you want to tell about your chosen sacrifice zone
Justifies the selection of narrative themes/perspectives (e.g. personal stories,
particular environmental disasters, historical context, etc.)
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The proposal should end with an annotated bibliography of at least 20 multi-genre,
multimodal sources for the project that meet the source criteria detailed in Part II below
(not including images).
Part II: Story Map (80%)
The final Story Map should include, at minimum:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 images
2 videos and/or 1 video and one sound clip (e.g. a clip from a documentary and an
interview)
5 digital sources, including online news articles
5 peer-reviewed academic sources
3 physical text sources
2500 words of original text (including interpretive, reflective, and/or personal
writing)
1 public dataset from ArcGIS Online

Project 2: Discussion
This project is intended as a summative, end of semester assignment for the
advanced undergraduate course described in the preceding pages. It is meant to draw
together the theories and perspectives from the energy and environmental humanities that
students would have explored throughout the semester and apply them to the
development of a narrative about a particular industrial sacrifice zone. Though other webbased tools for developing interactive maps exist, such as storymaps.js, I chose the
ArcGIS platform because of its advanced capabilities for creating rich multimodal
narratives, including the integration of maps with text, images, and video. 76 This Story
Map project is designed to be collaboratively developed due to the relative complexity of

76

A drawback of this platform is that it requires a paid subscription to ESRI services, which may not be
financially feasible at all institutions.
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the ArcGIS Online application, as well as the thoroughly researched projects such
collaboration enables.
In creating this assignment, I considered the strengths and weaknesses I perceived
in the two maps I examined earlier in this chapter: LEAN’s Environmental Atlas and
Morey’s Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth. The Environmental Atlas highlights
publicly available scientific data sets and specific sites of environmental incidents,
industrial facilities, and impacted communities; this link to data, as well as the
visualization and spatial contextualization of particular sites, are both key requirements of
this assignment. However, the Environmental Atlas does not provide an explicit narrative
about the region, leaving the user to interact with the map without any guidance from the
composers. In contrast, Morey’s Roadkill Tollbooth couples a clear, linear narrative with
images, text, and film. However, it does not make use of the ability of digital mapping to
pinpoint and discuss particular sites. This assignment asks students to draw on what I
believe to be the strengths of these two maps together, linking a multimodal composition
with specific sites to tell an explicit, layered narrative of a chosen place.
To provide a model for this assignment, I developed a sample map focused on my
hometown of Jeanerette, Louisiana, a small town along the Gulf Coast that can be
understood as part of a petrochemical extraction and refinement sacrifice zone. My ideal
audience for this interactive, publicly-oriented digital narrative would be readers of a
regionally-focused online publication like Southerly or The Bitter Southerner.77 The map

77

See southerlymag.org and bittersoutherner.com
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draws on my own personal perspective; provides historical context that accounts for
human interventions in the landscape as well as longstanding racial tensions and
injustices in the region; and draws attention to the ways in which these interventions and
injustices continue to unfold today. In particular, this map demonstrates how the ripple
effects of white supremacist hierarchies, racialized violence, and extractive plantation
capitalism remain visible on the land and in the lives of Jeanerette’s residents today. As I
have emphasized in chapter 2, which focused on nonfiction environmental narrative texts,
the foregrounding of European histories and culture in popular histories of the Gulf Coast
in general and Louisiana in particular, whether it be the colonial presence of France and
Spain to the stories of impoverished and oppressed Cajuns, speaks to the white
supremacist attitudes and the colonial legacy that still permeate the region today. The
previous chapter on documentaries allowed me to consider how locals’ narratives differ
from those told by outsiders in chapter 2, and also to consider the ways in which visuals,
and especially film, allow for more concrete, visceral explorations of toxicity and racial
injustice. Taken together, my analyses of these narratives have spurred me to consider
how I would ask students to develop public-facing environmental narratives that draw
attention to sites impacted by slow violence.
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Figure 4.8: Example Story Map Panel
The screenshot above (Figure 4.8) shows a map of Jeanerette with a highlighted
pin at City Park, among other pins at other places in the city that I discuss in other
sections of the Story Map. In the right-side panel is a photograph I took while visiting
home a few years ago of a sign near the boat landing along the bayou in city park.
Providing historical context and linking the landscape to its native inhabitants, I explain
below the photo that this well-known bayou, the Teche, which is referenced in Life on the
Mississippi and McPhee’s “Atchafalaya,” is an ancient Mississippi River path. The Teche
was named for the local Chitimacha tribe’s word for snake and its name is rooted in an
origin story of the bayou itself as a giant snake. Regarding the sign, I explain that the
application of petrochemically-derived fertilizers needed for industrial-scales sugarcane
farming has led to hypoxic conditions in the bayou and discuss the jokes I heard growing
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up about swimming in the bayou causing one to grow a third arm. Zooming out in a later
panel, I point to the other two bodies of water that shaped my early life in Jeanerette,
Lake Fausse Point in the Atchafalaya Basin and Cypremort Point, which juts into
Vermilion Bay, an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico. Returning to one of the aims of my
narrative, which is to emphasize the environmental and racial injustices that have shaped
the region, I also discuss the use of prison labor to build the Atchafalaya Basin levee and
include an old photograph of these laborers. These prisoners were leased from a prison
farm on the site of a former plantation on the land that is now my hometown.
Other maps and related discussions include the sites of the four former plantations
that occupied the land that is now the city of Jeanerette; photographs I took of burning
sugarcane fields alongside my personal narrative of growing up surrounded by the hazy,
smoky air of these burning fields and sugar mills; links to and discussions of recent news
articles about the discrimination faced by black farmers in Jeanerette and a story about a
descendant of a freed slave who was granted land in the area that was subsequently
farmed and drilled for oil without permission by white locals; and a video interview with
local chemist and environmental activist Wilma Subra. Further developments of this
example Story Map would integrate data on superfund sites or oil and gas pipelines
crisscrossing the region, which could be examined alongside older industry maps. Future
adaptations could involve field methods and draw on the mobile app data collection
capabilities available through ArcGIS.
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Conclusion
As humanities scholars begin to grapple with the challenges posed by the
Anthropocene, which positions humans as a geologic force, Writing Studies must
consider the ways in which the composing technologies central to our research and
teaching have become more and more energy intensive and carbon dependent and join
the critical efforts of environmental and energy humanities scholars to consider the often
invisible, globally dispersed impacts of carbon extraction, refinement, and consumption
on local ecologies and cultures. As I have discussed in this chapter, coming to terms with
the environmental impacts of digital technologies means using them to reflect on the
material environmental issues to which they are connected. Ultimately, the analyses in
this chapter underpin a pedagogical approach developed above that encourages students
to draw on guiding concepts, including the elegiac travelogue, environmental justice
movement rhetoric, and work in the Energy and Environmental Humanities, and see their
multimodal compositions as narrative interventions in public environmental discourse.
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